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The three major optical character recognition (OCR) engines (ExperVision, Scansoft 
OCR, and Abby OCR) in use today are all capable of recognizing text at near perfect 
percentages.  The remaining errors however have proven very difficult to identify within a single 
engine. Recent research has shown that a comparison between the errors of the three engines 
proved to have very little correlation, and thus, when used in conjunction, may be useful to 
increase accuracy of the final result.  This document discusses the implementation and results of 
a simple voting system designed to prove the hypothesis and show a statistical improvement in 
overall accuracy.  Additional aspects of implementing an improved OCR scheme such as dealing 
with multiple engine data output alignment and recognizing application specific solutions are 
also addressed in this research.  Although voting systems are currently in use by many major 
OCR engine developers, this research focuses on the addition of a collaborative system which is 
able to utilize the various positive aspects of multiple engines while also addressing the 
immediate need for practical industry applications such as litigation and forms processing.  
Doculex TM, a major developer and leader in the document imaging industry, has provided the 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The term optical character recognition is defined as the electronic identification and 
digital encoding of printed or handwritten characters by means of an optical scanner and 
specialized software [1].  The development of OCR technology and technique has been a 
primary focus in the field of pattern recognition for more than fifty years [2].  Since its initial 
conception, engineers have marveled at the possibility of computers possessing the acute visual 
sense of human beings coupled with the abilities to process data at lightning speeds.  Since the 
beginning, the problem with OCR has always remained the same: OCR has never been 100% 
accurate. 
Due to the various types of documents that could possibly be scanned for OCR, such as 
spreadsheets, letters with company letterhead, e-mails,  technical manuals, legal documents, 
medical records, forms, or contracts, the requirements of the OCR technology are never exactly 
set for every specific application.  The software must be able to deal with the various types of 
formatting and quality of scanned papers. Figure one is an example of a pristine document 
suitable for OCR.  A current OCR tool applied to a document of this type regularly achieves 
accuracy at or above 95%. Figure two shows an example of skewed data. Many OCR tools 
include image processing algorithms designed to detect and correct for tilted or skewed data.  




Figure 1: Pristine Data Example 
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Figure 2: Skewed Data Example 
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Figure three is an example illustrating two different types of problems with which OCR engines 
must overcome.  As can be seen, the page scan quality is poor. There is noise from the scanning 
process running down the left column and in various places within the document.  There is also a 
place in the document where handwriting is corrupting the original text.  Figure four is a 
document with unique formatting.  The shifting of line spacing and oddly placed blocks of text 
can cause OCR engines to improperly recognize complete lines and words.  Although it is 
possible that every individual character in the page could have been recognized correctly, the 
words could end up garbled or misplaced in the document.  The final example, shown in figure 
five, demonstrates a situation where a company letterhead or logo is written in a unique font. The 
text is no problem for a human being to recognize, but an OCR engine that uses a pattern 
matching technique for recognition may have serious problems correctly recognizing the text [4].  
Many engines utilize image processing algorithms that recognize objects as either text or images. 
A company logo that is illegible by OCR is usually classified as an image by the engine and is 
ignored for OCR.  However, this method usually requires the manual intervention of a human to 
verify which objects are images and which are not.  For example: the MONY logo in figure five 
is very clearly spelled out MONY, but the “$” contained within the “O” and the fact that the 
letters are all touching could cause the OCR software to improperly recognize the text.  When 
the OmniPage TM OCR software package is used on that area of the page, the engine fails to 
correctly recognize any of the characters. If allowed to automatically decide what to do, it 
ignores the word and recognizes it as an image.  With each and every OCR engine available 
today utilizing a variety of different methods to recognize text, the way in which these problems 
are addressed varies.  Each engine makes a guess as to what it recognizes and each individual 
guess is part of a diverse population of possibilities.   
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Figure 3: Poor Scan Quality and Handwriting Data Example  
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Figure 4: Difficult Formatting Data Example 
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Figure 5: Unique Company Logo Data Example 
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Initially, many of the problems associated with improving accuracy were related to 
scanner technology. The first designs were nothing more than lights, mirrors, and small slits 
encoded into single bits of data with photo multiplier tubes [2].  The next generation brought the 
invention of “curve following” and allowed for poor recognition of various fonts and 
handwriting. As the silicone age boomed into the 1970’s most hardware problems were 
overcome.  Photo-diode arrays and advanced electronics provided the industry with high quality 
scanners suitable to capture text for OCR.  Over the past thirty years, scanners have improved – 
providing higher resolutions and faster scans – but the technology has remained essentially the 
same.  
The techniques for encoding the scanned data have also evolved over the years. Due to 
the interest from both academic and industrial sources, OCR has become the most studied and 
most successful application of pattern recognition [3].  Due to the major competition between 
OCR engine manufacturers, it is difficult to obtain complete documentation about the inner 
workings of today’s most popular OCR engines. However, the fundamental methods for OCR 
are consistent with most all designs.  The raw data is extracted from an image and characters are 
recognized [4].   There are many different methods for recognition, some engines look at the 
patterns or features of a character, and attempt to match it to a set of known characters. Others 
create a histogram of the character and use the resultant function to mathematically determine the 
possible character.  Evolution of these techniques allowed OCR developers to achieve higher 
levels of accuracy to a certain degree.  As the engineers grew closer to the 100% accuracy goal, 
it became harder to achieve improved results. The problem did not lay in the methods themselves 
but the lack of diversity they exuded.  With just a single method of recognition, some engines 
would be very successful with particular fonts and documents, but would fail where yet another 
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engine could succeed.  The addition of a voting mechanism to the process allows for a 
comparison between the multiple results from various engines.  With the majority of the engines 
used in the voter having a higher accuracy, the faulty engines are repaired.   
In order to make valid conclusions about the validity of voting to improve accuracy, one 
must first look at the viability of utilizing a voter. Previous work from Mercedes Rogers at the 
University of Central Florida tested the three major OCR engines in use today for correlation [5].  
The tests concluded that the errors from the three engines were not correlated and thus voting is a 
viable method to improve accuracy [5].   
Currently, voting systems in use today utilize neural-networks and complex confidence 
levels to achieve higher accuracy.  The OmniPage engine uses three-way and two-way voting to 
achieve better results [6]. The RicoStar Voting Engine from Oce` uses two way expert voting 
with the RicoStar and AEG engines comparing confidence levels to achieve higher results [4].  
Abby fine reader does not establish their engine as a voting engine but remains competitive using 
proprietary technologies.  The Expervision engine uses Machine-Learned Fragment Analysis 
(MLFA) for improved recognition results [7].  There are other OCR engines in use today and 
each is able to achieve an accuracy of 90 to 100%.  The interesting aspect about the work 
performed by Rogers lies in the fact that, despite all of these individual achievements, there is 
still room for improvement.  The errors from each engine are different.  Therefore, a simple voter 
can be applied to take the results from each engine and a better final result can still be produced.   
This Thesis is a continuation of the work proposed by Doculex and conducted by Rogers 
[5].  Tests with three major engines were conducted to prove that the inclusion of a simple voter 
can improve OCR results.  A multi-dimensional data structure is also discussed for use when 
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dealing with large amounts of data specifically applicable to litigation cases.   The ultimate goal 
of this work is to achieve practical methods for increased accuracy of OCR data. 
The specific problem addressed in this work was originally proposed by Doculex TM.  The 
company has a need for improved recognition and search capabilities for OCR documents.  The 
problem essentially breaks down into two components.  First, the assumption must be made, that 
if an OCR engine were able to achieve 100% accuracy, all demands for indexing documents 
would be met.  Therefore, the investigation of implementing a simple voting scheme utilizing the 
diverse population of OCR engines must be done to show an additional increase in accuracy is 
possible.  In addition, an application specific to Doculex TM and its litigation customers, may not 
utilize the benefit of purely improved accuracy, but could make better use of more advanced 
search capabilities.  With litigation cases, many thousands of pages have to be scanned and 
recognized as unformatted text.  The formatting of the text is not retained because the data is 
meant as a searchable database linked to the original images.  The end user searches a text 
database for text within a document and is returned the original image or draft.  A multi-
dimensional data structure is proposed to allow for multiple engines to populate a searchable 
database linked to the original documents.    
Chapter two discusses the OCR engines available today and the various tradeoffs 
between them.  The process of acquiring data and performing comparisons will be discussed to 
establish the foundation for future testing.  In addition, the methods for comparison and the 
voting algorithm will also be addressed.  Chapter three covers the results of voting and discusses 
the various issues encountered.  Chapter four makes the necessary conclusions from the work 
and summarizes the results. Future work is also proposed in chapter four.    
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CHAPTER TWO: IMPROVING OCR 
Of all available OCR engines, three were chosen for testing with this work.  Expervision 
is the current engine in use by Doculex TM and was chosen for its abilities to outperform the field 
in terms of speed [7].  The remaining two engines – Abbyy FineReader[8] and ScanSoft 
OmniPage – were chosen for popularity, their reputation in the industry, and because they are 
two alternate engines previously investigated by Doculex TM.   
The Expervision engine uses Machine-Learned Fragment Analysis to recognize text. 
MLFA is a technology developed by Expervision for use in their engine.  Unlike most OCR 
engines that utilize character databases or pattern matching techniques, the Expervision MLFA 
engine uses mathematical models to recognize and evaluate images.  This purely numerical 
method of analysis allows the engine to run considerably faster than the average OCR engine.  
Although OCR speed performance is not the topic of this work, this is a characteristic that was 
observed during the testing of the three OCR engines: Expervision was far superior with respect 
to speed.   
The Abbyy FineReader engine technology is based around the principles of Integrity, 
Purposefulness, and Adaptability (IPA), as coined by the company [8].  Their engine focuses, not 
only on the text within a document, but the entire document as a whole.  The Abbyy engine 
focuses on accurately recognizing formats, fonts, figure placement, and layout, in addition to the 
fundamental task of text recognition.  FineReader looks at many “integrated” parts of a 
document such as words, columns, tables, pictures, and other elements.  The engine then 
analyzes each part as if it were a single entity.  It continues until it has broken down every 
component to individual characters.  To recognize characters, FineReader utilizes tens of 
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thousands of models to form a “best guess” of the character of interest [8].  FineReader combines 
the principles of IPA with a specialized form of Multilevel Document Analysis (MDA).  MDA 
combines a variety of classifiers –– or recognition engines –– to analyze data at multiple levels.  
Using these methods Abbyy is able to look at context and surrounding text to help determine the 
best possible result. 
The OmniPage engine from ScanSoft uses an advanced voting engine to recognize text 
[6].  Information pertaining to the exact details of the inner workings of the engine are not 
published. However, an observational analysis from use of the software has shown that it 
possesses many of the same characteristics of the Abbyy FineReader engine – in terms of format 
recognition and analysis.  Although the exact means for character recognition and format 
analysis are not known, the previous work from Mercedes Rogers establishes that the methods 
used by FineReader and OmniPage for recognition are not similar. 
The first step for processing test images for comparison with the three engines is to 
produce unformatted textual output.  All testing with the Expervision engine was done using a 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) program from Doculex TM called OCR-it [9].  The OCR-it 
software uses the Expervision engine to process documents.  A screenshot of OCR-it is shown in 
figure six.  The Abbyy FineReader engine was used with the consumer available GUI tool from 
Abbyy: Abbyy FineReader 7.0 Professional.  A screen shot of the Abbyy tool is shown in figure 
seven.  The OmniPage engine was also used with the consumer available GUI tool from 
ScanSoft: OmniPage Pro 11.0.  The screen shot for OmniPage Pro 11.0 is shown in figure eight. 
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Figure 6: OCR-it GUI 
 
Figure 7: ABBYY FineReader 7.0 GUI 
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Figure 8: ScanSoft OmniPage Pro 11.0 GUI 
As can be seen in figures six, seven, and eight, the basic interfaces for the three tools are 
essentially the same.  The OCR-it tool is targeted specifically at applications where large 
quantities of documents are to be processed.  Each and every job is setup as a batch and the 
software automatically processes every image in the given batch.  The GUI then gives the user 
the options for export.  In order for the comparisons between each engine to remain 
nondiscriminatory, the unformatted ASCII text output is used with this and every GUI during 
testing.  The OmniPage and FineReader engine GUIs are targeted more at the consumer market 
and are slightly more sophisticated in terms of ergonomics.  Each tool has in import wizard that 
allows the user to import a single or multiple images for OCR.  The tools then proceeds to 
perform OCR and prompt the user for output formats.  Once again, the unformatted ASCII text is 
used for every test.   
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 Once the set of test images is imported into each engine and OCR is performed, the 
resulting text files are created for comparison.  The rule by which the comparison algorithm is 
based has been deemed the “Power in Numbers” rule.  Empirical analysis of various outputs 
from the three OCR engines has shown that on many occasions, two of the OCR engines will 
return the correct result and the third will not.  The rule states that if two engines produce the 
same result, and the third is different, the correct result is that of the two.  However, the 
challenge in applying the simple rule to the three texts lies in their proper alignment.  The chosen 
fundamental components of the sentences and paragraphs in documents are the words within 
them.  Each word in a sentence is delimited by some form of white space which makes them 
easily distinguishable, and thus, perfect for breaking up the comparison of documents into 
workable parts.  The first step in the processing of the data is to prepare each set of text.  To do 
so, the data is separated into an array of cells, each containing the individual words in the 
document.  If the three OCR engines produced the same amount of words, the next step would be 
to simply compare each cell and apply the rule.  In reality, each engine interprets the text 
differently.  Words with hyphens or small specks of dust can cause a single word for one engine 
to be interpreted as two by another.  The result is three miscorrelated documents. Word counts 
can vary drastically between the three outputs, and before an accurate comparison can be made, 
the like words must be aligned.  An example of this is shown in table one.    
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Table 1: Miscorrelated Data Example 
 
The alignment of the words in the three arrays is crucial for the rule processing.  If data is 
misaligned, unlike words will be compared and results will be erroneous.  One algorithm 
experimented with for aligning the arrays monitors for miscorrelations as the strings are 
processed.  A cell ‘1x’ from one engine is compared to cell ‘2x’ from the other engine. If the 
cells do not match, the cell ‘1x’ is then compared to cell ‘2x+1’ from the other engine. If there is 
a match, the necessary cell ‘1x’ is then shifted to the ‘1x+1’ position. This process can be 
repeated for shifts of many words.  Essentially, the algorithm is looking for a miscorrelation and 
looking ahead to attempt to locate the correlated words.  In the event of a miscorrelation, the 
algorithm looks ahead a few words to determine if a shift is necessary or if the words are already 
correctly aligned.  If correction is needed, the previous word is doubled and all successive words 
are shifted down.  In the event that the words are miscorrelated but no suitable match is found in 
the vicinity of the error, this word is assumed to be an error meaning that no shift is necessary.  
This method has proven to work well for some cases.  However, if all three texts are misaligned 
by large margins, or if the results of the three engines are too badly garbled, the shifting 
algorithm has no index point for proper alignment, and is unable to find the sync.   
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 In order to maintain the fair comparison between the three engines, the additional errors 
induced by the failure of a less than 100% accurate shifting algorithm have to be removed.  
Therefore the preparation of data for the voting engine was performed manually.  Each test file 
was processed and the final text produced was then converted to a column of data in Microsoft 
Excel formatting.  The three data sets were then imported into a single document as three 
separate columns.  A MATLAB script was written to format and import the data into Excel.  
Since comparison of the data and measurement of improvement after voting requires an original 
100% correct version of the test document, a fourth column was manually entered.  Each word 
from the original image was manually inputted to the fourth column to ensure a 100% correct 
test set.  This process is extremely time consuming but is necessary for a fair comparison.  Once 
the data is properly prepared, it is now ready for voting.  The voting and statistical analysis was 
performed in Excel.  The framework of the algorithm breaks the comparison of the words into all 
possible combinations allowing for the application of, not only the Power in Numbers rule but, 
countless others.  Each case is broken down and is illustrated in figure nine.  The Excel 
implementation of the voter produces three columns of data reflecting the binary True or False 
result of a comparison of each cell with the 100% correct data. A single voter output column is 
then produced by making the necessary comparisons for each case. Each case is processed as in 
figure nine.  For the situation where all three engines produced a conflicting result, the 
OmniPage engine is chosen as the default.   
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Figure 9: Voting Engine Algorithm Framework 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS 
The documents used for testing were provided by Doculex TM. The various different types 
of documents were chosen for their unique differences and possible issues associated with the 
OCR process.  From an initial set of twenty documents, ten were chosen for testing.  The 
following chapter is an overview of the results obtained.  Each document tested the OCR engines 
in various ways and generated an excess of one thousand errors.  The accuracy percentage for 
each engine was calculated for every document and averaged.  The same percent accuracy was 
calculated for the output of the voting engine for every individual document and averaged over 
the entire set as well.  
3.1 Types of Documents 
The first test document, numbered one from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure 
ten.  This document has a number of flaws.  The quality of the scan is fairly poor, there are areas 
of the document with handwriting and proof-reading corruption, and there is a considerable 
amount of noise in the image running down the left side.  This document is a fantastic test for the 
realistic type of documents OCR engines have to deal with.  The second test document, 
numbered two from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure eleven.  Unlike the first test page, 
this test page is nearly pristine.  The scan quality is good and there is little noise in the image.  
The font is smooth and considerably larger than the first document.  There are some unique 
punctuation aspects where blanks are inserted for manually entered data such as dates, years and 
underlined titles.  Although the quality of this test is far superior to the first test, the page is also 
common and is a real document.   
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Figure 10: First Test Page 
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Figure 11: Second Test Page 
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The third test document, numbered three from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure twelve.  
This test classifies as a pristine set of data, similar to the second test.  The font is slightly smaller 
than test two and the word density is slightly higher.  The only flaws are located along the left 
side and the bottom of the document.  This document contains some proper nouns and non-
standard characters such as the Paragraph mark “ ¶ ”.  These characters are detectable by OCR 
engines but since they do not normally fit into the context of a sentence, many engines may 
interpret the characters as numbers or letters.  For example, in this particular case, OmniPage 
detected the character as an “11” while FineReader detected the character as the capital letter 
“U”.  Expervision correctly recognized the character.  The fourth test document, numbered four 
from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure thirteen.  This document poses an interesting 
demand on the OCR engine.  While the quality of the scan is good and there are no major flaws, 
the formatting of the document is unique.  The column of line numbers running down the side 
and the separation by two solid lines forces the engine to make a decision during recognition.  
The column has to be classified as part of the line and included as part of each line or classified 
as a separate entity and included as a header or footer to the document.  The solid lines 
separating the page numbers may be detected as characters or ignored by the engine.  Also, the 
spacing and alignment of this document is rather unique resulting in hyphenated words.  An 
OCR engine is forced to decide whether or not to combine the hyphened words into a single one 
or to leave it hyphened.  Line seven of the document hyphens the word “collectively”.  
Expervision and OmniPage removed the hyphen but still split the word over two lines. The result 
is two words and no hyphen to connect them.  FineReader maintained the original hyphen and 
formatting, thus keeping the parts together and properly recognizing the word.  None of the 
engines opted to combine the parts in a complete word. 
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Figure 12: Third Test Page 
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Figure 13: Fourth Test Page 
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The fifth test document, numbered five from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure thirteen.  
This document, while having a considerable lower word count, is just as important to the results 
of these tests.  This is an example of yet another typical type of document.  The test page is 
skewed and the font is slightly broken as a result of a poor copy or scan.  The formatting is not 
standard to a paragraph and there is considerable white space.  There is a variety of fonts and 
sizes.  The tiny serial number on the left side of the page is hardly readable by a human being 
and there are a few random specs of noise distributed across the page.  This document is a 
challenge for the OCR engines.  The sixth test document, numbered eight from the initial set of 
twenty, is shown in figure fourteen.  This type of document grows more and more common every 
day. It is an email message with the Header information attached.  The challenge with this 
document other than the obvious such as handwriting corruption and poor scan quality lies in the 
formatting and content.  The odd characters such as “@” and long incongruent lines related to 
the technical aspects of email remove context from the document.  Email messages contain 
technical words such as “ESMTP”, domain names, and IP addresses.  There are long strings of 
characters and odd spacing between words and lines.  This particular scan also contains a strip of 
noisy specs running down the left side and some black blotches in the bottom left corner.  The 
seventh test document, numbered nine from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure fifteen.  
This document contains many of the characteristics of the previously discussed documents.  The 
font is fairly large and readable.  The text is dark but slightly blurred and smudged.  The last two 
paragraph numbers are marked through.  When looking at the document, any human being can 
see that paragraph “11.” would be followed by paragraph “12.” and “13.”  The marks are ignored 
by the ability to recognize the context of the document.  None of the three engines were able to 
accurately recognize the paragraph numbers with handwriting corruption. 
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Figure 14: Fifth Test Page 
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Figure 15: Sixth Test Page 
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Figure 16: Seventh Test Page 
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The eighth test document, numbered twelve from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure 
seventeen.  This document is a continued page from the first test document.  The scan quality is 
poor – just as with the first.  There is a considerable amount of noise distributed along the left 
and right columns.  The document also has a series of blank lines that are broken due to the poor 
scan quality.  This document poses an interesting test for the OCR engines.  The most difficult 
part of OCR is most definitely the task of seeing what is not there.  A human being can easily 
connect the dots of the broken line into a single solid line, as it originally was, but for an OCR 
engine this is very difficult.  When looking at the word “By:” preceding the line, one knows that 
a company name or person is expected and a single solid line would be sufficient to input such 
data.  In actuality the image has three major breaks in it and could very easily be seen as three 
separate lines. The possibility also exists that the entire line could be ignored as noise and left out 
altogether.  The ninth test document, numbered sixteen from the initial set of twenty, is shown in 
figure eighteen.  This document possesses many of the same characteristics discussed previously.  
The document is rather bloated and slightly blurry.  There is a corrupted number located half 
way down and noise running along the side as well.  Every aspect of this document is common to 
a typical OCR batch and is important for determining realistic accuracy data for OCR engines.  
The tenth test document, numbered seventeen from the initial set of twenty, is shown in figure 
nineteen.  This document is a challenging test for the OCR engines.  The company logo at the top 
is a custom font easily recognizable by most humans but extremely difficult for OCR.  The 
quality is poor and the scan is slightly skewed.  There are a variety of font sizes and some 
handwriting corruption.  Much of the noise from the scan is larger than the actual characters.  If 
standard image noise removal is used as a preprocessing step to clean the image, the filters could 
also remove some of the characters and words. 
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Figure 17: Eighth Test Page 
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Figure 18: Ninth Test Page 
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Figure 19: Tenth Test Page 
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 Each page for the test was carefully chosen from a database of hundreds of images.  Due 
to the extreme amount of manual labor required to process and compare each page, it is vital that 
the small set of test images remained as realistic and diverse as possible.  The purpose of this test 
was to observe real world results with real world documents.  These ten chosen documents 
provide the necessary pool of data to make conclusions on accuracy and feasibility of an 
additional voting algorithm.  The results from each engine will now be discussed followed by the 
final results after voting. 
3.2 Engine Types 
 Before discussing the results of the voting engine, it is first important to take an in-depth 
look at each individual engine and its individual performance.  The types of problems associated 
with each individual tool are important for forming an understanding of what to do in the event 
that every engine disagrees on a word or character.  It is also important that the individual 
engines are researched for development of more advanced rules used with voting.  Before 
testing, the initial hypothesis that each engine would perform similarly within a relative window 
of accuracy, was established.  It was assumed that if the product is not competitive in the realm 
of accuracy, it would not succeed in an industry driven by pure and fundamental demands for 
accuracy.  Therefore, it was expected, that the average accuracy for each engine would remain 
relatively competitive:  this was not the case.  The results were very widely distributed and 
specific to each engine. 
 The Expervision engine – utilized by Doculex TM – advertises that the engine is the fastest 
OCR tool available.  This is a characteristic very important to Doculex TM.  Much of their 
business is related to large cases where hundreds of thousands of documents are loaded into 
Semi-Trailer Hoppers and scanned for OCR.  However, Doculex is also concerned with 
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accuracy.  Expervision, like the other two competitors, makes claims of achievable accuracy in 
the high ninetieth percentile.  None of the engines tested were able to achieve an average 
accuracy above ninety percent, and Expervision was by far the poorest performing engine in the 
set.  The performance of the Expervision engine will be discussed for every document in the test 
set.   
The Expervision engine achieved an accuracy percentage of 55.71% for the first test 
document.  The first issue observed with the Expervision relates to its ability to preprocess the 
image and remove unnecessary noise.  Much of the noise in the document was detected as 
characters that should not have been included.  For example: “SELLER” is the first word in the 
document.  The first few words detected by Expervision are shown in table two. 















As can be seen, the actual words were detected correctly.  Expervision incorrectly detected the 
paragraph number “1”, but the remaining errors are the result of Expervision attempting to 
recognize noise.  This characteristic is a reoccurring issue with the Expervision engine; as will 
become evident upon discussion of the remaining documents.  Another type of error observed by 
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Expervision in this document is located in the sentence starting on the third line: “…all other 
things necessary to ….”  The portion of the sentence detected by Expervision is shown in table 
three.  In addition to the errors caused by the noise in the document, the word “necessary” is 
completely missing.  The cause of this omission is unknown. 













Take note that cell four – “BLANK” – is a place holder inserted during the manual alignment 
process and is not a word recognized by the Expervision engine.  One positive aspect of the 
Expervision engine becomes evident towards the end of the first paragraph.  Table four shows 
the Expervision output for a portion of the sentence.  This portion is 100% correct.  This is 
important to illustrate because the phrase “the documents” is so badly corrupted, it is difficult to 
recognize.   








The other two engines did not fair so well in this particular case.  It is interesting that 
Expervision is able to perform very well in this case, but suffered to detect the word necessary in 
the previous example.  The second test document produced much different results for the 
Expervision engine.  The engine was able to achieve 97.01% accuracy.  These results are 
generally expected for a document of this nature.  The image is clear and the font is large and 
easy to read.  Of the few errors caused by recognition, most were examples of blanks being left 
out or extended.  The only major errors came from half way through the second paragraph.  This 
error is shown in table five. 












If one looks closely at the test document, you can see a small mark on the left column made from 
the scanning of the hole in the page.  It appears the Expervision detected that as a series of 
periods.  The other errors of interest in this document came from the bottom.  The final markers 
and page indexing serial numbers were miss-interpreted by the engine.   Table six shows the text 
recognized by Expervision.  These errors are a pure and simple case where the quality was below 












The Third test page is very similar to the second.  Like the second, Expervision was able to 
achieve a good accuracy of 97.49%.  Most of the types of errors associated with this document 
have already been addressed. However, for one particular character, Expervision seemed to 
excel.  Table seven shows a portion of recognized text from the second line in the document.  It 
is important to point out that Expervision accurately detected the paragraph marker: a feat not 
performed by the other two engines. 









Expervision achieved 95.56% accuracy for the fourth test document.  Many of the errors were 
simple miss-recognition errors such as detecting “1.1” as “i.i” and “10” as “i0”.  This test 
illustrates the Expervision Engine’s shared ability to perform well on clean images.  Test five 
illustrates the engine’s failure to deal with poorer quality images.  For this test, Expervision only 
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achieved an accuracy of 50%.  The fonts were broken and the alignment was askew.  Table eight 
shows a portion of the text Expervision was able to recognize. 













The next test document – test 8 from the initial set of twenty – proved to be a bit of a surprise.  It 
was originally hypothesized that the email document, with all of the odd formatting, would be 
difficult for all of the OCR engines.  Expervision was able to achieve 75.3% accuracy for this 
document.  Many of the errors were caused by spacing issues and would not be considered major 
issues.  However, a reappearing error was detected.  Multiple times in this document, 
Expervision detected the number “1” as the character “i”.  This is a common error for OCR 
engines but Expervision seems to make this mistake more often than most.  Test document nine, 
from the initial set of twenty, proved to be more of a challenge for Expervision than was 
expected.  With an accuracy of only 78.57% on a document that is fairly clean and clear, 
Expervision performed well below the other two engines which but achieved over 90% accuracy.  
Many of the errors came from the noise along the left column; however, Expervision failed to 
properly recognize standard words too.  Tests twelve and sixteen from the initial set of twenty 
were other poor performers for Expervision with an accuracy of only 63.14% and 72.59% 
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respectively.  The errors in these documents were all common with previous problems.  The 
qualities of these two images were simply not high enough for Expervision to perform well.  The 
final test document – test 17 from the initial set of twenty – provided the worst results from 
Expervision in the entire set.  This document is a combination of many of the characteristics 
Expervision has the most trouble with.  The scan quality is poor, the image contains a fair 
amount of noise, and the alignment is slightly askew.  All of these problems caused Expervision 
to achieve an accuracy of only 30.96%.  While the Expervision engine is able to achieve high 
accuracy recognition with pristine data, the poor quality scans, noise, and poorly aligned images 
are a true challenge for the engine.  On average, the Expervision engine is able to achieve an 
accuracy of 71.63%. 
 The next engine addressed is the FineReader engine from ABBYY.  The FineReader 
Engine was able to achieve 79.49% accuracy for the first test document.  The typical types of 
errors FineReader caused are related to the handwriting corruption and poor scan quality of the 
image.  Table nine shows the recognized text for the sixth line in the first paragraph where there 
is handwriting corruption.  The second cell in table nine is also an error.  The word “The” was 
miss-recognized as “tho”.  This is a common error for FineReader and was observed on many 
occasions.   










The second test page – being a nearly pristine dataset – was recognized with an accuracy of 
98.5%.  The few errors that were caused by the engine are all minor cases of spaces being missed 
or replaced with hyphens and apostrophes.  Table ten is a portion of the recognized text from test 
two.  This example illustrates an error where a space was miss-recognized as an apostrophe.   











The third test document was fantastically recognized by the FineReader engine.  With only seven 
errors out of the 599 words, FineReader was able to achieve 99% accuracy.  The engine was able 
to recognize the small serial numbers at the bottom of the page with perfect accuracy.  Table 
eleven shows the last seven words recognized by FineReader. 











The fourth test document was recognized with an accuracy of 96.89%.  Once again, FineReader 
performed very well.  Two of the errors were caused by FineReader not recognizing characters at 
all.  The line numbers one and two were simply ignored and the “1” from the paragraph number 
on line sixteen was also left out.  This is interesting because the characters are easily readable.  It 
may be that the engine is breaking the text into blocks and then recognizing the data within each 
block.  The data that is clearly readable yet ignored was probably left out of the recognition 
blocks.  Test number five proved to be a giant challenge for the FineReader engine.  The engine 
was only able to obtain an accuracy of 34.21%.  The major problem with such a high error count 
comes from the number of words that were completely ignored by the FineReader engine.  Of 
the thirty eight words in the document, eighteen of them were simply not recognized by 
FineReader at all.  It is assumed that the block method failed with this document because the text 
was skewed within the document but the text at the bottom was straight.  The additional errors 
were results of poor image quality as such would be expected for a document of this type.  The 
next test – eighth from the initial set of twenty – proved to be less of a challenge for FineReader 
than expected.  Just as Expervision was expected to fail with an image of this nature, FineReader 
was also expected to fail.  The engine achieved a respectable 83.81% accuracy.  The various 
errors were caused by common corruption such as poor broken characters or confusion 
correlation between characters like “a”, ”o”, ”i”, ”1”, and “0”.  The next test – nine from the 
initial set – was a standard OCR document.  FineReader was able to achieve an accuracy of 
92.35%.  The first error is an example of how handwriting corruption can affect the accuracy of a 
scan.  Table twelve is the recognized text surrounding the error for FineReader.  It can be seen 
that the underline caused the engine to recognize a “y” in the space between “on either”. 
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The next test page – twelfth from the initial set of twenty – was expected to be difficult for the 
OCR engines to recognize.  However FineReader was successful in recognizing 94.07% of the 
document accurately.  The major errors in this document were common confusions.  For 
example, periods were confused with commas, the lowercase h was confused with the lowercase 
b, and the lower case e and c were also confused.  Upon close inspection of the document, if the 
data is taken out of context and looked at per character, many of the same mistakes would be 
made by any human being.  The next document – test 16 from the initial set – was recognized 
with an accuracy of 85.93% and all errors are of the standard types already discussed.  The final 
test – sixteen from the initial set – was also a challenge for FineReader as with Expervision.  
FineReader was able to achieve an accuracy of 62.85% for this test.  Most of the errors appear to 
have been caused by the poor quality of the image.  FineReader also had the largest number of 
missing words from the original document.  It appears that the slight skew in the alignment once 
again caused FineReader’s block method or recognition to exclude many words.  ABBYY Fine 
Reader performed very well on many of the documents with an overall average accuracy of 
82.71%.  The major weakness observed with the FineReader engine is the ability of it to handle 
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skewed data.  The recognition percentages are high for most words attempted, but it appears their 
block algorithm is excluding more characters than it should when the data is skewed. 
 The third and final engine used for comparison and voting is Scan Soft OmniPage.  The 
engine achieved 81.92% accuracy for the first test image.   OmniPage made similar mistakes to 
those of the other two engines.  The OmniPage engine seems to make less unpredictable 
mistakes.  The errors from the first document were errors in the locations that were expected 
such as missing the “Pro” from “Provisions” where it was covered up by handwriting corruption.  
However, in the first line of the sixth paragraph, the OmniPage engine miss-recognized the word 
“Escrow”.  The recognized text is shown in table thirteen. 








This error stands out as odd for the OmniPage engine.  Although the “E” in escrow is partially 
corrupted, it is expected that the engine would get the word correct.  If compared with the “E” of 
“Escrow” from the first line in paragraph seven, the two look nearly identical, yet the OmniPage 
engine correctly recognized the letter this time.  Figure twenty shows the comparison between 
the two letters.   
 
Figure 20: OmniPage Error Comparison 
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As expected, the second test document proved to be no problem for OmniPage. The engine was 
able to achieve 97.31% accuracy.  The third test document is similar to the second, in that both 
were recognized accurately by the OmniPage engine.  Omni Page achieved 98.16% accuracy on 
this test.  One error of interest from this document is the paragraph mark on the second line.  The 
recognized text for the mark and surrounding characters is shown in table fourteen. 









Although the paragraph mark is very clear and easy to recognize, the OmniPage engine did not 
read it correctly.  It is assumed that the OmniPage engine uses some form of relevance to 
determine whether or not a character belongs.  Since the chances of the number “112” appearing 
in a document are probably higher then the paragraph mark appearing, that probably directed the 
OmniPage engine to choose the “112”.  In this case, the decision was wrong.  The fourth test 
document was also not a major challenge for OmniPage.  The engine achieved 96% accuracy.  In 
this document, OmniPage ignored many of the hyphens from the hyphenated words but 
continued to keep the words separated.  The fifth test document was a surprise for the OmniPage 
engine.  With the other two engines achieving percentages at or below 50%, it was expected that 
the OmniPage engine would perform in a similar manner.  The engine achieved an accuracy of 
81.58%.  The engine simply outperformed the other two.   The reason for this is not specifically 
clear but it does indicate that the OmniPage engine is able to deal with skewed and corrupted 
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data more effectively than the competition.  The sixth test – test eight from the initial set of 
twenty – was also a challenge for OmniPage.  The engine performed similarly to the other 
engines with an accuracy of 79.35%.  The errors caused by the OmniPage recognition were 
similar to that of the other two engines.  Although test nine from the initial set of twenty was a 
problem for Expervision, OmniPage performed very well.  The engine achieved an accuracy of 
95.92%.  The errors were directly related to the handwriting corruption in the document.  The 
following test – test twelve from the set of twenty – was recognized with 91.53% accuracy.  The 
types of errors associated with this document were similar to that of the FineReader engine.  The 
poor scan quality and small fonts caused many of the problems for OmniPage.  The next test – 
sixteen from the initial twenty – was also not much of a problem for OmniPage with an accuracy 
of 92.59%.  Many of the errors were formatting problems related to dates and money.  The small 
font serial number at the bottom was also miss-recognized.  The final test – number seventeen 
from the initial set of twenty – is considered one of the more difficult tests in the set.  The 
OmniPage engine did not have as much trouble with it as the other engines did.  OmniPage 
achieved 73.68% accuracy.  The errors were mostly associated with the poor scan quality of the 
document. 
3.3 Voting 
 The voting results proved to be rather exciting.  In order to make sense of the individual 
results, each document will be looked at before the final results are discussed.  For the first test, 
the voter achieved an accuracy of 84.04%.  This is an increase of 28.33% over Expervision, 
4.55% over FineReader and 2.12% over OmniPage.  Nearly all of the errors induced by 
Expervision from noise were ignored.  A number of additional errors were also corrected by the 
voting process.  In the cases where the three engines all disagreed, the OmniPage engine was 
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chosen.  For the next test page the voter achieved an accuracy of 97.31%.  This is an increase of 
only .3% from Expervision, no improvement from OmniPage, and an actual decrease in 
performance of -1.19% from FineReader.  While these results might seem surprising, they are 
not.  With the percentages so high, and the document of such good quality, many of the errors 
were correlated and voting could not improve them. In cases such as illustrated in table fifteen, 
the situation where the majority of engine results were false but one engine was correct leads to a 
decrease in accuracy. 
Table 15: Voter Flaw Example 







which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE 
time, time, time, time, TRUE TRUE TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE 
ARR00C_7 ARR00C47 ARROOC47 ARR00C47 FALSE TRUE FALSE 
G008377 G008377 8377 G008377 TRUE TRUE FALSE 
 
For the third test document, the voter achieved an accuracy of 98.83%.  This is an increase of 
1.34% over Expervision, .67% over OmniPage and -.17% over FineReader.  Once again, the 
FineReader engine outperformed the voting engine.  This is expected since test documents two 
and three are so similar.  For the fourth test document, the voter achieved an accuracy of 97.78%.  
This time, the engine outperformed Expervision by 2.22%, OmniPage by 1.78% and FineReader 
by .89%.  Four of the five total errors from the voting engine were caused by the majority of the 
engines having faulty results.  For test five, the voting engine achieved an accuracy of 86.84%.  
This is a 36.84% improvement over Expervision, 5.26% improvement over OmniPage, and a 
52.63% improvement over FineReader.  Although FineReader was so poorly able to recognize 
this document, the combination of OmniPage and Expervision provided a majority correct 
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winner in many cases.  In the event where all three recognized words were different, the 
OmniPage default also served to be the best choice to improve quality.  For the next test, the 
voter achieved an accuracy of 87.45%.  This is an improvement of 12.15% over Expervision, 
8.1% over OmniPage and 3.64% over FineReader.  Although many of the errors in the document 
were common enough to prevent 100% improvement, the voter was able to achieve noticeable 
improvements.  The next test – test nine from the initial set of twenty – was recognized with 
95.41% accuracy from the voting engine.  This is a 16.84% increase over Expervision, a -.51% 
gain with OmniPage, and a 3.06% increase from FineReader.  With OmniPage having such a 
high initial percentage, the voter was not able to achieve accuracy any higher but the decrease is 
small compared to the improvement achieved from the other two engines.  Test twelve from the 
initial set of twenty, proved once again the capabilities of the voting engine.  The voting engine 
achieved an accuracy of 95.76%.  This is an increase of 32.62% over Expervision, 4.23% over 
OmniPage, and 1.69% over FineReader.  This document was quite a challenge for the 
Expervision engine and not for FineReader and OmniPage.  The voting engine was able to use 
the high percentages of OmniPage and FineReader with the lesser correct percentages of 
Expervision to create a final improved document with higher percentages than any three of the 
individuals.  The next document was recognized with an accuracy of 93.33% by the voter.  This 
is an improvement of 20.74% over Expervision, .74% over OmniPage, and 7.4% over 
FineReader.  The Voter performed as would be expected.  For the final test, the voter once again 
proved to help with the repair of the document with an accuracy of 73.99%.  This is an 
improvement of 43.03% over Expervision, .31% over OmniPage, and 11.14% over FineReader.  
These results are once again expected and exciting. 
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 The final results are shown in table sixteen.  The table references the images by their 
count in the initial set of twenty and classifies them by their characteristics. The images are clear 
or flawed, straight or skewed, or contain handwriting corruption or not.  The following table – 
number seventeen – shows the accuracy improvements and differences between the voting 
engine and the individual engines.  It also illustrates the total average accuracy improvement of 
10.03%. 
 
Table 16: Accuracy Results 











                
Test1 Flawed Straight YES 55.71% 81.92% 79.49% 84.04% 
Test2 Clear Straight NO 97.01% 97.31% 98.50% 97.31% 
Test3 Clear Straight NO 97.49% 98.16% 99.00% 98.83% 
Test4 Clear Straight NO 95.56% 96.00% 96.89% 97.78% 
Test5 Clear Skewed NO 50.00% 81.58% 34.21% 86.84% 
Test8 Flawed Straight YES 75.30% 79.35% 83.81% 87.45% 
Test9 Flawed Straight YES 78.57% 95.92% 92.35% 95.41% 
Test12 Flawed Straight NO 63.14% 91.53% 94.07% 95.76% 
Test16 Flawed Straight NO 72.59% 92.59% 85.93% 93.33% 
Test17 Flawed Skewed NO 30.96% 73.68% 62.85% 73.99% 







Table 17: Accuracy Improvements 
Accuracy Diff. 
Table     
Average Accuracy 
Diff 
Expervision OmniPage FineReader   
28.33% 2.12% 4.55% 11.67% 
0.30% 0.00% -1.19% -0.30% 
1.34% 0.67% -0.17% 0.61% 
2.22% 1.78% 0.89% 1.63% 
36.84% 5.26% 52.63% 31.58% 
12.15% 8.10% 3.64% 7.96% 
16.84% -0.51% 3.06% 6.46% 
32.62% 4.23% 1.69% 12.85% 
20.74% 0.74% 7.40% 9.63% 
43.03% 0.31% 11.14% 18.16% 
        
      10.03% 
 
   







CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS 
The fundamental purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of simple 
voting on faulty OCR data.  The data was chosen solely for this purpose.  However, during the 
development of the necessary tools and acquisition of the necessary data, certain observations 
were made that allowed for additional conclusions beyond that of which were directly related to 
the hypothesis.  Firstly, in order to make valid remarks about the voting engine, it was important 
that a benchmark on each of the three OCR engines was conducted individually.  The 
conclusions from these individual tests – while not specifically applicable to the feasibility of 
voting – are important for developing better OCR software.  Additionally, application specific 
approaches such as the Multi-dimensionally indexing technique were discovered during the 
development of the alignment algorithm.  While this method does nothing to improve OCR 
results, it does have the capability of improving the search and indexing ability for the industry.  
This chapter will discuss the conclusions for each of the engines tested and the addition of the 
voting engine.  The concept of the Multi-dimensional indexing technique will then be discussed 
as a topic of future work. 
The testing of the three OCR engines helped to clarify their unique ability to deal with the 
daunting task that is OCR.  Given the proper conditions, each engine proved to be capable of 
accuracy percentages well into the high nineties.  The importance of the tests conducted for this 
research lies in the fact that they forced the engines to fail.  The data used for these tests 
illustrated the engines faults and allowed for some clear conclusions to be formulated. 
One issue mentioned previously as common to OCR is noise from the scanning process.  
Many of the documents tested contained specks running along the sides of the document.  This 
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type of noise is probably the simplest for a human being to ignore but has shown to be more 
difficult for OCR software to avoid.  The Expervision engine certainly had the most difficulty 
dealing with this noise.  This type of corruption was not so much of a problem for the other two 
engines.  FineReader and OmniPage both seemed to have more advanced image preprocessing 
and were able to avoid making the mistake of attempting to recognize small specks as random 
punctuation or characters.  While this could be seen as a serious problem for the Expervision 
engine, it is also relatively easily correctable.  This is a preprocessing problem and not a problem 
with the foundation of how the engine recognizes text.  Therefore, additional preprocessing 
could be added to correct the problem.  It is possible that Expervision does not use the necessary 
algorithms to remove this noise as an attempt to outperform the competition in terms of speed.  If 
each document was scanned very carefully and with a high quality scanner, the noise would not 
be a problem. 
As the quality of a scan becomes lower and lower, it becomes more difficult for the 
engines to accurately recognize text.  For clean and straight images, the FineReader engine was 
able to regularly achieve the higher percentages of accuracy.  OmniPage and Expervision 
followed in a close second and third respectively.  However, as the quality of the document 
dropped, such as in test one or test twelve, the Expervision engine began to fail.  FineReader and 
OmniPage suffered slightly but remained competitive.  At this point, it appears that OmniPage 
and FineReader are competitive yet superior to the Expervision engine in terms of accuracy.  
However, the results from tests five and seventeen proved to expose a major weakness in the 
FineReader engine.  The two documents of interest were slightly skewed in addition to other 
faults already discussed.  OmniPage did not seem to have many problems dealing with the skew 
and was able to maintain an accuracy of 77.63% which is only 11.17% lower than the average 
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accuracy.  FineReader however was only able to maintain an accuracy of 48.53% which is 
34.18% lower than its total average.  Expervision also performed poorly with an average 
accuracy of 40.48% on the two skewed documents which is a 31.15% decrease in total accuracy.  
This illustrates the superior ability of OmniPage to maintain higher percentages for lower quality 
and skewed images. 
The voting engine was able to achieve an average accuracy percentage of 91.07%.  This 
is an average increase of 19.44% over Expervision, 2.27% over OmniPage, and 8.36% over 
FineReader.  The most interesting aspect of the voting engine lies in the fact that the voting, 
while not able to achieve 100% accuracy in any of the tests, was able achieve a higher average 
accuracy than the other three engines and, possibly more importantly, maintained a deviation of 
only 7.90%. The Expervision and FineReader engines deviated by 22.10% and 20.29% 
respectively.  The OmniPage engine performed better with a deviation of 8.83%.  This is 
important because it tells us the abilities of the engine to deal with the broad differences 
encountered in every document.  The voting engine’s higher accuracy and a lower deviation 
illustrated its abilities to outperform any of the three engines when used individually.   
It was mentioned earlier that the OmniPage engine currently utilizes voting to improve its 
individual results.  While this engine is, in a sense, more advanced than the simple voting 
method discussed in this research, it requires additional information from each engine such as 
confidence values and a guarantee that the internal engines used for voting are synced to insure 
correlated comparison.  This information is not readily available to developers using the OCR 
engines.  What this research has achieved is a method directly applicable to real world and 
currently available tools.  Simple voting only requires the textual voting data outputted from the 
OCR engines.  This research has proven that a simple voting engine, used in addition to the 
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internal proprietary methods developed by the OCR engine manufacturers, has a place in 
industry to further improve OCR accuracy beyond that of any single engine. 
 There are three directions for further research related to this research.  One direction can 
be taken to further develop tools to utilize multiple engines for collecting OCR data in multiple 
dimensions for indexing.  One major application for OCR lies in recognizing and indexing large 
quantities of documents for search and reference back to the original image of the document.  
Currently, systems are in place to deal with this in a one dimensional manner.  Large batches of 
documents are scanned and converted to text in a database.  The database references the text 
back to the original scanned image which is also saved in the database.  While improving the 
accuracy of the OCR would increase the probability that a search would quickly and correctly 
find the documents of interest, it is not exactly necessary to improve OCR to improve the search 
ability.  The proposed multi-dimensional indexing technique could recognize the documents with 
multiple OCR engines – as many as possible – and save the results for each in a database.  Each 
dimension of the data structure would contain the results of a particular engine.  Although none 
of the engines may have accuracy higher than the other, this research has proven that the errors 
do not correlate 100%.  If the purpose of the tool is to locate a particular needle in the haystack, 
the multiple dimensions of searchable text provides a higher probability that the needle can be 
found.  Some further research needs to be conducted to establish the actual increase in 
performance obtained from this method.   
 The second and third direction for further research comes from the direct issue of creating 
a truly autonomous simple voting engine.  The fact that every engine works in a different manner 
is what makes the voting engine so powerful. However, it also creates the single greatest 
challenge for implementing the voter.  The data from each engine needs to be aligned to allow 
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for correlated comparison.  There are two means to complete this task.  A shifting algorithm, 
more advanced than the one discussed in this research, could be developed to deal with the 
aligning of the text after the OCR process and before the voting takes place.  Research could be 
done to look at the characters ASCII codes and calculate averages over a block of text.  An 
algorithm could attempt to establish alignment of these blocks by shifting data until the averages 
are correlated.  Another approach could be to process the images in such a way that it guarantees 
the engines are all recognizing the same characters.  A single image processing algorithm could 
be developed that breaks the document into individual characters and then process the individual 
characters with the multiple engines.  This would allow the software to index each character 
individually.  However, the fact that some engines utilize context to recognize text could cause a 
decrease in individual performance.  The combination of an image processing approach in 
addition to a word shifting algorithm may be required to guarantee the voting engine has the 







APPENDIX A: SOURCE CODE 
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This is a MATLAB script written to implement the shifting algorithm and voting.  To help the voting process, certain 
aspects of this code were experimented with and multiple runs were made with and without these additions.   The additions 
include removing non-readable characters, ignoring small two and three letter words, and attempting alignment.  The following 
functions were used by the alignment algorithm for shifting words and removing blank space between words.
 
 
INITIAL MATLAB VOTING/SHIFTING SCRIPT: 
%compare 3 text files 
%return line number of error and write non-correlation to 
%diffout.txt 












doculex = textread('doculex_test.txt','%s','whitespace',' \b\t!@#$%^&*()+=¢•<>/?'':"[]{}|_`~.-'); 
abby = textread('abby_test.txt','%s','whitespace',' \b\t!@#$%^&*()+=¢•<>/?:"[]{}|_~`.-'); 
omni = textread('omni_test.txt','%s','whitespace',' \b\t!@#$%^&*()+=¢•<>/?:"[]{}|_~`.-'); 
lengths =[length(doculex) length(abby) length(omni)]; 
largest=max(lengths); 
original_d = doculex; 
original_a = abby; 
original_o = omni; 
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presize_d = cell(largest+5,1); 
presize_d(1:end)=cellstr('DEMPTY'); 
  
presize_a = cell(largest+5,1); 
presize_a(1:end)=cellstr('AEMPTY'); 
  







doculex = presize_d; 
abby = presize_a; 
omni = presize_o; 
  
clear presize_d;clear presize_a;clear presize_o; 
  
%%%%%REMOVE NON-READABLE CHARACTERS and SMALL WORDS%%%%% 
for i = 1:lengths(1), 
     
    for z = 1:length(char(doculex(i))) 
        word = char(doculex(i)); 
        if word(z) < 32 | word(z) > 127 
           word(z)='X'; 
        else 
        word(z)=word(z); 
        end 
    end 
  if length(word)>2 
      doculex(i)= cellstr(word); 
  else 
      doculex(i)= cellstr('DEMPTY'); 
  end 
end 
  
for i =1:lengths(2); 
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    for z = 1:length(char(abby(i))) 
        word = char(abby(i)); 
        if word(z) < 32 | word(z) > 127 
           word(z)='X'; 
        else 
        word(z)=word(z); 
        end 
    end 
  if length(word)>2 
      abby(i)= cellstr(word); 
  else 
      abby(i)=cellstr('AEMPTY'); 
  end 
end 
  
for i =1:lengths(3); 
    for z = 1:length(char(omni(i))) 
        word = char(omni(i)); 
        if word(z) < 32 | word(z) > 127 
           word(z)='X'; 
        else 
        word(z)=word(z); 
        end 
    end 
  if length(word)>2 
      omni(i)= cellstr(word); 
  else 
      omni(i)=cellstr('OEMPTY'); 
  end     
end 
% lengths =[length(doculex) length(abby) length(omni)]; 
% largest =max(lengths); 
% presize_doculex = cell(largest+5,1); 
% presize_abby = cell(largest+5,1); 
% presize_omni = cell(largest+5,1); 
%  
% presize_doculex(1:length(doculex)) = doculex(1:end); 
% presize_abby(1:length(abby)) = abby(1:end); 
% presize_omni(1:length(omni)) = omni(1:end); 
%  
% doculex = presize_doculex; 
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% abby = presize_abby; 
% omni= presize_omni; 
  
% clear presize_doculex; clear presize_abby; clear presize_omni; 
doculex = remove_blanks(doculex,'DEMPTY'); 
abby = remove_blanks(abby,'AEMPTY'); 
omni = remove_blanks(omni,'OEMPTY'); 
  
  
%Line Up Arrays 
for k=2:largest; 
    %%%%%%DOCULEX Vs ABBY%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 for x=1:2;  
    if strcmp(doculex(k),abby(k)) == 0 & strcmp(doculex(k+x),abby(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        abby = shift_word(abby,k-1); 
        end 
    end 
    if strcmp(abby(k),doculex(k)) == 0 & strcmp(abby(k+1),doculex(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        doculex = shift_word(doculex,k-1); 
        end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%DOCULEX Vs Omni%%%%%%% 
    if strcmp(doculex(k),omni(k)) == 0 & strcmp(doculex(k+x),omni(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        omni = shift_word(omni,k-1); 
        end 
    end 
    if strcmp(omni(k),doculex(k)) == 0 & strcmp(omni(k+x),doculex(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        doculex = shift_word(doculex,k-1); 
        end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%ABBY Vs Omni%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if strcmp(abby(k),omni(k)) == 0 & strcmp(abby(k+x),omni(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        omni = shift_word(omni,k-1); 
        end 
    end 
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    if strcmp(omni(k),abby(k)) == 0 & strcmp(omni(k+x),abby(k)) == 1 
        for z=1:x; 
        abby = shift_word(abby,k-1); 
        end 




lengths =[length(doculex) length(abby) length(omni)]; 
largest =max(lengths); 





%compare the words in each document 
 comp_doculex_abby = strcmp(doculex(1:end),abby(1:end) ); 
 comp_doculex_omni = strcmp(doculex(1:end),omni(1:end) ); 
 comp_abby_omni = strcmp(abby(1:end),omni(1:end) ); 
%  comp_doculex_abby = strcmp(doculex(1:end),doculex(1:end) ); 
%  comp_doculex_omni = strcmp(doculex(1:end),doculex(1:end) ); 
%  comp_abby_omni = strcmp(abby(1:end),abby(1:end) ); 
%     % %Decide which words are best and make corrections 
%     data_out = doculex; 






 fprintf(fid5,'%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\r\n','doculex','abby','omni','data_out','doc vs. abby','doc vs. 
omni','abby vs. omni'); 
 for i = 1:largest;       
    
      
     %%%%%%%%%%%%%%SIMPLE VOTE%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if comp_doculex_abby(i) == 1 & comp_doculex_omni(i) == 0 
        data_out(i)=doculex(i); 
        if strcmp(char(doculex(i)),'DEMPTY')== 1 & strcmp(char(abby(i)),'AEMPTY')== 1 & 
strcmp(char(omni(i)),'OEMPTY')== 1 
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            corrections = corrections; 
        else 
            corrections=corrections+1; 
        end 
         
    elseif comp_doculex_omni(i) == 1 & comp_doculex_abby(i) == 0 
        data_out(i)=doculex(i); 
        if strcmp(char(doculex(i)),'DEMPTY')== 1 & strcmp(char(abby(i)),'AEMPTY')== 1 & 
strcmp(char(omni(i)),'OEMPTY')== 1 
            corrections = corrections; 
        else 
            corrections=corrections+1; 
        end 
    elseif comp_abby_omni(i) == 1 & comp_doculex_abby(i) == 0 
        data_out(i)=abby(i); 
        if strcmp(char(doculex(i)),'DEMPTY')== 1 & strcmp(char(abby(i)),'AEMPTY')== 1 & 
strcmp(char(omni(i)),'OEMPTY')== 1 
            corrections = corrections; 
        else 
           corrections=corrections+1; 
        end 
    elseif comp_doculex_omni(i) == 1 & comp_doculex_abby(i) == 1 & comp_abby_omni(i) == 1  
            %look at differences and make a decision  
            %%%TEMPORARY UNTIL SOME AI IS PUT HERE 
                data_out(i)=doculex(i); 
            if strcmp(char(doculex(i)),'DEMPTY')== 1 & strcmp(char(abby(i)),'AEMPTY')== 1 & 
strcmp(char(omni(i)),'OEMPTY')== 1 
                all3same = all3same; 
            else 
               all3same = all3same+1; 
            end 
     else 
            data_out(i)=doculex(i);     
            if strcmp(char(doculex(i)),'DEMPTY')== 1 & strcmp(char(abby(i)),'AEMPTY')== 1 & 
strcmp(char(omni(i)),'OEMPTY')== 1 
                all3wrong = all3wrong; 
            else 
               all3wrong = all3wrong+1; 
            end 
end 
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out = in; 
 
REMOVE_BLANKS Function 
function [out] = remove_blanks(in,blank_space) 
BLANK=blank_space; 




for i = 1:length(in) 
    
    if strcmp(char(test(i)),BLANK)==0 && i <length(test) 
    test_new(count)=test(i); 
     
    count = count +1; 
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    elseif i == length(test) 
    test_new(count)=test(i); 
    count = count+1; 
    %test(i)=cellstr(BLANK); 
    else  
    %test(i)=cellstr(BLANK);  
    count =count; 
    end 
     
end 
  
    






























































The following data is the entire set used for analysis.  Each test document is included.  The tables contain a column of the  
 
recognized text for each engine and a column of the original, 100% correct, data.  The next three columns are truth tables  
 
illustrating the result of a comparison between the words of the test engines with the original column.  The last two columns  
 





TEST ONE DATA: 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER 
Voter 
cmp 
BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK TRUE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
"¢ BLANK a BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   a FALSE 
I BLANK a BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   a FALSE 
SELLER SELLER SELLER SELLER TRUE TRUE TRUE   SELLER TRUE 
AND AND AND AND TRUE TRUE TRUE   AND TRUE 
PURCHASER: PURCHASER; PURCHASER; PURCHASER: TRUE FALSE FALSE   PURCHASER; FALSE 
L_ /£\ ( 1. FALSE FALSE FALSE   ( FALSE 
:" BLANK 4 BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   4 FALSE 
?" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
/'_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
AGREE AGRBE AGREE AGREE TRUE FALSE TRUE   AGREE TRUE 
Purchaser Purchaser Purchaser Purchaser TRUE TRUE TRUE   Purchaser TRUE 
Will will will will TRUE TRUE TRUE   will TRUE 
Deposit deposit deposit deposit TRUE TRUE TRUE   deposit TRUE 
2320000 2320000 2320000 $2,320,000.00 FALSE FALSE FALSE   2320000 FALSE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
earnest earnest eamest earnest TRUE TRUE FALSE   earnest TRUE 
money money money money TRUE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
pursuant pursuant pursuant pursuant TRUE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the tho the the TRUE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
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Buy-S_I Buy-S&l Buy-fc~l Buy-Sell FALSE FALSE FALSE   Buy-fc~l FALSE 
• / BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
/7. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
3_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
! BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
// BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
f_visions provisions visions provisions FALSE TRUE FALSE   visions FALSE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
F.scrow Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
before before before before TRUE TRUE TRUE   before TRUE 
May May May May TRUE TRUE TRUE   May TRUE 
19 19, 19, 19, FALSE TRUE TRUE   19, TRUE 
1998 1998, 1998, 1998, FALSE TRUE TRUE   1998, TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
cashier's cashier's cashiers cashier's TRUE TRUE FALSE   cashier's TRUE 
¢l_'ck_._ cheeky clucc" check FALSE FALSE FALSE   clucc" FALSE 
w BLANK w or FALSE FALSE FALSE   w FALSE 
ire wire ire wire FALSE TRUE FALSE   ire FALSE 
transfcrtof/9.A_.g
(_] transfcrof lransf transfer FALSE FALSE FALSE   lransf FALSE 
• t of of FALSE FALSE TRUE   of TRUE 
-i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_...(cady (•rcady cady ready FALSE FALSE FALSE   cady FALSE 
U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. TRUE TRUE TRUE   U.S. TRUE 
Funds Funds Funds Funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   Funds TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
account account account account TRUE TRUE TRUE   account TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
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do do do do TRUE TRUE TRUE   do TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
cause cause cause cause TRUE TRUE TRUE   cause TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
bc he he be FALSE FALSE FALSE   he FALSE 
done done done done TRUE TRUE TRUE   done TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
01her other other other FALSE TRUE TRUE   other TRUE 
things things filings things TRUE TRUE FALSE   things TRUE 
BLANK U BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ necessary necessary necessary FALSE TRUE TRUE   necessary TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
1 BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
n_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
enable enable enable enable TRUE TRUE TRUE   enable TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
comply comply comply comply TRUE TRUE TRUE   comply TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE   terms TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
these these these these TRUE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
imtructions; instructions; instructions; instructions; FALSE TRUE TRUE   instructions; TRUE 
authorize authorize authorize authorize TRUE TRUE TRUE   authorize TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
,_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
deliver deliver deliver deliver TRUE TRUE TRUE   deliver TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
record record record record TRUE TRUE TRUE   record TRUE 
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_d said said said FALSE TRUE TRUE   said TRUE 
documents documents documents documents TRUE TRUE TRUE   documents TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 




nc^clircct appropriatq appropriate FALSE FALSE FALSE   appropriatq FALSE 
BLANK BLANK tifiu; time; FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK direct direct FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK FALSE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
tamest earnest earnest earnest FALSE TRUE TRUE   earnest TRUE 
money money money money TRUE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
.., BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_'_' BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_to)dsi BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
[red BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
in BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
/gt_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
additional additional additional additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   additional TRUE 
mmtey money money money FALSE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
payable payable payable payable TRUE TRUE TRUE   payable TRUE 
pursu0nt pursuant pursuant pursuant FALSE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Ray-S/rill Buy-S^ll Buy- Buy-Sell FALSE FALSE FALSE   Buy- FALSE 
ons provisions S Provisions FALSE FALSE FALSE   S FALSE 
BLANK BLANK II BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE   BLANK TRUE 
BLANK BLANK aro BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE   BLANK TRUE 
BLANK BLANK lions BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE   BLANK TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be he he be TRUE FALSE FALSE   he FALSE 
timely timely timely timely TRUE TRUE TRUE   timely TRUE 
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paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
reqa required required required FALSE TRUE TRUE   required TRUE 
i" in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
United United United United TRUE TRUE TRUE   United TRUE 
States States States States TRUE TRUE TRUE   States TRUE 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars TRUE TRUE TRUE   Dollars TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
c_hi_e'_ c;(shicVs cllnigr's cashier's FALSE FALSE FALSE   cllnigr's FALSE 
check.dr check check check FALSE TRUE TRUE   check TRUE 
  df df or FALSE FALSE FALSE   df FALSE 





_n_,fv_ITS. transfer FALSE FALSE FALSE   
transfer~o~f4'
P_n_,fv_ITS. FALSE 
of't_y']Tg. BLANK BLANK of FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
_ BLANK BLANK ready FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
.,,_ BLANK BLANK U.S. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
_// BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
...... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Funds Funds Funds Funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   Funds TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the tho the the TRUE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
account account account account TRUE TRUE TRUE   account TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Age,it Agent Agent Agent FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
_'upon upon upon upon FALSE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
rece,pt' receipt receipt receipt FALSE TRUE TRUE   receipt TRUE 
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_e fne & the FALSE FALSE FALSE   & FALSE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agen_r_fi'gll_sit_
sschV£': Agent Agent Agent FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
¢_._.4.___. xlialUlcposit shall shall FALSE FALSE TRUE   shall TRUE 
_ BLANK tTcposit deposit FALSE FALSE FALSE   tTcposit FALSE 
  s*c" sucha such FALSE FALSE FALSE   sucha FALSE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
intermt-bcaring 
interest-
bearing interest-bearing interest-bearing FALSE TRUE TRUE   
interest-
bearing TRUE 
escrow escrow escrow escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   escrow TRUE 
account: account: account: account: TRUE TRUE TRUE   account: TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
No. No. No. No. TRUE TRUE TRUE   No. TRUE 
307517 307517 307517 307517 TRUE TRUE TRUE   307517 TRUE 
SB, SB, SB, SB, TRUE TRUE TRUE   SB, TRUE 
Branch Branch Branch Branch TRUE TRUE TRUE   Branch TRUE 
No, No. No. No. FALSE TRUE TRUE   No. TRUE 
204, 204, 204, 204, TRUE TRUE TRUE   204, TRUE 
Account Account Account Account TRUE TRUE TRUE   Account TRUE 
f"tt"d_'..d BLANK "4re0'QLJ BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   "4re0'QLJ FALSE 
No. No. No. No. TRUE TRUE TRUE   No. TRUE 
2151-3841, 2151-3841, 2151-3841, 2151-3841, TRUE TRUE TRUE   2151-3841, TRUE 
ABA ABA ABA ABA TRUE TRUE TRUE   ABA TRUE 
Number Number Nunthcr Number TRUE TRUE FALSE   Number TRUE 
122100024 1221OQO24 122100024 122100024 TRUE FALSE TRUE   122100024 TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
Bank Dank Bank Bank TRUE FALSE TRUE   Bank TRUE 
One One One One TRUE TRUE TRUE   One TRUE 
,l_lim__t 4i*iiun i Indian FALSE FALSE FALSE   i FALSE 
(-_v.-e aUiuul/Cuiiral r9chooHf?cnrrsl BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE   
r9chooHf?cnr
rsl FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK School/Cenral FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK Office Office Office FALSE TRUE TRUE   Office TRUE 
("Bank"). ("Uank"), ("Bank'), ("Bank"), FALSE FALSE FALSE   ("Bank'), FALSE 
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a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
.._ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
.t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
financial financial financial financial TRUE TRUE TRUE   financial TRUE 
institution institution institution institution TRUE TRUE TRUE   institution TRUE 
doing doing doing doing TRUE TRUE TRUE   doing TRUE 
business business business business TRUE TRUE TRUE   business TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
State State State State TRUE TRUE TRUE   State TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Arizol_, Arizona, Arizona Arizona, FALSE TRUE FALSE   Arizona FALSE 
and am) and and TRUE FALSE TRUE   and TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
not not not not TRUE TRUE TRUE   not TRUE 
he be be be FALSE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
liable liable liable liable TRUE TRUE TRUE   liable TRUE 
i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
loss loss loss loss TRUE TRUE TRUE   loss TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
impairment impairment impairment impairment TRUE TRUE TRUE   impairment TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
so so so so TRUE TRUE TRUE   so TRUE 
deposited deposited deposited deposited TRUE TRUE TRUE   deposited TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
_,_:h_lmk, ^th&nk, *th&k, such FALSE FALSE FALSE   *th&k, FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK bank, FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
savings savings savings savings TRUE TRUE TRUE   savings TRUE 
batik bank bank bank FALSE TRUE TRUE   bank TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
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savings savings savings savings TRUE TRUE TRUE   savings TRUE 
f_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
I BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
institution institution institution institution TRUE TRUE TRUE   institution TRUE 
resulting resulting resulting resulting TRUE TRUE TRUE   resulting TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
failure, failure, failure, failure, TRUE TRUE TRUE   failure, TRUE 
iP, BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
solvcncy insolvency insolvency insolvency FALSE TRUE TRUE   insolvency TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
snspcmion suspension suspension suspension FALSE TRUE TRUE   suspension TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
ha.k, bank, bank, bank, FALSE TRUE TRUE   bank, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
authorize authorize authorize authorize TRUE TRUE TRUE   authorize TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
held held held held TRUE TRUE TRUE   held TRUE 
tile the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
amounts amounts amounts amounts TRUE TRUE TRUE   amounts TRUE 
m..cossay necessary necessary necessary FALSE TRUE TRUE   necessary TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
procure procure procure procure TRUE TRUE TRUE   procure TRUE 
the llie lilt the TRUE FALSE FALSE   lilt FALSE 
documents documents docttmcnls documents TRUE TRUE FALSE   documents TRUE 
and uml anti and TRUE FALSE FALSE   anti FALSE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
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--_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
charges charges charges charges TRUE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
obligatioes obligations obligations obligations FALSE TRUE TRUE   obligations TRUE 
nceetsary necessary necessary necessary FALSE TRUE TRUE   necessary TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
eonsennnata consummate consummate consummate FALSE TRUE TRUE   consummate TRUE 
this this thin this TRUE TRUE FALSE   this TRUE 
Iramaction; transaction; fatuaction; transaction; FALSE TRUE FALSE   fatuaction; FALSE 
Scllcr Seller Seller Seller FALSE TRUE TRUE   Seller TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
Purcha._r Purchaser Purchaser Purchaser FALSE TRUE TRUE   Purchaser TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
._ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
relieve relieve relieve relieve TRUE TRUE TRUE   relieve TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
liability liability liability liability TRUE TRUE TRUE   liability TRUE 
an us aq as FALSE FALSE FALSE   aq FALSE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
errors errors errors errors TRUE TRUE TRUE   errors TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
oafiashal omission omission omission FALSE TRUE TRUE   omission TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Seller Seller Seller Seller TRUE TRUE TRUE   Seller TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
tile the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Purchaser Purchaser Purchaser Purchaser TRUE TRUE TRUE   Purchaser TRUE 
¢; BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
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• BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
I BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
statetnenfs statements statements statements FALSE TRUE TRUE   statements TRUE 
famished furnished furnished furnished FALSE TRUE TRUE   furnished TRUE 
hereunder hcrcundcr hereunder hereunder TRUE FALSE TRUE   hereunder TRUE 
and and acrd and TRUE TRUE FALSE   and TRUE 
n.,prescntations 
representation
s reresentations representations FALSE TRUE FALSE   
reresentation
s FALSE 
made. made. made. made. TRUE TRUE TRUE   made. TRUE 
! BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
2, 2 2 2. FALSE FALSE FALSE   2 FALSE 
AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE TRUE TRUE TRUE   AGREE TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
no no no no TRUE TRUE TRUE   no TRUE 
amendment amendment amendment amendment TRUE TRUE TRUE   amendment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
these these these these TRUE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
ILscmw Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
htslmc0ons Instructions Instructions Instructions FALSE TRUE TRUE   Instructions TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
effect effect effect effect TRUE TRUE TRUE   effect TRUE 
uutil until until until FALSE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
ntade made made made FALSE TRUE TRUE   made TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
_" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
! BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
writing, writing, writing, writing, TRUE TRUE TRUE   writing, TRUE 
signed signed signed signed TRUE TRUE TRUE   signed TRUE 
hy hy by by FALSE FALSE TRUE   hy FALSE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
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parties parties parties parties TRUE TRUE TRUE   parties TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
delivered delivered delivered delivered TRUE TRUE TRUE   delivered TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
attd and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
acecpftal accepted accepted accepted FALSE TRUE TRUE   accepted TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent, Agent. Agent. Agent. FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent. TRUE 
No No No No TRUE TRUE TRUE   No TRUE 
notice notice notice notice TRUE TRUE TRUE   notice TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
demand demand demand demand TRUE TRUE TRUE   demand TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be he b: be TRUE FALSE FALSE   b: FALSE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
effect effect effect effect TRUE TRUE TRUE   effect TRUE 
unlcu unless unless unless FALSE TRUE TRUE   unless TRUE 
mlule made made made FALSE TRUE TRUE   made TRUE 
iu in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
writing, writing, writing, writing, TRUE TRUE TRUE   writing, TRUE 
sigtHal signed signal signed FALSE TRUE FALSE   signal FALSE 
by hy by by TRUE FALSE TRUE   by TRUE 
Ihu the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
party party party party TRUE TRUE TRUE   party TRUE 
nmking making making making FALSE TRUE TRUE   making TRUE 
the tlic the the TRUE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
notice notice notice notice TRUE TRUE TRUE   notice TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
demand demand demand demand TRUE TRUE TRUE   demand TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
presentml presented presented presented FALSE TRUE TRUE   presented TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
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Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent, Agent. Agent. Agent. FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent. TRUE 
Thaso These Those These FALSE TRUE FALSE   Those FALSE 
Eu:rew Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
1 1 1 BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE   1 FALSE 
mtruclions mtructions astructions instructions FALSE FALSE FALSE   astructions FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
amendments amendments amendments amendments TRUE TRUE TRUE   amendments TRUE 
hereto, hereto, hereto, hereto, TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereto, TRUE 
g BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
as us as as TRUE FALSE TRUE   as TRUE 
provid_l provided provided provided FALSE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
above above above above TRUE TRUE TRUE   above TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
comttitute constitute constitute constitute FALSE TRUE TRUE   constitute TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
cotir_ entire entire entire FALSE TRUE TRUE   entire TRUE 
agr_¢mcut agreement agreement agreement FALSE TRUE TRUE   agreement TRUE 
hetw_n between between between FALSE TRUE TRUE   between TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Eg'mw Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
tim the tlxr the FALSE TRUE FALSE   tlxr FALSE 
parti0s parties panics parties FALSE TRUE FALSE   panics FALSE 
hereto, hereto, hereto, hereto, TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereto, TRUE 
rmtwithstmding 
notwithstandin
g notwithstanding notwithstanding FALSE TRUE TRUE   
notwithstandi
ng TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
provisions provisions provisions provisions TRUE TRUE TRUE   provisions TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any tiny tiny any TRUE FALSE FALSE   tiny FALSE 
purchase purchase purchase purchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   purchase TRUE 
coalract coniract contract contract FALSE FALSE TRUE   contract TRUE 
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or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE   other TRUE 
agreement agreement agreement agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE   agreement TRUE 
hetwc0u between between between FALSE TRUE TRUE   between TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
parties, parties, panics, parties FALSE FALSE FALSE   parties, FALSE 
wlgqher whether whether whether FALSE TRUE TRUE   whether TRUE 
oral oral oral oral TRUE TRUE TRUE   oral TRUE 
m or or or FALSE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
wriUea. written. written. written. FALSE TRUE TRUE   written. TRUE 
! 3 3 3. FALSE FALSE FALSE   3 FALSE 
3 A( BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
AGREE iRHK AGREE? AGREE TRUE FALSE FALSE   AGREE? FALSE 
thai that that that FALSE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
disbursement disbursement disbutacntcnl disbursement TRUE TRUE FALSE   disbursement TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
made made made made TRUE TRUE TRUE   made TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
wire wire wire wire TRUE TRUE TRUE   wire TRUE 
transfec transfer transfer transfer FALSE TRUE TRUE   transfer TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
pursuant pursuant pursuant pursuant TRUE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
instructions instructions instructions instructions TRUE TRUE TRUE   instructions TRUE 
IL'om from from from FALSE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
i,_:eiving receiving receiving receiving FALSE TRUE TRUE   receiving TRUE 
party; party; party; party; TRUE TRUE TRUE   party; TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
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Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
I_ he he be FALSE FALSE FALSE   he FALSE 
nndm' tinder under under FALSE FALSE TRUE   under TRUE 
no no no no TRUE TRUE TRUE   no TRUE 
obligation obligation obligation obligation TRUE TRUE TRUE   obligation TRUE 
9o to to to FALSE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
disbuntc disburse disburse disburse FALSE TRUE TRUE   disburse TRUE 
t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
any nny any any TRUE FALSE TRUE   any TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
represented represented represented represented TRUE TRUE TRUE   represented TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
check check check check TRUE TRUE TRUE   check TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
dealt, draft, draft, draft, FALSE TRUE TRUE   draft, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
no no no no TRUE TRUE TRUE   no TRUE 
check check check check TRUE TRUE TRUE   check TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE   draft TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
he he he be FALSE FALSE FALSE   he FALSE 
payment payment payment payment TRUE TRUE TRUE   payment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Abwnl Agent TRUE TRUE FALSE   Agent TRUE 
_, BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
.... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
compliance compliance compliance compliance TRUE TRUE TRUE   compliance TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
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the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
requiromenls requirements requirements requirements FALSE TRUE TRUE   requirements TRUE 
hereof, hereof, hereof, hereof, TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereof, TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
advised advised advised advised TRUE TRUE TRUE   advised TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Bank Bank Bank Bank TRUE TRUE TRUE   Bank TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
I BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
deposih._d deposited deposited deposited FALSE TRUE TRUE   deposited TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
check check check check TRUE TRUE TRUE   check TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE   draft TRUE 
has has has has TRUE TRUE TRUE   has TRUE 
b_n been been been FALSE TRUE TRUE   been TRUE 
honored; honored; honored; honored; TRUE TRUE TRUE   honored; TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
-_grce agree agree agree FALSE TRUE TRUE   agree TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
E._row Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agt,'nt Agent Agent Agent FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
upon upon upon upon TRUE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
"] BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
demand, demand, demand, demand, TRUE TRUE TRUE   demand, TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
el_u'_'s chmges charges charges FALSE FALSE TRUE   charges TRUE 
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payable payable payable payable TRUE TRUE TRUE   payable TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
tla..m them them them FALSE TRUE TRUE   them TRUE 
reswclively respectively, respectively, respectively, FALSE TRUE TRUE   respectively, TRUE 
, BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
as us as as TRUE FALSE TRUE   as TRUE 
pray[dud provided pr)vidccl provided FALSE TRUE FALSE   pr)vidccl FALSE 
herein herein herein herein TRUE TRUE TRUE   herein TRUE 
"_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
4 4 4 4. FALSE FALSE FALSE   4 FALSE 
AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE TRUE TRUE TRUE   AGREE TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay puy pay pay TRUE FALSE TRUE   pay TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Escn)w Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent, Agent, Agent, Agent, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent, TRUE 
UlmO upon upon upon FALSE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
demand, demand, demand, demand, TRUE TRUE TRUE   demand, TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
t..'.'scrow escrow escrow escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   escrow TRUE 
it:us lues fccs fees FALSE FALSE FALSE   fccs FALSE 
al_l ami and and FALSE FALSE TRUE   and TRUE 
charges charges charges charges TRUE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
payable payable payable payable TRUE TRUE TRUE   payable TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
them them them them TRUE TRUE TRUE   them TRUE 
respectively, respectively, rcWctivuly, respectively, TRUE TRUE FALSE   respectively, TRUE 
as uh as as TRUE FALSE TRUE   as TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE   set TRUE 
fo_'th forth forth forth FALSE TRUE TRUE   forth TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
Ih¢_ these these these FALSE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
instrnctions instructions instructions instructions FALSE TRUE TRUE   instructions TRUE 
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and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
as us as as TRUE FALSE TRUE   as TRUE 
contained contained contained contained TRUE TRUE TRUE   contained TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
F-screw Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent's Agent's Agent's Agent's TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent's TRUE 
latest lutest latest latest TRUE FALSE TRUE   latest TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
pahlisht:d published published published FALSE TRUE TRUE   published TRUE 
st:hedule schedule schedule schedule FALSE TRUE TRUE   schedule TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
fees fees fees fees TRUE TRUE TRUE   fees TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
charges, charges, charges, charges, TRUE TRUE TRUE   charges, TRUE 
including including including including TRUE TRUE TRUE   including TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
additiolml additional additional additional FALSE TRUE TRUE   additional TRUE 
I_es fees foes fees FALSE TRUE FALSE   foes FALSE 
aml and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
¢herges charges charges charges FALSE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
extraordinary extraordinary extraordinary extraordinary TRUE TRUE TRUE   extraordinary TRUE 
services, services, services, services, TRUE TRUE TRUE   services, TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
fg_.'s fees fags fees FALSE TRUE FALSE   fags FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
clmrgc.'s charges charges charges FALSE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
pa_m_uant puttnursuanl pa~t paid FALSE FALSE FALSE   pa~t FALSE 
to to pursuant pursuant FALSE FALSE TRUE   to FALSE 
fhe the to to FALSE FALSE TRUE   to TRUE 
I]ny-
Selfp_ovisim_tr Uuy-ScU the the FALSE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
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_ Jlro 13uy-Sell Buy-Sell FALSE FALSE FALSE   13uy-Sell FALSE 













I_t by BLANK by FALSE TRUE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
the the BLANK the TRUE TRUE FALSE   the TRUE 
P-_tar_.. Purclwwfc. BLANK Seller FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
_i,." BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
._2-_ <2k BLANK and FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK one-half FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK by FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK the FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK Purcha Purchaser FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK aer BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE   BLANK TRUE 
5 5 S. 5. FALSE FALSE FALSE   5 FALSE 
I)]RI::(.YI' DIRECT DIREI."1' DIRECT FALSE TRUE FALSE   DIREI."1' FALSE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
wl)en when when when FALSE TRUE TRUE   when TRUE 
those these these these FALSE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
instnctions instructions instructions instructions FALSE TRUE TRUE   instructions TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
het..n been been been FALSE TRUE TRUE   been TRUE 
complied complied complied complied TRUE TRUE TRUE   complied TRUE 
with. with, with, with, FALSE TRUE TRUE   with, TRUE 
and ami and and TRUE FALSE TRUE   and TRUE 
when when when when TRUE TRUE TRUE   when TRUE 
t,:._row bscruw Escrow Escrow FALSE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agott's Agent's Agent's Agent's FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent's TRUE 
charges charges charges charges TRUE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
hcca heen been been FALSE FALSE TRUE   been TRUE 
paid, paid, paid, paid, TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid, TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
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dsliver, deliver, deliver, deliver, FALSE TRUE TRUE   deliver, TRUE 
by hy by by TRUE FALSE TRUE   by TRUE 
liliag filing filing filing FALSE TRUE TRUE   filing TRUE 
fi)r for for for FALSE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
r¢_:onl, record, record, record, FALSE TRUE TRUE   record, TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
II_: lite Iltc the FALSE FALSE FALSE   Iltc FALSE 
appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate TRUE TRUE TRUE   appropriate TRUE 
public public public public TRUE TRUE TRUE   public TRUE 
office, office, office, office, TRUE TRUE TRUE   office, TRUE 
all nil till all TRUE FALSE FALSE   till FALSE 
tlccessary ticecssiiry necessary necessary FALSE FALSE TRUE   necessary TRUE 
docum¢lRg document documents documents FALSE FALSE TRUE   documents TRUE 
_quircd required requiraxi required FALSE TRUE FALSE   requiraxi FALSE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
he be be be FALSE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
Iilcd filed Ill filed FALSE TRUE FALSE   Ill FALSE 
or BLANK led BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   led FALSE 
BLANK or or or FALSE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
t-ect_rded, recorded, recorded, recorded, FALSE TRUE TRUE   recorded, TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
recording recording recording recording TRUE TRUE TRUE   recording TRUE 
date ditto time date TRUE FALSE FALSE   time FALSE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
will will will will TRUE TRUE TRUE   will TRUE 
be he he be TRUE FALSE FALSE   he FALSE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
"t'lose "Close "('lose "Close FALSE TRUE FALSE   "('lose FALSE 
of BLANK of of TRUE FALSE TRUE   of TRUE 
I':scrow" ofliscrow" Escrow" Escrow" FALSE FALSE TRUE   Escrow" TRUE 
dais, dale, date, date, FALSE FALSE TRUE   date, TRUE 
anti and anti and FALSE TRUE FALSE   anti FALSE 
by hy by by TRUE FALSE TRUE   by TRUE 
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Ihe lite the the FALSE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
delivery, delivery, delivery, delivery, TRUE TRUE TRUE   delivery, TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
regular regular regular regular TRUE TRUE TRUE   regular TRUE 
United United United United TRUE TRUE TRUE   United TRUE 
Stales Stulcs States States FALSE FALSE TRUE   States TRUE 
Mail Mail Mail Mail TRUE TRUE TRUE   Mail TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
otherwise otherwise otherwise otherwise TRUE TRUE TRUE   otherwise TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
tither other other other FALSE TRUE TRUE   other TRUE 
pnpers pnpers papers papers FALSE FALSE TRUE   pnpers FALSE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
dectln_cnts, documents, documents, documents, FALSE TRUE TRUE   documents, TRUE 
at ut at at TRUE FALSE TRUE   at TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
li|ne lime time time FALSE FALSE TRUE   time TRUE 
I':.u:rnw liscmw Escrow Escrow FALSE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
disburse disburse disburse disburse TRUE TRUE TRUE   disburse TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
Ihnds funds limds funds FALSE TRUE FALSE   limds FALSE 
paid puid paid paid TRUE FALSE TRUE   paid TRUE 
Io (o to to FALSE FALSE TRUE   to TRUE 
it il it it TRUE FALSE TRUE   it TRUE 
hcK'tltRler, hcreundcr, hereunder, hereunder, FALSE FALSE TRUE   hereunder, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
provk|cd provided provided provided FALSE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
pnrsn:alt pursuant pursuant pursuant FALSE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
In to to to FALSE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the lite the the TRUE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
Buy-Sell Huy-Sell Buy-Sell Buy-Sell TRUE FALSE TRUE   Buy-Sell TRUE 
provisions. provisions. provisitnis. provisions. TRUE TRUE FALSE   provisions. TRUE 
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6, f>. o. 6. FALSE FALSE FALSE   o. FALSE 
AGREE AGKlili AGIWL AGREE TRUE FALSE FALSE   AGIWL FALSE 
thin that that that FALSE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
tile tlic the the FALSE FALSE TRUE   the TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Lscrow Escrow TRUE TRUE FALSE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
inay may may may FALSE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
destroy destroy destroy destroy TRUE TRUE TRUE   destroy TRUE 
its its its its TRUE TRUE TRUE   its TRUE 
file file file file TRUE TRUE TRUE   file TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
ilk's, (lies, tires, files, FALSE FALSE FALSE   tires, FALSE 
end ;tnd and and FALSE FALSE TRUE   and TRUE 
tile the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
confenl,g contents contents contents FALSE TRUE TRUE   contents TRUE 
then.-ol_ thereof, thereof, thereof, FALSE TRUE TRUE   thereof, TRUE 
||lter alter alter after FALSE FALSE FALSE   alter FALSE 
three three three three TRUE TRUE TRUE   three TRUE 
-3 -3 -3 (3) FALSE FALSE FALSE   -3 FALSE 
yeses yews years years FALSE FALSE TRUE   years TRUE 
I'rem from Isunn from FALSE TRUE FALSE   Isunn FALSE 
(?lose (lose ('lose Close FALSE FALSE FALSE   ('lose FALSE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Escrow; liscrow; Escrow; Escrow; TRUE FALSE TRUE   Escrow; TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
no \w to no TRUE FALSE FALSE   to FALSE 
action action acliun action TRUE TRUE FALSE   action TRUE 
againsl iiguinsi against against FALSE FALSE TRUE   against TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agcot Agent Agent Agent FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be he be TRUE TRUE FALSE   be TRUE 
eolnlueJlccd commenced comincnad commecnced FALSE FALSE FALSE   comincnad FALSE 
more more noire more TRUE TRUE FALSE   more TRUE 
tllan than than than FALSE TRUE TRUE   than TRUE 
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three three three three TRUE TRUE TRUE   three TRUE 
-3 0) -3 (3) FALSE FALSE FALSE   -3 FALSE 
yea| years years years FALSE TRUE TRUE   years TRUE 
s BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
front from front from FALSE TRUE FALSE   front FALSE 
tin the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date dale date TRUE TRUE FALSE   date TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
can_ cause cause cause FALSE TRUE TRUE   cause TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
aclton action action action FALSE TRUE TRUE   action TRUE 
accnzcs; accrue*; acenoes; accrues; FALSE FALSE FALSE   acenoes; FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
cntploylnellt employment employment employment FALSE TRUE TRUE   employment TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
I BLANK l BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   l FALSE 
.awycrs lawyers awyers Lawyers FALSE FALSE FALSE   awyers FALSE 
"l'itlc Title Tifle Title FALSE TRUE FALSE   Tifle FALSE 
BLANK n\' of of FALSE FALSE TRUE   of TRUE 
nt'Arizana, Arizona, Arizmw, Arizona, FALSE TRUE FALSE   Arizmw, FALSE 
Inc., Inc., Inc., Inc., TRUE TRUE TRUE   Inc., TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
Escrow 1-scrow Escrow Escrow TRUE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agulat, Agent, Agent, Agent, FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent, TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
no! uoUffwWmy not not FALSE FALSE TRUE   not TRUE 
affi:cl BLANK affect affect FALSE FALSE TRUE   affect TRUE 
ally BLANK any any FALSE FALSE TRUE   any TRUE 
tights rights rights rights FALSE TRUE TRUE   rights TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
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tin: tl)e rile the FALSE FALSE FALSE   rile FALSE 
lille Tillc 1'illc Title FALSE FALSE FALSE   1'illc FALSE 
lusnret Insurer Insurer Insurer FALSE TRUE TRUE   Insurer TRUE 
slay may anay may FALSE TRUE FALSE   anay FALSE 
bc be be be FALSE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
sahrng:ttcd siibrogiiWd subrogated subrogated FALSE FALSE TRUE   subrogated TRUE 
under under under under TRUE TRUE TRUE   under TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Icrnls lenns terns terms FALSE FALSE FALSE   terns FALSE 
t)r of of of FALSE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
l'illc Title Tilic Title FALSE TRUE FALSE   Tilic FALSE 
insurance Insurance Insurance Insurance FALSE TRUE TRUE   insurance FALSE 
Policy Policy policy Policy TRUE TRUE FALSE   Policy TRUE 
issued issued issued issued TRUE TRUE TRUE   issued TRUE 
tnlrslnall pursiitmt pursunt pursuant FALSE FALSE FALSE   pursunt FALSE 
Io l<> to to FALSE FALSE TRUE   to TRUE 
these these these these TRUE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
E_row Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
]nsIrut:tions. Inslruclions. Instructions. Instructions. FALSE FALSE TRUE   Instructions. TRUE 
7 7 7 7. FALSE FALSE FALSE   7 FALSE 
AtJTHORIZF. AUTHORIZE* AUTHORIZE AUTHORIZE FALSE FALSE TRUE   AUTHORIZE TRUE 
Escrow Lscrow Escrow Escrow TRUE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agenl, Agent, Agent, Agent, FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent, TRUE 
ill in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
event event event event TRUE TRUE TRUE   event TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
tariff[cling conflicting conflicting conflicting FALSE TRUE TRUE   conflicting TRUE 
demands demands demands demands TRUE TRUE TRUE   demands TRUE 
nualc nuulv made made FALSE FALSE TRUE   made TRUE 
Illmn upon upon upon FALSE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
concealing LoiKcnnug concerning concerning FALSE FALSE TRUE   concerning TRUE 
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these iIil-sc these these TRUE FALSE TRUE   these TRUE 
iaslnullcats, inslminents. instruments, instruments, FALSE FALSE TRUE   instruments, TRUE 
lhis this this this FALSE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
escrow escrow escrow escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   escrow TRUE 
or or   or TRUE TRUE FALSE   or TRUE 






on resulting FALSE FALSE FALSE   
resultingcolle
clion FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK collection FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
accoanl acemml account account FALSE FALSE TRUE   account TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
]_]d hold hold hold FALSE TRUE TRUE   hold TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
money money money money TRUE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
laid .hmI :mad and FALSE FALSE FALSE   :mad FALSE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
dot.'an|¢nls documents documents documents FALSE TRUE TRUE   documents TRUE 
deposited deposited deposited deposited TRUE TRUE TRUE   deposited TRUE 
hereunder hercunder hereunder hereunder TRUE FALSE TRUE   hereunder TRUE 
nl|ti[ until until until FALSE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
either either either either TRUE TRUE TRUE   either TRUE 
rccctces receives receives receives FALSE TRUE TRUE   receives TRUE 
mutnal mutual mutual mutual FALSE TRUE TRUE   mutual TRUE 
inslrta:lioas instructions instructions instructions FALSE TRUE TRUE   instructions TRUE 
hy hy by by FALSE FALSE TRUE   hy FALSE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
i)artics parlies parties parties FALSE FALSE TRUE   parties TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
final final final final TRUE TRUE TRUE   final TRUE 
judgtucnl judgment judganenl judgment FALSE TRUE FALSE   judganenl FALSE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
entered entered entered entered TRUE TRUE TRUE   entered TRUE 
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in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
('t)tlrl Court tour Court FALSE TRUE FALSE   tour FALSE 
BLANK of 
ofeompctentjuri
stlienion of FALSE TRUE FALSE   
ofeompctentj
uristlienion FALSE 
orcompctent competent BLANK competent FALSE TRUE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
jurisdicthal jurisdiction BLANK jurisdiction FALSE TRUE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
determines determines determines determines TRUE TRUE TRUE   determines TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
r BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
rights rights rights rights TRUE TRUE TRUE   rights TRUE 
of ol ol'adl of TRUE FALSE FALSE   ol'adl FALSE 
all alt BLANK all TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
part patties. parties. parties. FALSE FALSE TRUE   parties. TRUE 
its. H. K. 8. FALSE FALSE FALSE   K. FALSE 
8 At A(;Rlil, AGREE FALSE FALSE FALSE   A(;Rlil, FALSE 
A(iR, iRr:IT that that FALSE FALSE TRUE   that TRUE 
I':E lh.it BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Ihal BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
they they they they TRUE TRUE TRUE   they TRUE 
will, will, will, will, TRUE TRUE TRUE   will, TRUE 
jointly jointly jointly jointly TRUE TRUE TRUE   jointly TRUE 
and mid and and TRUE FALSE TRUE   and TRUE 
severally, severally, set severally FALSE FALSE FALSE   severally, FALSE 
BLANK BLANK crally, BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE   BLANK TRUE 
indcamiiy indemnity indeinnity indemnify FALSE FALSE FALSE   indeinnity FALSE 
LiigJ and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
_.ilve save save save FALSE TRUE TRUE   save TRUE 
hun|floss harmless hannless harmless FALSE TRUE FALSE   hannless FALSE 
Fscrow liscruw Escrow Escrow FALSE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
against .igamsi :against against TRUE FALSE FALSE   :against FALSE 
;Ill all all all FALSE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
crisis, cnsls, costs, costs, FALSE FALSE TRUE   costs, TRUE 
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dan)ages, damages, damages, damages, FALSE TRUE TRUE   damages, TRUE 
ath)rl)cv's iitloiuey's allorncy's attorney's FALSE FALSE FALSE   allorncy's FALSE 
tt:¢s, fees, fees, fees, FALSE TRUE TRUE   fees, TRUE 
cxp_.'llses expenses expenses expenses FALSE TRUE TRUE   expenses TRUE 
ai and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
t| BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
liabilities, liabiliiies, liabilities, liabilities, TRUE FALSE TRUE   liabilities, TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
incur incur incur incur TRUE TRUE TRUE   incur TRUE 
nr or or or FALSE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
sit,glare sustain suslain sustain FALSE TRUE FALSE   suslain FALSE 
m in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
connection connection conncclion connection TRUE TRUE FALSE   connection TRUE 
with with %%-lilt with TRUE TRUE FALSE   with TRUE 
these these these these TRUE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
instructions. instructions. instructions. instructions. TRUE TRUE TRUE   instructions. TRUE 
_ > y 9. FALSE FALSE FALSE   y FALSE 
lIRA OR (iRA GRANT FALSE FALSE FALSE   (iRA FALSE 
NT AM' N BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE   N FALSE 
to to Fro to TRUE TRUE FALSE   to TRUE 
Escrow liscrnw Iacrow Escrow TRUE FALSE FALSE   Iacrow FALSE 
Agcnl Agent Agent Agent FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
hen hen hen lien FALSE FALSE FALSE   hen FALSE 
ill)on upon upon upon FALSE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
slid and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
at_thorily authority autluarily authority FALSE TRUE FALSE   autluarily FALSE 
t(_ hi lo to FALSE FALSE FALSE   lo FALSE 
rcimhursc reimburse roindnirse reimburse FALSE TRUE FALSE   roindnirse FALSE 
itself itself itself itself TRUE TRUE TRUE   itself TRUE 
for Tor Ion for TRUE FALSE FALSE   Ion FALSE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
its Ms its its TRUE FALSE TRUE   its TRUE 
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chargcs charges charges charges FALSE TRUE TRUE   charges TRUE 
hcrcltnder hcrcunder hereunder hereunder FALSE FALSE TRUE   hereunder TRUE 
_tltd and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
t_,)r lor for for FALSE FALSE TRUE   for TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
danlt|ges damages damages damages FALSE TRUE TRUE   damages TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
expense expense expense expense TRUE TRUE TRUE   expense TRUE 
._illt:h which scluch which FALSE TRUE FALSE   scluch FALSE 
it »t it it TRUE FALSE TRUE   it TRUE 
n_ay may may may FALSE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
il|cur incur incur incur FALSE TRUE TRUE   incur TRUE 
of or or or FALSE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
sustalll sustain sustain sustain FALSE TRUE TRUE   sustain TRUE 
ill in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
COllnccliotl cunncclion caauoccGon connection FALSE FALSE FALSE   caauoccGon FALSE 
with whh with with TRUE FALSE TRUE   with TRUE 
tilis tins this this FALSE FALSE TRUE   this TRUE 
_.-scfow escrow escrow escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   escrow TRUE 
ca on oil on FALSE TRUE FALSE   oil FALSE 
alld and and and FALSE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
fronl Ironi Irons from FALSE FALSE FALSE   Irons FALSE 
till all all all FALSE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
of nlthc ol'Ihc of TRUE FALSE FALSE   ol'Ihc FALSE 
the BLANK BLANK the TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
n)?.hls, rights, rights, rights, FALSE TRUE TRUE   rights, TRUE 
lille title wic title FALSE TRUE FALSE   wic FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
  of of of FALSE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
ofuilhcr cither either either FALSE FALSE TRUE   either TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Seller. Seller, Seller. Seller, FALSE TRUE FALSE   Seller. FALSE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Purchaser. Purchaser, Purchaser, Purchaser, FALSE TRUE TRUE   Purchaser, TRUE 
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or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
h_t]l, both, hoth, both, FALSE TRUE FALSE   hoth, FALSE 
m mi in in FALSE FALSE TRUE   in TRUE 
Ihu the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
(ItK'Ul|_lt.,_ls dovuincnts documents documents FALSE FALSE TRUE   documents TRUE 
and and anti anti FALSE FALSE TRUE   and FALSE 
IllOllCV money money money FALSE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
held held held held TRUE TRUE TRUE   held TRUE 
helen htreuiuler hereunder hereunder FALSE FALSE TRUE   hereunder TRUE 
t or or or FALSE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
Ct BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_r BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
o BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
hcrwisu olhenvise otherwise otherwise FALSE FALSE TRUE   otherwise TRUE 
held held held held TRUE TRUE TRUE   held TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
tilt: the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Escrow l-serow Escrow Escrow TRUE FALSE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent. Agent. Agent. Agent. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent. TRUE 
- BLANK G G FALSE FALSE TRUE   G TRUE 
_z BLANK 8352 008352 FALSE FALSE FALSE   8352 FALSE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
-- BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
(3 BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
8352 BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
                    
      CORRECT 527 752 775     795 










TEST TWO DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL TRUE TRUE TRUE   ADDITIONAL TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
LIMITED LIMITED LIMITED LIMITED TRUE TRUE TRUE   LIMITED TRUE 
RECOURSE RECOURSE RECOURSE RECOURSE TRUE TRUE TRUE   RECOURSE TRUE 
CONVERTIBLE CONVERTIBLE CONVERTIBLE CONVERTIBLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   CONVERTIBLE TRUE 
PROMISSORY PROMISSORY PROMISSORY PROMISSORY TRUE TRUE TRUE   PROMISSORY TRUE 
NOTE NOTE NOTE NOTE TRUE TRUE TRUE   NOTE TRUE 
$2,350,000.00  $2,350,000.00  $2,350,000.00  $2,350,000.00  TRUE TRUE TRUE   2350000 TRUE 
Phoenix, Phoenix, Phoenix, Phoenix, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Phoenix, TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
June June June June TRUE TRUE TRUE   June TRUE 
, _____, , _____, FALSE TRUE FALSE   , FALSE 
199 199 199 199_ FALSE FALSE FALSE   199 FALSE 
FOR FOR FOR FOR TRUE TRUE TRUE   FOR TRUE 
VALUE VALUE VALUE VALUE TRUE TRUE TRUE   VALUE TRUE 
RECEIVED, RECEIVED, RECEIVED, RECEIVED, TRUE TRUE TRUE   RECEIVED, TRUE 
The the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
undersigned, undersigned, undersigned, undersigned, TRUE TRUE TRUE   undersigned, TRUE 
Gosnell Gosnell Gosnell Gosnell TRUE TRUE TRUE   Gosnell TRUE 
Builders Builders Builders Builders TRUE TRUE TRUE   Builders TRUE 
Corporation, Corporation, Corporation, Corporation, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Corporation, TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
corporation, corporation, corporation, corporation, TRUE TRUE TRUE   corporation, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
"Maker," "Maker," "Maker," "Maker," TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Maker," TRUE 
promises promises promises promises TRUE TRUE TRUE   promises TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
order order order order TRUE TRUE TRUE   order TRUE 
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of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
Mutual Mutual Mutual Mutual TRUE TRUE TRUE   Mutual TRUE 
Life Life Life Life TRUE TRUE TRUE   Life TRUE 
Insurance Insurance Insurance Insurance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Insurance TRUE 
Company Company Company Company TRUE TRUE TRUE   Company TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
New New New New TRUE TRUE TRUE   New TRUE 
York, York, York, York, TRUE TRUE TRUE   York, TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
New New New New TRUE TRUE TRUE   New TRUE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
corporation, corporation, corporation, corporation, TRUE TRUE TRUE   corporation, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
"Payee," "Payee," "Payee," "Payee," TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Payee," TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
1740 1740 1740 1740 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1740 TRUE 
Broadway, Broadway, Broadway, Broadway, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Broadway, TRUE 
New New New New TRUE TRUE TRUE   New TRUE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
10019, 10019, 10019, 10019, TRUE TRUE TRUE   10019, TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE   other TRUE 
place place place place TRUE TRUE TRUE   place TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Payee Payee Payee Payee TRUE TRUE TRUE   Payee TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
designate designate designate designate TRUE TRUE TRUE   designate TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
writing, writing, writing, writing, TRUE TRUE TRUE   writing, TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
principal principal principal principal TRUE TRUE TRUE   principal TRUE 
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sum sum sum sum TRUE TRUE TRUE   sum TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
$2,350,000, $2,350,000, $2,350,000, $2,350,000, TRUE TRUE TRUE   $2,350,000, TRUE 
together together together together TRUE TRUE TRUE   together TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
thereon thereon thereon thereon TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereon TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
rate rate rate rate TRUE TRUE TRUE   rate TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
10 10 10 10 TRUE TRUE TRUE   10 TRUE 
percent percent percent percent TRUE TRUE TRUE   percent TRUE 
per per per per TRUE TRUE TRUE   per TRUE 
annum annum annum annum TRUE TRUE TRUE   annum TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
this this this this TRUE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
paid. paid. paid. paid. TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid. TRUE 
PAYABLE PAYABLE PAYABLE PAYABLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   PAYABLE TRUE 
AS AS AS AS TRUE TRUE TRUE   AS TRUE 
FOLLOWS: FOLLOWS: FOLLOWS: FOLLOWS: TRUE TRUE TRUE   FOLLOWS: TRUE 
In In In In TRUE TRUE TRUE   In TRUE 
quarterly quarterly quarterly quarterly TRUE TRUE TRUE   quarterly TRUE 
installments installments installments installments TRUE TRUE TRUE   installments TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
interest-only interest-only interest-only interest-only TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest-only TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
arrears, arrears, arrears, arrears, TRUE TRUE TRUE   arrears, TRUE 
commencing commencing commencing commencing TRUE TRUE TRUE   commencing TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
BLANK ____________ BLANK ____________ FALSE TRUE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
day day day day TRUE TRUE TRUE   day TRUE 
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of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
, ____________, , ____________, FALSE TRUE FALSE   , FALSE 
199 199_, 199 199_, FALSE TRUE FALSE   199 FALSE 
, BLANK , BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   , FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
continuing continuing continuing continuing TRUE TRUE TRUE   continuing TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
same same same same TRUE TRUE TRUE   same TRUE 
day day day day TRUE TRUE TRUE   day TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
each each each each TRUE TRUE TRUE   each TRUE 
calendar calendar calendar calendar TRUE TRUE TRUE   calendar TRUE 
quarter quarter quarter quarter TRUE TRUE TRUE   quarter TRUE 
thereafter thereafter thereafter thereafter TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereafter TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
December December December December TRUE TRUE TRUE   December TRUE 
31, 31, 31, 31, TRUE TRUE TRUE   31, TRUE 
....... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
1992, 1992, 1992, 1992, TRUE TRUE TRUE   1992, TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
(the (the (the (the TRUE TRUE TRUE   (the TRUE 
"Maturity "Maturity "Maturity "Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Maturity TRUE 
Date"), Date"), Date"), Date"), TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date"), TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
entire entire entire entire TRUE TRUE TRUE   entire TRUE 
unpaid unpaid unpaid unpaid TRUE TRUE TRUE   unpaid TRUE 
balance balance balance balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   balance TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
principal principal principal principal TRUE TRUE TRUE   principal TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
accrued accrued accrued accrued TRUE TRUE TRUE   accrued TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
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shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
become become become become TRUE TRUE TRUE   become TRUE 
fully fully fully fully TRUE TRUE TRUE   fully TRUE 
due due due due TRUE TRUE TRUE   due TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
payable. payable. payable. payable. TRUE TRUE TRUE   payable. TRUE 
If If If If TRUE TRUE TRUE   If TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maker Maker Maker Maker TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maker TRUE 
fails fails fails fails TRUE TRUE TRUE   fails TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
quarterly quarterly quarterly quarterly TRUE TRUE TRUE   quarterly TRUE 
installment installment installment installment TRUE TRUE TRUE   installment TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
when when when when TRUE TRUE TRUE   when TRUE 
due, due, due, due, TRUE TRUE TRUE   due, TRUE 
then then then then TRUE TRUE TRUE   then TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
delinquent delinquent delinquent delinquent TRUE TRUE TRUE   delinquent TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
added added added added TRUE TRUE TRUE   added TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
principal principal principal principal TRUE TRUE TRUE   principal TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
thereafter thereafter thereafter thereafter TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereafter TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
bear bear bear bear TRUE TRUE TRUE   bear TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
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10 10 10 10 TRUE TRUE TRUE   10 TRUE 
percent percent percent percent TRUE TRUE TRUE   percent TRUE 
per per per per TRUE TRUE TRUE   per TRUE 
annum annum annum annum TRUE TRUE TRUE   annum TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date, Date, Date, Date, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date, TRUE 
whichever whichever whichever whichever TRUE TRUE TRUE   whichever TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
earlier. earlier. earlier. earlier. TRUE TRUE TRUE   earlier. TRUE 
Principal Principal Principal Principal TRUE TRUE TRUE   Principal TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
lawful lawful lawful lawful TRUE TRUE TRUE   lawful TRUE 
money money money money TRUE TRUE TRUE   money TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
United United United United TRUE TRUE TRUE   United TRUE 
States States States States TRUE TRUE TRUE   States TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
America. America. America. America. TRUE TRUE TRUE   America. TRUE 
This This This This TRUE TRUE TRUE   This TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
prepaid prepaid prepaid prepaid TRUE TRUE TRUE   prepaid TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
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whole whole whole whole TRUE TRUE TRUE   whole TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
part part part part TRUE TRUE TRUE   part TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
time time time time TRUE TRUE TRUE   time TRUE 
without without without without TRUE TRUE TRUE   without TRUE 
penalty penalty penalty penalty TRUE TRUE TRUE   penalty TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
charge. charge. charge. charge. TRUE TRUE TRUE   charge. TRUE 
If If If If TRUE TRUE TRUE   If TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date, Date, Date, Date, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date, TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maker Maker Maker Maker TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maker TRUE 
fails fails fails fails TRUE TRUE TRUE   fails TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
unpaid unpaid unpaid unpaid TRUE TRUE TRUE   unpaid TRUE 
balance balance balance balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   balance TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
principal principal principal principal TRUE TRUE TRUE   principal TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
accrued accrued accrued accrued TRUE TRUE TRUE   accrued TRUE 
interest, interest, interest, interest, TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest, TRUE 
then then then then TRUE TRUE TRUE   then TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
amount amount amount amount TRUE TRUE TRUE   amount TRUE 
thereof thereof thereof thereof TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereof TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
has has has has TRUE TRUE TRUE   has TRUE 
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not not not not TRUE TRUE TRUE   not TRUE 
been been been been TRUE TRUE TRUE   been TRUE 
paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
(the (the (the (the TRUE TRUE TRUE   (the TRUE 
BLANK " BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
"PSM PSM "PSM "PSM TRUE FALSE TRUE   "PSM TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance") Balance") Balance") Balance") TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance") TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
deemed deemed deemed deemed TRUE TRUE TRUE   deemed TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
been been been been TRUE TRUE TRUE   been TRUE 
discharged discharged discharged discharged TRUE TRUE TRUE   discharged TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
reducing reducing reducing reducing TRUE TRUE TRUE   reducing TRUE 
PSMRP's PSMRP's PSMRP's PSMRP's TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSMRP's TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
PSM, PSM, PSM, PSM, TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
increasing increasing increasing increasing TRUE TRUE TRUE   increasing TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Payee's Payee's Payee's Payee's TRUE TRUE TRUE   Payee's TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
PSM, PSM, PSM, PSM, TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM, TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
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percentage percentage percentage percentage TRUE TRUE TRUE   percentage TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
PSMRP's PSMRP's PSMRP's PSMRP's TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSMRP's TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
(the (the (the (the TRUE TRUE TRUE   (the TRUE 
"Additional "Additional'PSM "Additional "Additional TRUE FALSE TRUE   "Additional TRUE 
PSM BLANK PSM PSM TRUE FALSE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest") Interest") Interest") Interest") TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest") TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
determined determined determined determined TRUE TRUE TRUE   determined TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
dividing dividing dividing dividing TRUE TRUE TRUE   dividing TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance Balance Balance Balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
$19,179,236.00  $19,179,236.00  $19,179,236.00  $19,179,236.00  TRUE TRUE TRUE   19179236 TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
foregoing foregoing foregoing foregoing TRUE TRUE TRUE   foregoing TRUE 
adjustments adjustments adjustments adjustments TRUE TRUE TRUE   adjustments TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
effectuated effectuated effectuated effectuated TRUE TRUE TRUE   effectuated TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Payee Payee Payee Payee TRUE TRUE TRUE   Payee TRUE 
issuing issuing issuing issuing TRUE TRUE TRUE   issuing TRUE 
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notice notice notice notice TRUE TRUE TRUE   notice TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maker Maker Maker Maker TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maker TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance, Balance, Balance, Balance, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance, TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
time, time, time, time, TRUE TRUE TRUE   time, TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
ARR00C_7 ARR00C47 ARROOC47 ARR00C47 FALSE TRUE FALSE   ARROOC47 FALSE 
G008377 G008377 8377 G008377 TRUE TRUE FALSE   G008377 TRUE 
. 10 IG 10 FALSE TRUE FALSE   IG FALSE 
1L-       FALSE TRUE TRUE   0 FALSE 
                    
      CORRECT 324 329 325     325 















TEST THREE DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Financing Financing Financing Financing TRUE TRUE TRUE   Financing TRUE 
Statement Statement Statement Statement TRUE TRUE TRUE   Statement TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Lender; Lender; Lender; Lender; TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender; TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
upon upon upon upon TRUE TRUE TRUE   upon TRUE 
satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction TRUE TRUE TRUE   satisfaction TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
conditions conditions conditions conditions TRUE TRUE TRUE   conditions TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Closing Closing Closing Closing TRUE TRUE TRUE   Closing TRUE 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
specified specified specified specified TRUE TRUE TRUE   specified TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
¶ U 112 ¶ TRUE FALSE FALSE   112 FALSE 
2 2 BLANK 2 TRUE TRUE FALSE   2 TRUE 
hereof, hereof, hereof, hereof, TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereof, TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
disburse disburse disburse disburse TRUE TRUE TRUE   disburse TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Loan Loan Loan Loan TRUE TRUE TRUE   Loan TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
delivering delivering delivering delivering TRUE TRUE TRUE   delivering TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
sum sum sum sum TRUE TRUE TRUE   sum TRUE 
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of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
$I.0 S1.0 $1.0 $1.0 FALSE FALSE TRUE   $1.0 TRUE 
million million million million TRUE TRUE TRUE   million TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
available available available available TRUE TRUE TRUE   available TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
(United (United (United (United TRUE TRUE TRUE   (United TRUE 
States States States States TRUE TRUE TRUE   States TRUE 
? BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
currency). currency). currency). currency). TRUE TRUE TRUE   currency). TRUE 
] BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1.3 TRUE 
pSM PSM PSM PSM FALSE TRUE TRUE   pSM FALSE 
Repurchase. Repurchase. Repurchase. Repurchase. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Repurchase. TRUE 
In In In In TRUE TRUE TRUE   In TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
event event event event TRUE TRUE TRUE   event TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
fails fails fails fails TRUE TRUE TRUE   fails TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
pay pay pay pay TRUE TRUE TRUE   pay TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
so so so so TRUE TRUE TRUE   so TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
it it it it TRUE TRUE TRUE   it TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
discharged discharged discharged discharged TRUE TRUE TRUE   discharged TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
being being being being TRUE TRUE TRUE   being TRUE 
converted converted converted converted TRUE TRUE TRUE   converted TRUE 
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into into into into TRUE TRUE TRUE   into TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest, Interest, Interest, Interest, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
provided provided provided provided TRUE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note, Note, Note, Note, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note, TRUE 
then then then then TRUE TRUE TRUE   then TRUE 
beginning beginning beginning beginning TRUE TRUE TRUE   beginning TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
conversion conversion conversion conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   conversion TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
continuing continuing continuing continuing TRUE TRUE TRUE   continuing TRUE 
through through through through TRUE TRUE TRUE   through TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
day day day day TRUE TRUE TRUE   day TRUE 
prior prior prior prior TRUE TRUE TRUE   prior TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
sale sale sale sale TRUE TRUE TRUE   sale TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
conveyance conveyance conveyance conveyance TRUE TRUE TRUE   conveyance TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
South South South South TRUE TRUE TRUE   South TRUE 
Pointe Pointe Pointe Pointe TRUE TRUE TRUE   Pointe TRUE 
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by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
PSM, PSM, PSM, PSM, TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
provided provided provided provided TRUE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
still still still still TRUE TRUE TRUE   still TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
venture venture venture venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   venture TRUE 
panner partner partner partner FALSE TRUE TRUE   partner TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
provided provided provided provided TRUE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
not not not not TRUE TRUE TRUE   not TRUE 
then then then then TRUE TRUE TRUE   then TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
default default default default TRUE TRUE TRUE   default TRUE 
under under under under TRUE TRUE TRUE   under TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE   terms TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement TRUE 
(as (as (as (as TRUE TRUE TRUE   (as TRUE 
hereinafter hereinafter hereinafter hereinafter TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereinafter TRUE 
defined) defined) defined) defined) TRUE TRUE TRUE   defined) TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
provided provided provided provided TRUE TRUE TRUE   provided TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
Section Section Section Section TRUE TRUE TRUE   Section TRUE 
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15.1 15.1 15.1 15.1 TRUE TRUE TRUE   15.1 TRUE 
thereof, thereof, thereof, thereof, TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereof, TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
non-assignable non-assignable non-assignable non-assignable TRUE TRUE TRUE   non-assignable TRUE 
right right right right TRUE TRUE TRUE   right TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
option option option option TRUE TRUE TRUE   option TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
repurchasing repurchasing repurchasing repurchasing TRUE TRUE TRUE   repurchasing TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
issuing issuing issuing issuing TRUE TRUE TRUE   issuing TRUE 
notice notice notice notice TRUE TRUE TRUE   notice TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
paying paying paying paying TRUE TRUE TRUE   paying TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
"1993 "1993 "1993 "1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   "1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   Repurchase TRUE 
Price" Price" Price" Price" TRUE TRUE TRUE   Price" TRUE 
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in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
available available available available TRUE TRUE TRUE   available TRUE 
funds funds funds funds TRUE TRUE TRUE   funds TRUE 
(United (United (United (United TRUE TRUE TRUE   (United TRUE 
States States States States TRUE TRUE TRUE   States TRUE 
currency) currency) currency) currency) TRUE TRUE TRUE   currency) TRUE 
not not not not TRUE TRUE TRUE   not TRUE 
later later later later TRUE TRUE TRUE   later TRUE 
than than than than TRUE TRUE TRUE   than TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
close close close close TRUE TRUE TRUE   close TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Lender's Lender's Lender's Lender's TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender's TRUE 
business business business business TRUE TRUE TRUE   business TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
day day day day TRUE TRUE TRUE   day TRUE 
prior prior prior prior TRUE TRUE TRUE   prior TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
sale sale sale sale TRUE TRUE TRUE   sale TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
conveyance, conveyance, conveyance, conveyance, TRUE TRUE TRUE   conveyance, TRUE 
whereupon whereupon whereupon whereupon TRUE TRUE TRUE   whereupon TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
books books books books TRUE TRUE TRUE   books TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
promptly promptly promptly promptly TRUE TRUE TRUE   promptly TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
adjusted, adjusted, adjusted, adjusted, TRUE TRUE TRUE   adjusted, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
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specified specified specified specified TRUE TRUE TRUE   specified TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
¶¶ HH   ¶¶ TRUE FALSE FALSE   0 FALSE 
8.9 8.9 118.9 8.9 TRUE TRUE FALSE   118.9 FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
8.10 8.10 8.10 8.10 TRUE TRUE TRUE   8.10 TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
amended, amended, amended, amended, TRUE TRUE TRUE   amended, TRUE 
(hereinafter (hereinafter (hereinafter (hereinafter TRUE TRUE TRUE   (hereinafter TRUE 
defined) defined) defined) defined) TRUE TRUE TRUE   defined) TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
increase increase increase increase TRUE TRUE TRUE   increase TRUE 
Borrower's Borrower's Borrower's Borrower's TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower's TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
decrease decrease decrease decrease TRUE TRUE TRUE   decrease TRUE 
Lender's Lender's Lender's Lender's TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender's TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Interests Interests Interests Interests TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interests TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Accounts Accounts Accounts Accounts TRUE TRUE TRUE   Accounts TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
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Interest, Interest, Interest, Interest, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest, TRUE 
so so so so TRUE TRUE TRUE   so TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
been been been been TRUE TRUE TRUE   been TRUE 
returned returned returned returned TRUE TRUE TRUE   returned TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
without without without without TRUE TRUE TRUE   without TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
necessity necessity necessity necessity TRUE TRUE TRUE   necessity TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
further further further further TRUE TRUE TRUE   further TRUE 
action action action action TRUE TRUE TRUE   action TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
documentation documentation documentation documentation TRUE TRUE TRUE   documentation TRUE 
(Lender's (Lender's (Lender's (Lender's TRUE TRUE TRUE   (Lender's TRUE 
obligation obligation obligation obligation TRUE TRUE TRUE   obligation TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
honor honor honor honor TRUE TRUE TRUE   honor TRUE 
this this this this TRUE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
repurchase repurchase repurchase repurchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   repurchase TRUE 
right, right, right, right, TRUE TRUE TRUE   right, TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
secured secured secured secured TRUE TRUE TRUE   secured TRUE 
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by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Security Security Security Security TRUE TRUE TRUE   Security TRUE 
Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
dated dated dated dated TRUE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
June June June June TRUE TRUE TRUE   June TRUE 
12, 12, 12, 12, TRUE TRUE TRUE   12, TRUE 
1990, 1990, 1990, 1990, TRUE TRUE TRUE   1990, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
amended, amended, amended, amended, TRUE TRUE TRUE   amended, TRUE 
between between between between TRUE TRUE TRUE   between TRUE 
Lender, Lender, Lender, Lender, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
debtor, debtor, debtor, debtor, TRUE TRUE TRUE   debtor, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Borrower, Borrower, Borrower, Borrower, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
secured secured secured secured TRUE TRUE TRUE   secured TRUE 
party). party). party). party). TRUE TRUE TRUE   party). TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
"1993 "1993 "1993 "1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   "1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   Repurchase TRUE 
Price" Price" Price" Price" TRUE TRUE TRUE   Price" TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance Balance Balance Balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance TRUE 
together together together together TRUE TRUE TRUE   together TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
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interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
thereon thereon thereon thereon TRUE TRUE TRUE   thereon TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
rate rate rate rate TRUE TRUE TRUE   rate TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
12 12 12 12 TRUE TRUE TRUE   12 TRUE 
percent percent percent percent TRUE TRUE TRUE   percent TRUE 
per per per per TRUE TRUE TRUE   per TRUE 
annum, annum, annum, annum, TRUE TRUE TRUE   annum, TRUE 
compounded compounded compounded compounded TRUE TRUE TRUE   compounded TRUE 
quarterly, quarterly, quarterly, quarterly, TRUE TRUE TRUE   quarterly, TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
conversion conversion conversion conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   conversion TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
until until until until TRUE TRUE TRUE   until TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
; BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
repurchase repurchase repurchase repurchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   repurchase TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
Borrower Borrower Borrower Borrower TRUE TRUE TRUE   Borrower TRUE 
reduced reduced reduced reduced TRUE TRUE TRUE   reduced TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
distributions distributions distributions distributions TRUE TRUE TRUE   distributions TRUE 
paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
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attributable attributable attributable attributable TRUE TRUE TRUE   attributable TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
pursuant pursuant pursuant pursuant TRUE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Sections Sections Sections Sections TRUE TRUE TRUE   Sections TRUE 
12 12 12 12 TRUE TRUE TRUE   12 TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
13 13 13 13 TRUE TRUE TRUE   13 TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
dated dated dated dated TRUE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
July July July July TRUE TRUE TRUE   July TRUE 
23, 28,1987, 28, 28, FALSE FALSE TRUE   28, TRUE 
1987, BLANK 1987, 1987, TRUE FALSE TRUE   1987, TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
amended, amended, amended, amended, TRUE TRUE TRUE   amended, TRUE 
(the (the (the (the TRUE TRUE TRUE   (the TRUE 
"PSM "PSM "PSM "PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   "PSM TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement") Agreement") Agreement") Agreement") TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement") TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
respect respect respect respect TRUE TRUE TRUE   respect TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
PSM, PSM, PSM, PSM, TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM, TRUE 
effective effective effective effective TRUE TRUE TRUE   effective TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
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the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
each each each each TRUE TRUE TRUE   each TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
distribution, distribution, distribution, distribution, TRUE TRUE TRUE   distribution, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
increased increased increased increased TRUE TRUE TRUE   increased TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
amount amount amount amount TRUE TRUE TRUE   amount TRUE 
equal equal equal equal TRUE TRUE TRUE   equal TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contributions Contributions Contributions Contributions TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contributions TRUE 
(as (as (as (as TRUE TRUE TRUE   (as TRUE 
defined defined defined defined TRUE TRUE TRUE   defined TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement) Agreement) Agreement) Agreement) TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement) TRUE 
paid paid paid paid TRUE TRUE TRUE   paid TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
Lender Lender Lender Lender TRUE TRUE TRUE   Lender TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
attributable attributable attributable attributable TRUE TRUE TRUE   attributable TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSN1 PSM TRUE TRUE FALSE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
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Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
effective effective effective effective TRUE TRUE TRUE   effective TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
each each each each TRUE TRUE TRUE   each TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contribution. TRUE 
To To To To TRUE TRUE TRUE   To TRUE 
illustrate illustrate illustrate illustrate TRUE TRUE TRUE   illustrate TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
preceding preceding preceding preceding TRUE TRUE TRUE   preceding TRUE 
sentence sentence sentence sentence TRUE TRUE TRUE   sentence TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
hypothetical hypothetical hypothetical hypothetical TRUE TRUE TRUE   hypothetical TRUE 
example: example: example: example: TRUE TRUE TRUE   example: TRUE 
assume assume assume assume TRUE TRUE TRUE   assume TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance Balance Balance Balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date Date Date Date TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
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1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSTI PSM TRUE TRUE FALSE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
1100000 1100000 1100000 1100000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1100000 TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Conversion Conversion Conversion Conversion TRUE TRUE TRUE   Conversion TRUE 
Interest Interest Interest Interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   Interest TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
6%, 6%, 670, 6%, TRUE TRUE FALSE   6%, TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
100000 100000 100000 100000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   100000 TRUE 
distribution distribution distribution distribution TRUE TRUE TRUE   distribution TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
received received received received TRUE TRUE TRUE   received TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
MQNY MONY MONY MONY FALSE TRUE TRUE   MONY TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
three three three three TRUE TRUE TRUE   three TRUE 
months months months months TRUE TRUE TRUE   months TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
following following following following TRUE TRUE TRUE   following TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date, Date, Date, Date, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
100000 100000 100000 100000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   100000 TRUE 
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Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contribution Contribution Contribution Contribution TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contribution TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
made made made made TRUE TRUE TRUE   made TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
MONY MONY MONY MONY TRUE TRUE TRUE   MONY TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
six six six six TRUE TRUE TRUE   six TRUE 
months months months months TRUE TRUE TRUE   months TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
following following following following TRUE TRUE TRUE   following TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date. Date. Date. Date. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date. TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase Repurchase TRUE TRUE TRUE   Repurchase TRUE 
Price Price Price Price TRUE TRUE TRUE   Price TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance Balance Balance Balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance TRUE 
will will will will TRUE TRUE TRUE   will TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
reduced reduced reduced reduced TRUE TRUE TRUE   reduced TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
$6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   $6,000 TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
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date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
distribution distribution distribution distribution TRUE TRUE TRUE   distribution TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
increased increased increased increased TRUE TRUE TRUE   increased TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
$6,000 S6r000 $6.000 $6,000 TRUE FALSE FALSE   $6.000 FALSE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contribution. TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
1993 1993 1993 1993 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1993 TRUE 
PSM PSM PSM PSM TRUE TRUE TRUE   PSM TRUE 
Note Note Note Note TRUE TRUE TRUE   Note TRUE 
Balance Balance Balance Balance TRUE TRUE TRUE   Balance TRUE 
will will will will TRUE TRUE TRUE   will TRUE 
bear bear bear bear TRUE TRUE TRUE   bear TRUE 
interest interest interest interest TRUE TRUE TRUE   interest TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
1100000 1100000 1100000 1100000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1100000 TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Maturity Maturity Maturity Maturity TRUE TRUE TRUE   Maturity TRUE 
Date Date Date Date TRUE TRUE TRUE   Date TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
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such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
distribution, distribution, distribution, distribution, TRUE TRUE TRUE   distribution, TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
1094000 1094000 1094000 1094000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1094000 TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
distribution distribution distribution distribution TRUE TRUE TRUE   distribution TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contribution, Contribution, Contribution, Contribution, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contribution, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
1100000 1100000 1100000 1100000 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1100000 TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE   from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
date date date date TRUE TRUE TRUE   date TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
Additional Additional Additional Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. Contribution. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contribution. TRUE 
It It It It TRUE TRUE TRUE   It TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
specifically specifically specifically specifically TRUE TRUE TRUE   specifically TRUE 
agreed agreed agreed agreed TRUE TRUE TRUE   agreed TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
despite despite despite despite TRUE TRUE TRUE   despite TRUE 
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the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
issuing issuing issuing issuing TRUE TRUE TRUE   issuing TRUE 
2 BLANK 2 BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   2 FALSE 
ARR07$ED ARR075ED AM075FD ARR075ED FALSE TRUE FALSE   AM075FD FALSE 
G008822 G008822 8822 G008822 TRUE TRUE FALSE   G008822 TRUE 
      CORRECT 583 592 587     591 





























TEST FOUR DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
1 BLANK 1 1 TRUE FALSE TRUE   1 TRUE 
referred referred referred referred TRUE TRUE TRUE   referred TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
paragraphs paragraphs paragraphs paragraphs TRUE TRUE TRUE   paragraphs TRUE 
A A A A TRUE TRUE TRUE   A TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
B B B B TRUE TRUE TRUE   B TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
anticipated anticipated anticipated anticipated TRUE TRUE TRUE   anticipated TRUE 
liquida- liquida- liquida liquida- TRUE TRUE FALSE   liquida- TRUE 
2 BLANK 2 2 TRUE FALSE TRUE   2 TRUE 
tion tion tion tion TRUE TRUE TRUE   tion TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
dissolution dissolution dissolution dissolution TRUE TRUE TRUE   dissolution TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
BPP BPP BPP BPP TRUE TRUE TRUE   BPP TRUE 
immediately immediately immediately immediately TRUE TRUE TRUE   immediately TRUE 
following following following following TRUE TRUE TRUE   following TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
formation formation formation formation TRUE TRUE TRUE   formation TRUE 
3 3 3 3 TRUE TRUE TRUE   3 TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture. Venture. Venture. Venture. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture. TRUE 
4 4 4 4 TRUE TRUE TRUE   4 TRUE 
ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE ARTICLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   ARTICLE TRUE 
I I I I TRUE TRUE TRUE   I TRUE 
5 5 5 5 TRUE TRUE TRUE   5 TRUE 
DEFINITIONS DEFINITIONS DEFINITIONS DEFINITIONS TRUE TRUE TRUE   DEFINITIONS TRUE 
6 6 6 6 TRUE TRUE TRUE   6 TRUE 
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i.i 1.1 1.1 1.1 FALSE TRUE TRUE   1.1 TRUE 
Definitions Definitions Definitions Definitions TRUE TRUE TRUE   Definitions TRUE 
Concernina Concerning Concerning Concerning FALSE TRUE TRUE   Concerning TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Partners. Partners. Partners. Partners. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners. TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
General General General General TRUE TRUE TRUE   General TRUE 
7 7 7 7 TRUE TRUE TRUE   7 TRUE 
Partner Partner Partner Partner TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partner TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Partners Partners Partners Partners TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners TRUE 
are are are are TRUE TRUE TRUE   are TRUE 
sometimes sometimes sometimes sometimes TRUE TRUE TRUE   sometimes TRUE 
referred referred referred referred TRUE TRUE TRUE   referred TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
col- col- col col- TRUE TRUE FALSE   col- TRUE 
8 8 8 8 TRUE TRUE TRUE   8 TRUE 
lectively lectively lectively lectively TRUE TRUE TRUE   lectively TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
"Partners', "Partners", "Partners", "Partners", FALSE TRUE TRUE   "Partners", TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
individually individually individually individually TRUE TRUE TRUE   individually TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
"Partner," "Partner," "Partner," "Partner," TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Partner," TRUE 
9 9 9 9 TRUE TRUE TRUE   9 TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Partners Partners Partners Partners TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners TRUE 
are are are are TRUE TRUE TRUE   are TRUE 
sometimes sometimes sometimes sometimes TRUE TRUE TRUE   sometimes TRUE 
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referred referred referred referred TRUE TRUE TRUE   referred TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
collectively collectively collectively collectively TRUE TRUE TRUE   collectively TRUE 
i0 10 10 10 FALSE TRUE TRUE   10 TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
"Limited "Limited "Limited "Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Limited TRUE 
Partners", Partners", Partners", Partners", TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners", TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
individually individually individually individually TRUE TRUE TRUE   individually TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
"Limited "Limited "Limited "Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Limited TRUE 
II 11 11 11 FALSE TRUE TRUE   11 TRUE 
Partner." Partner," Partner." Partner." TRUE FALSE TRUE   Partner." TRUE 
Further Further Further Further TRUE TRUE TRUE   Further TRUE 
information information information information TRUE TRUE TRUE   information TRUE 
concerning concerning concerning concerning TRUE TRUE TRUE   concerning TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Partners Partners Partners Partners TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners TRUE 
12 12 12 12 TRUE TRUE TRUE   12 TRUE 
(including (including (including (including TRUE TRUE TRUE   (including TRUE 
data data data data TRUE TRUE TRUE   data TRUE 
regarding regarding regarding regarding TRUE TRUE TRUE   regarding TRUE 
contributions contributions contributions contributions TRUE TRUE TRUE   contributions TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
capital capital capital capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   capital TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
13 13 13 13 TRUE TRUE TRUE   13 TRUE 
Partnership, Partnership, Partnership, Partnership, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partnership, TRUE 
Participation Participation Participation Participation TRUE TRUE TRUE   Participation TRUE 
Percentages, Percentages, Percentages, Percentages, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Percentages, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
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business business business business TRUE TRUE TRUE   business TRUE 
addresses) addresses) addresses) addresses) TRUE TRUE TRUE   addresses) TRUE 
14 14 14 14 TRUE TRUE TRUE   14 TRUE 
is is is is TRUE TRUE TRUE   is TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE   set TRUE 
forth forth forth forth TRUE TRUE TRUE   forth TRUE 
either either either either TRUE TRUE TRUE   either TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule TRUE TRUE TRUE   Schedule TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1 TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
signature signature signature signature TRUE TRUE TRUE   signature TRUE 
page page page page TRUE TRUE TRUE   page TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
15 15 15 15 TRUE TRUE TRUE   15 TRUE 
this this this this TRUE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
Agreement. Agreement. Agreement. Agreement. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement. TRUE 
16 16 16 16 TRUE TRUE TRUE   16 TRUE 
1.2 2-Jan 1.2 1.2 TRUE FALSE TRUE   1.2 TRUE 
Defined Defined Defined Defined TRUE TRUE TRUE   Defined TRUE 
Terms. Terms. Terms. Terms. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Terms. TRUE 
Certain Certain Certain Certain TRUE TRUE TRUE   Certain TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE   terms TRUE 
when when when when TRUE TRUE TRUE   when TRUE 
used used used used TRUE TRUE TRUE   used TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
this this this this TRUE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
17 17 17 17 TRUE TRUE TRUE   17 TRUE 
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
usual usual usual usual TRUE TRUE TRUE   usual TRUE 
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or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
customary customary customary customary TRUE TRUE TRUE   customary TRUE 
meanings meanings meanings meanings TRUE TRUE TRUE   meanings TRUE 
associated associated associated associated TRUE TRUE TRUE   associated TRUE 
18 18 18 18 TRUE TRUE TRUE   18 TRUE 
  I j   TRUE FALSE FALSE   j FALSE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE   terms TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE   set TRUE 
forth forth forth forth TRUE TRUE TRUE   forth TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
context context context context TRUE TRUE TRUE   context TRUE 
hereof. hereof. hereof. hereof. TRUE TRUE TRUE   hereof. TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
foi- fol- fol19~I fol- FALSE TRUE FALSE   fol19~I FALSE 
19 19   19 TRUE TRUE FALSE   19 TRUE 
lowing lowing lowing lowing TRUE TRUE TRUE   lowing TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE   other TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE   terms TRUE 
when when when when TRUE TRUE TRUE   when TRUE 
used used used used TRUE TRUE TRUE   used TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
this this this this TRUE TRUE TRUE   this TRUE 
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE   have TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
20 20 20 20 TRUE TRUE TRUE   20 TRUE 
meanings meanings meanings meanings TRUE TRUE TRUE   meanings TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE   set TRUE 
forth forth forth forth TRUE TRUE TRUE   forth TRUE 
below: below: below: below: TRUE TRUE TRUE   below: TRUE 
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21 21 21 21 TRUE TRUE TRUE   21 TRUE 
1.2.1 1.2.1 1.2.1 1.2.1 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1.2.1 TRUE 
"Act" "Act" "Act" "Act" TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Act" TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
mean mean mean mean TRUE TRUE TRUE   mean TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
Uniform Uniform Uniform Uniform TRUE TRUE TRUE   Uniform TRUE 
22 22 22 22 TRUE TRUE TRUE   22 TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Partnership Partnership Partnership Partnership TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partnership TRUE 
Act, Act, Act, Act, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Act, TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
Revised Revised Revised Revised TRUE TRUE TRUE   Revised TRUE 
Statutes, Statutes, Statutes, Statutes, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Statutes, TRUE 
Title Title Title Title TRUE TRUE TRUE   Title TRUE 
29, 29, 29, 29, TRUE TRUE TRUE   29, TRUE 
23 23 23 23 TRUE TRUE TRUE   23 TRUE 
Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter TRUE TRUE TRUE   Chapter TRUE 
3, 3, 3, 3, TRUE TRUE TRUE   3, TRUE 
Sections Sections Sections Sections TRUE TRUE TRUE   Sections TRUE 
29-301, 29-301, 29-301, 29-301, TRUE TRUE TRUE   29-301, TRUE 
et et et et TRUE TRUE TRUE   et TRUE 
seu., seq.. sea., seq., FALSE FALSE FALSE   sea., FALSE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
amended amended amended amended TRUE TRUE TRUE   amended TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
superseded. superseded. superseded. superseded. TRUE TRUE TRUE   superseded. TRUE 
24 24 24 24 TRUE TRUE TRUE   24 TRUE 
1.2.2 1.2.2 1.2.2 1.2.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1.2.2 TRUE 
"Additional "Additional "Additional "Additional TRUE TRUE TRUE   "Additional TRUE 
Capital Capital Capital Capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   Capital TRUE 
Contributions" Contributions" Contributions" Contributions" TRUE TRUE TRUE   Contributions" TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
25 25 25 25 TRUE TRUE TRUE   25 TRUE 
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mean mean mean mean TRUE TRUE TRUE   mean TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
contributions contributions contributions contributions TRUE TRUE TRUE   contributions TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Partners Partners Partners Partners TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partners TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
capital capital capital capital TRUE TRUE TRUE   capital TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
26 26 26 26 TRUE TRUE TRUE   26 TRUE 
--3-- -3- -3 -3- FALSE TRUE FALSE   -3 FALSE 
BLANK 4...,,e BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
G001736 G001736 1736 G001736 TRUE TRUE FALSE   G001736 TRUE 
o94om 0940m 0940m 0940m FALSE TRUE TRUE   0940m TRUE 
BLANK 3 _v, 3 FALSE TRUE FALSE   _v, FALSE 
      CORRECT 215 218 216     220 

















TEST FIVE DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
POINTE BLANK POINTE POINTE TRUE FALSE TRUE   POINTE TRUE 
TAPATIO BLANK TAPATIO TAPATIO TRUE FALSE TRUE   TAPATIO TRUE 
RESORT BLANK RESORT RESORT TRUE FALSE TRUE   RESORT TRUE 
PROPERTIES BLANK PROPERTIES PROPERTIES TRUE FALSE TRUE   PROPERTIES TRUE 
NO. BLANK NO. NO. TRUE FALSE TRUE   NO. TRUE 
I BLANK I 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE   I FALSE 
LIMITED BLANK LIMITED LIMITED TRUE FALSE TRUE   LIMITED TRUE 
PARTNERSHIP BLANK PARTNERSHIP PARTNERSHIP TRUE FALSE TRUE   PARTNERSHIP TRUE 
By: By: By: By: TRUE TRUE TRUE   By: TRUE 
Pninto MnteTC Pointe Pointe FALSE FALSE TRUE   Pointe TRUE 
TC BLANK TC TC TRUE FALSE TRUE   TC TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Parmcrsl_ip, anncrahip Partnership, Partnership, FALSE FALSE TRUE   Partnership, TRUE 
art an an an FALSE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
limitcd limited limited limited FALSE TRUE TRUE   limited TRUE 
parmcvship parincrship partnership partnership FALSE FALSE TRUE   partnership TRUE 
L_s" »*• its: its: FALSE FALSE TRUE   its: TRUE 
Gcncra[ General General General FALSE TRUE TRUE   General TRUE 
Panncr Partner Partner Partner FALSE TRUE TRUE   Partner TRUE 
By: BLANK By: By: TRUE FALSE TRUE   By: TRUE 
POfiNTE BLANK P0hNTF POINTE FALSE FALSE FALSE   P0hNTF FALSE 
"l'PC PPC TPC TPC FALSE FALSE TRUE   TPC TRUE 
COI{.FORAT[ON. CORPORATION CORPORATION, CORPORATION, FALSE FALSE TRUE   CORPORATION, TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
corporation corporation Corporation corporation TRUE TRUE FALSE   corporation TRUE 
Its: BLANK Its: Its: TRUE FALSE TRUE   Its: TRUE 
General GeneraJ General General TRUE FALSE TRUE   General TRUE 
Pann_ Panner Partner Partner FALSE FALSE TRUE   Partner TRUE 
By" BLANK By: By: FALSE FALSE TRUE   By: TRUE 
, BLANK Its: Its: FALSE FALSE TRUE   Its: TRUE 
, BLANK BLANK 561967.01 FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
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Rs: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
.......... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
3 BLANK BLANK 3 TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
G000288 G000288 288 G000288 TRUE TRUE FALSE   G000288 TRUE 
      CORRECT 19 13 31     33 
















TEST EIGHT DATA 




cmp  VOTER 
Voter 
cmp 
_ ecu: I)ui)jeo~: SUBJECT: FALSE FALSE FALSE  I)ui)jeo~: FALSE 
ouujecu; is -5 15 FALSE FALSE FALSE  -5 FALSE 
_D BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
May May May May TRUE TRUE TRUE  May TRUE 
M0_f, MOui/PTC MU,,,'PTC MONY/PTC FALSE FALSE FALSE  MU,,,'PTC FALSE 
PTC BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
management management management management TRUE TRUE TRUE  management TRUE 
committee committee committee committee TRUE TRUE TRUE  committee TRUE 
minutes minuter minute.° minutes TRUE FALSE FALSE  minute.° FALSE 
- - - - TRUE TRUE TRUE  - TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE  draft TRUE 
BLANK BLANK _; BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE  BLANK TRUE 
Date: Date: Date: Date: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Date: TRUE 
98-06-02 98-06-02 98-06-02 98-06-02 TRUE TRUE TRUE  98-06-02 TRUE 
1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 TRUE TRUE TRUE  0.046840278 TRUE 
T T T T TRUE TRUE TRUE  T TRUE 
From: From: From: From: TRUE TRUE TRUE  From: TRUE 
Mark Mar Mark 
Mark_Tobin@mony
.com FALSE FALSE FALSE  Mark FALSE 
Tobin@mony.com 
k_Tobin@mony.co
m Tobin@mony.com BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  Tobin@mony.com FALSE 
BLANK BLANK _ BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE  BLANK TRUE 





ony.com, FALSE TRUE FALSE  Tom FALSE 
BLANK BLANK 
_McCahill@mony.c







m FALSE TRUE TRUE  Dmcg333@aol.com TRUE 
@sony. BLANK JOY BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE  JOY FALSE 
corn, BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Dmeg333@aol BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
corn BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
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_/ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 









om BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE  
Rosanova@mony.co
m FALSE 
_ BLANK p11 BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE  p11 FALSE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
File: iTile: tile: File: TRUE FALSE FALSE  tile: FALSE 
15may98.doc 15may98.doc 15may98.doc 15may98.doc TRUE TRUE TRUE  15may98.doc TRUE 
(24576 (24576 (24576 (24576 TRUE TRUE TRUE  (24576 TRUE 
bytes) bytes) bytes) bytes) TRUE TRUE TRUE  bytes) TRUE 
DL DL DL DL TRUE TRUE TRUE  DL TRUE 
time time time time TRUE TRUE TRUE  time TRUE 
(24000 (24000 (24000 (24000 TRUE TRUE TRUE  (24000 TRUE 
baud): baud): baud): baud): TRUE TRUE TRUE  baud): TRUE 
< < < < TRUE TRUE TRUE  < TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1 TRUE 
minute minute minute minute TRUE TRUE TRUE  minute TRUE 
Please Please Please Please TRUE TRUE TRUE  Please TRUE 
find find find find TRUE TRUE TRUE  find TRUE 
attached attached attached attached TRUE TRUE TRUE  attached TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE  a TRUE 
Word Word Word Word TRUE TRUE TRUE  Word TRUE 
document document document document TRUE TRUE TRUE  document TRUE 
containing containing containing containing TRUE TRUE TRUE  containing TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE  a TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE  draft TRUE 
copy copy copy copy TRUE TRUE TRUE  copy TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE  of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE  the TRUE 
minutes minutes minutes minutes TRUE TRUE TRUE  minutes TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE  from TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE  the TRUE 
above above above above TRUE TRUE TRUE  above TRUE 
meeting. meeting. meeting. meeting. TRUE TRUE TRUE  meeting. TRUE 
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These These These These TRUE TRUE TRUE  These TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE  draft TRUE 
minutes minutes minutes minutes TRUE TRUE TRUE  minutes TRUE 
were were were were TRUE TRUE TRUE  were TRUE 
delivered delivered delivered delivered TRUE TRUE TRUE  delivered TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE  to TRUE 
Dan Dan Dan Dan TRUE TRUE TRUE  Dan TRUE 
McGoldrick's McGoldrick's McGoldrick's McGoldrick's TRUE TRUE TRUE  McGoldrick's TRUE 
room room room room TRUE TRUE TRUE  room TRUE 
at!he at at at FALSE TRUE TRUE  at TRUE 
  The The The FALSE TRUE TRUE  The TRUE 
Waldorf Waldorf Waldorf Waldorf TRUE TRUE TRUE  Waldorf TRUE 
on on on on TRUE TRUE TRUE  on TRUE 
Monday Monday Monday Monday TRUE TRUE TRUE  Monday TRUE 
afternoon, afternoon, afternoon, afternoon, TRUE TRUE TRUE  afternoon, TRUE 
1June_ 1 1 1 FALSE TRUE TRUE  1 TRUE 
BLANK June^ June June FALSE FALSE TRUE  June TRUE 
(See (See (See (See TRUE TRUE TRUE  (See TRUE 
attached attached attached attached TRUE TRUE TRUE  attached TRUE 
file: file: file: file: TRUE TRUE TRUE  file: TRUE 
15may98.doc 15may98.doc) 15may98.doc) 15may98.doc) FALSE TRUE TRUE  15may98.doc) TRUE 
Thank Thank Thank Thank TRUE TRUE TRUE  Thank TRUE 
you. you. you. you. TRUE TRUE TRUE  you. TRUE 
{ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
[ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Headers BLANK Headers Headers TRUE FALSE TRUE  Headers TRUE 





ny.corn> FALSE TRUE FALSE  <Mark FALSE 
Tobin@mony.com> I Tobin@mony.com> BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  Tobin@mony.com> FALSE 
Received: Received: Received: Received: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Received: TRUE 














za04.mail.aol.com TRUE FALSE FALSE  (rly-za04.mail. FALSE 
BLANK BLANK aol.com BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE  BLANK TRUE 
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[172.31.36.100]) [172.31.36.100]) (172.31.36.100]) [172.31.36.100]) TRUE TRUE FALSE  [172.31.36.100]) TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE  by TRUE 








za01.mail.aol.com TRUE FALSE FALSE  air-za0l.mail.aol.com FALSE 
(v43.20) (v43.20) (v43.20) (v43.20) TRUE TRUE TRUE  (v43.20) TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE  with TRUE 
SMTP; SMTP; SMTP; SMTP; TRUE TRUE TRUE  SMTP; TRUE 
Tue, Tue, Tue, Tue, TRUE TRUE TRUE  Tue, TRUE 
2 2 2 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE  2 TRUE 
Jun Jun Jun Jun TRUE TRUE TRUE  Jun TRUE 
1998 1998 1998 1998 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 TRUE TRUE TRUE  0.046840278 TRUE 
-400 -400 -400 -400 TRUE TRUE TRUE  -400 TRUE 
& * " BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  " FALSE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Received: Received: Received: Received: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Received: TRUE 
from from from from TRUE TRUE TRUE  from TRUE 
a99201.mony, a99201.mony.com a99201.mony.com a99201.mony.com FALSE TRUE TRUE  a99201.mony.com TRUE 
com BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
(mail-ext.mony.com (mail-ext.mony.com (mail-ext.mony.com (mail-ext.mony.com TRUE TRUE TRUE  (mail-ext.mony.com TRUE 
[206.67.239.66]) [206.67.239.66]) [7.06-67-239-66j) [206.67.239.66]) TRUE TRUE FALSE  [206.67.239.66]) TRUE 
BLANK ' BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 














4.0.0) TRUE FALSE TRUE  
(8.8.5/8.8.5/AOL-
4.0.0) TRUE 
BLANK .8. BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
BLANK 5/8.8 BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
BLANK .5/AOL-4. BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
BLANK 0.0) BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
BLANK 5 BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE  with TRUE 
ESMTP ESMTP ESMTP ESMTP TRUE TRUE TRUE  ESMTP TRUE 
id id id id TRUE TRUE TRUE  id TRUE 
BAA24646 BM24646 BAA24646 BAA24646 TRUE FALSE TRUE  BAA24646 TRUE 
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m>; TRUE FALSE TRUE  
<Dmcg333@aol.com
>; TRUE 
BLANK } BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Tue, Tue, Tue, Tue, TRUE TRUE TRUE  Tue, TRUE 
2 2 2 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE  2 TRUE 
Jun Jun Jun Jun TRUE TRUE TRUE  Jun TRUE 
1998 1998 1998 1998 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
1:07:07 1:07:07 1:07:07 1:07:07 TRUE TRUE TRUE  0.046608796 TRUE 
-400 -400 -400 -400 TRUE TRUE TRUE  -400 TRUE 
(EDT) (EDT) (EDT) (EDT) TRUE TRUE TRUE  (EDT) TRUE 
BLANK % BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 





.com FALSE FALSE FALSE  Mark FALSE 
Tobin@mony.com i _Tobin@mony.com BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  _Tobin@mony.com FALSE 
Received: Received: Received: Received: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Received: TRUE 








01.soc.mony.com TRUE TRUE FALSE  
snt-smtp-
01.soc.mony.com TRUE 
(notes.mony.com (notes.mony.com (notes.mony.com (notes.mony.com TRUE TRUE TRUE  (notes.mony.com TRUE 
[141.191.182.9]) [141.191.182.9]) (141,191.182.9]) [141.191.182.9]) TRUE TRUE FALSE  [141.191.182.9]) TRUE 
; \ v BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  v FALSE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE  by TRUE 
a99201.mony.com a99201.mony.com a99201.mony.com a99201.mony.com TRUE TRUE TRUE  a99201.mony.com TRUE 
(8.8.6/8.8.6) (8.8.6/8.8.6) (8.8.6/8.8.6) (8.8.6/8.8.6) TRUE TRUE TRUE  (8.8.6/8.8.6) TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE  with TRUE 
SMTP SMTP SMTP SMTP TRUE TRUE TRUE  SMTP TRUE 
id id id id TRUE TRUE TRUE  id TRUE 
BAA01435 BAA01435 BAA01435 BAA01435 TRUE TRUE TRUE  BAA01435 TRUE 
BLANK ? BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 








m>; TRUE TRUE TRUE  
<Dmcg333@aol.com
>; TRUE 
Tue, Tue, Tue, Tue, TRUE TRUE TRUE  Tue, TRUE 
2 2 2 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE  2 TRUE 
Jun Jun Jun Jun TRUE TRUE TRUE  Jun TRUE 
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1998 1998 1998 1998 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
01.06:58 1:06:58 1:06:58 1:06:58 FALSE TRUE TRUE  0.04650463 TRUE 
-400 -400 -400 -400 TRUE TRUE TRUE  -400 TRUE 
(EDT) (EDT) (EDT) (EDT) TRUE TRUE TRUE  (EDT) TRUE 
BLANK \ BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Received: Received: Received: Received: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Received: TRUE 
















SMTP SMTP SMTP SMTP TRUE TRUE TRUE  SMTP TRUE 
MTA MTA MTA MTA TRUE TRUE TRUE  MTA TRUE 
v4.6.1 v4.6.1 v4.6.1 v4.6.1 TRUE TRUE TRUE  v4.6.1 TRUE 
(569.2 (569.2 (569.2 (569.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE  (569.2 TRUE 
2-6-1998)) 2-6-1998)) 2-6-1998)) 2-6-1998)) TRUE TRUE TRUE  2-6-1998)) TRUE 








C6 TRUE TRUE TRUE  85256617.001C2AC6 TRUE 
; ; ; ; TRUE TRUE TRUE  ; TRUE 
Tue, Tue, Tue, Tue, TRUE TRUE TRUE  Tue, TRUE 
2 2 2 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE  2 TRUE 
Jun Jun Jun Jun TRUE TRUE TRUE  Jun TRUE 
1998 1998 1998 1998 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 1:07:27 TRUE TRUE TRUE  0.046840278 TRUE 
-400 -400 -400 -400 TRUE TRUE TRUE  -400 TRUE 




FromDomain: -FromDOmain: -FromDomain: FALSE FALSE FALSE  
.-Lotus-
FromDomain: FALSE 
MON¥ MONY MONY MONY FALSE TRUE TRUE  MONY TRUE 
BLANK I - BLANK TRUE FALSE FALSE  - FALSE 





.com FALSE TRUE FALSE  Mark FALSE 
Tobin@mony.com | Tobin@mony.com BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE  Tobin@mony.com FALSE 
BLANK BLANK - BLANK TRUE TRUE FALSE  BLANK TRUE 

















m TRUE FALSE TRUE  Dmcg333@aol.com TRUE 
_ l BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 











om I BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
















BLANK I BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Date: Date: Date: Date: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Date: TRUE 
Mon, Mon, Mon, Mon, TRUE TRUE TRUE  Mon, TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1 TRUE 
Jun Jun Jun Jun TRUE TRUE TRUE  Jun TRUE 
1998 1998 1998 1998 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
21:20:46 21:20:46 21:20:46 21:20:46 TRUE TRUE TRUE  0.889421296 TRUE 
-400 -400 -400 -400 TRUE TRUE TRUE  -400 TRUE 
_ ? BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Subject: Subject: Subject: Subject: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Subject: TRUE 
15 15 15 15 TRUE TRUE TRUE  15 TRUE 
May May May May TRUE TRUE TRUE  May TRUE 
MONY/PTC MONY/PTC MONY/PTC MONY/PTC TRUE TRUE TRUE  MONY/PTC TRUE 
management management management management TRUE TRUE TRUE  management TRUE 
committee committee committee committee TRUE TRUE TRUE  committee TRUE 
minutes minutes minutes minutes TRUE TRUE TRUE  minutes TRUE 
- - - - TRUE TRUE TRUE  - TRUE 
draft draft draft draft TRUE TRUE TRUE  draft TRUE 
: - BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Mime-Version: Mime-Version: Mime-Version: Mime-Version: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Mime-Version: TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1 TRUE 
BLANK _ BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
Content-type: Content-type: Content-type: Content-type: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Content-type: TRUE 




































Disposition: TRUE TRUE TRUE  Content-Disposition: TRUE 
inline inline inline inline TRUE TRUE TRUE  inline TRUE 
Thursday Thursday Thursday Thursday TRUE TRUE TRUE  Thursday TRUE 
June June June June TRUE TRUE TRUE  June TRUE 
4, 4, 4, 4, TRUE TRUE TRUE  4, TRUE 
i998 1998 1998 1998 FALSE TRUE TRUE  1998 TRUE 
America America America America TRUE TRUE TRUE  America TRUE 
Online:DMcg333 Online:DMcg333 Online:DMcg333 Online:DMcg333 TRUE TRUE TRUE  Online:DMcg333 TRUE 
Page Page Page Page TRUE TRUE TRUE  Page TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE  1 TRUE 
;L': BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
I BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
.. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
__ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
............................. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE  BLANK TRUE 
G G BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE  G FALSE 
8374 8374 BLANK G008374 FALSE FALSE FALSE  8374 FALSE 
      CORRECT 186 196 207    216 







TEST NINE DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp VOTER Voter cmp 
J 8 BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE any TRUE 
contract contract contract contract TRUE TRUE TRUE contract TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE or TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE other TRUE 
agreement agreement agreement agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE agreement TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE which TRUE 
would would would would TRUE TRUE TRUE would TRUE 
impose impose impose impose TRUE TRUE TRUE impose TRUE 
personal personal personal personal TRUE TRUE TRUE personal TRUE 
liability liability liability liability TRUE TRUE TRUE liability TRUE 
on_ither onyeither on on FALSE FALSE TRUE on TRUE 
BLANK BLANK eiParticipant either FALSE FALSE FALSE BLANK FALSE 
Participant Participant   Participant TRUE TRUE FALSE Participant TRUE 
beyond beyond beyond beyond TRUE TRUE TRUE beyond TRUE 
its its its its TRUE TRUE TRUE its TRUE 
i. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
intereat interest interest interest FALSE TRUE TRUE interest TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
Venture, Venture, Venture, Venture, TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture, TRUE 
(iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) TRUE TRUE TRUE (iii) TRUE 
encumber encumber encumber encumber TRUE TRUE TRUE encumber TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE by TRUE 
deed deed deed deed TRUE TRUE TRUE deed TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
!_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
trust, trust, trust, trust, TRUE TRUE TRUE trust, TRUE 
mortgage mortgage mortgage mortgage TRUE TRUE TRUE mortgage TRUE 
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or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE or TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE other TRUE 
security security security security TRUE TRUE TRUE security TRUE 
agreement agreement agreement agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE agreement TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE all TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE or TRUE 
.... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
substantially substantially substantially substantially TRUE TRUE TRUE substantially TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE all TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
assets assets assets assets TRUE TRUE TRUE assets TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
property property property property TRUE TRUE TRUE property TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
!_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
Venture, Venture, Venture, Venture, TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture, TRUE 
(iv) (iv) (iv) (iv) TRUE TRUE TRUE (iv) TRUE 
terminate terminate terminate terminate TRUE TRUE TRUE terminate TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE any TRUE 
agreement agreement agreement agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE agreement TRUE 
entered entered entered entered TRUE TRUE TRUE entered TRUE 
into into into into TRUE TRUE TRUE into TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE with TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE a TRUE 
,L BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
third third third third TRUE TRUE TRUE third TRUE 
party party party party TRUE TRUE TRUE party TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE for TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
management management management management TRUE TRUE TRUE management TRUE 
and/or and/or and/or and/or TRUE TRUE TRUE and/or TRUE 
operation operation operation operation TRUE TRUE TRUE operation TRUE 
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of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
._ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
Property, Property, Property, Property, TRUE TRUE TRUE Property, TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE or TRUE 
(vl (v) (v) (v) FALSE TRUE TRUE (v) TRUE 
enter enter enter enter TRUE TRUE TRUE enter TRUE 
into into into into TRUE TRUE TRUE into TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE any TRUE 
contract contract contract contract TRUE TRUE TRUE contract TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE or TRUE 
other other other other TRUE TRUE TRUE other TRUE 
,_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
agreement agreement agreement agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE agreement TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE for TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
management,,,of management management management FALSE TRUE TRUE management TRUE 
  of of of FALSE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
th,e, the the the FALSE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Propert_ Property Property Property FALSE TRUE TRUE Property TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE by TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE a TRUE 
third third third third TRUE TRUE TRUE third TRUE 
_J BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
part_ BLANK part] party. FALSE FALSE FALSE part] FALSE 
_i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
11 11* 11 11 TRUE FALSE TRUE 11 TRUE 
Marketina. Marketing, Marketing. Marketing. FALSE FALSE TRUE Marketing. TRUE 
All All All All TRUE TRUE TRUE All TRUE 
marketing marketing marketing marketing TRUE TRUE TRUE marketing TRUE 
efforts efforts efforts efforts TRUE TRUE TRUE efforts TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE with TRUE 
respect respect respect respect TRUE TRUE TRUE respect TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE to TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
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capitalization capitalization capitalization capitalization TRUE TRUE TRUE capitalization TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE shall TRUE 
be bo be be TRUE FALSE TRUE be TRUE 
conducted conducted conducted conducted TRUE TRUE TRUE conducted TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE by TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
venturers Venturers Venturers Venturers FALSE TRUE TRUE venturers FALSE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE in TRUE 
acoordanoe accordance accordance accordance FALSE TRUE TRUE accordance TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE with TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE a TRUE 
Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing TRUE TRUE TRUE Marketing TRUE 
Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, TRUE TRUE TRUE Agreement, TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
even even even even TRUE TRUE TRUE even TRUE 
date, date, date, date, TRUE TRUE TRUE date, TRUE 
t_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
between between between between TRUE TRUE TRUE between TRUE 
MON¥ MOMY MONY MONY FALSE FALSE TRUE MONY TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
PSMPR, PSMPR, PSMPR. PSMPR. FALSE FALSE TRUE PSMPR, FALSE 
; BLANK 7 12 FALSE FALSE FALSE 7 FALSE 
_ BLANK „. BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE „. FALSE 
De$ined Defined Defined Defined FALSE TRUE TRUE Defined TRUE 
Terms. Terms, Terms. Terms. TRUE FALSE TRUE Terms. TRUE 
Capitalized Capitalized Capitalized Capitalized TRUE TRUE TRUE Capitalized TRUE 
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words words words words TRUE TRUE TRUE words TRUE 
BLANK BLANK car or FALSE FALSE FALSE BLANK FALSE 
9_terms qr_terms terms terms FALSE FALSE TRUE terms TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE set TRUE 
forth forth forth forth TRUE TRUE TRUE forth TRUE 
herein herein herein herein TRUE TRUE TRUE herein TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE which TRUE 
are are are are TRUE TRUE TRUE are TRUE 
not not not not TRUE TRUE TRUE not TRUE 
de£ined defined defined defined FALSE TRUE TRUE defined TRUE 
herein herein herein herein TRUE TRUE TRUE herein TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE shall TRUE 
have have have have TRUE TRUE TRUE have TRUE 
}_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
meaning meaning meaning meaning TRUE TRUE TRUE meaning TRUE 
set set set set TRUE TRUE TRUE set TRUE 
forth forth forth forth TRUE TRUE TRUE forth TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE in TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture TRUE 
Agreement. Agreement. Agreement. Agreement. TRUE TRUE TRUE Agreement. TRUE 
_ BLANK i. 13 FALSE FALSE FALSE i. FALSE 
Exuept Except Except Except FALSE TRUE TRUE Except TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE as TRUE 
specified specified specified specified TRUE TRUE TRUE specified TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
provided provided provided provided TRUE TRUE TRUE provided TRUE 
herein, herein, herein, herein, TRUE TRUE TRUE herein, TRUE 
T BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
each each each each TRUE TRUE TRUE each TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE all TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
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the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
terms terms terms terms TRUE TRUE TRUE terms TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
oonditione conditions conditions conditions FALSE TRUE TRUE conditions TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE the TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE Joint TRUE 
: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE Venture TRUE 
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE Agreement TRUE 
remain remain remain remain TRUE TRUE TRUE remain TRUE 
un=hanged, unchanged, unchanged, unchanged, FALSE TRUE TRUE unchanged, TRUE 
unamended unamended unamended unamended TRUE TRUE TRUE unamended TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
in in in in TRUE TRUE TRUE in TRUE 
full full full full TRUE TRUE TRUE full TRUE 
force force force force TRUE TRUE TRUE force TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE and TRUE 
effeut. effect. effect. effect. FALSE TRUE TRUE effect. TRUE 
15 15 15 15 TRUE TRUE TRUE 15 TRUE 
ARRM_^ ARR0060A At1R0060A ARR0060A FALSE TRUE FALSE At1R0060A FALSE 
BLANK I BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE BLANK TRUE 
G G G G TRUE TRUE TRUE G TRUE 
7823 7823 7823 7823 TRUE TRUE TRUE 7823 TRUE 
      CORRECT 154 181 188   187 






TEST TWELVE DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
= BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
  BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
  BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
tO. 10 10 10 FALSE TRUE TRUE   10 TRUE 
AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE TRUE TRUE TRUE   AGREE TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
day day day day TRUE TRUE TRUE   day TRUE 
e_tablished established established established FALSE TRUE TRUE   established TRUE 
wlt_n within within within FALSE TRUE TRUE   within TRUE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
compliance compliance compliance compliance TRUE TRUE TRUE   compliance TRUE 
with with with with TRUE TRUE TRUE   with TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
rcquircmcnls requirements requirements requirements FALSE TRUE TRUE   requirements TRUE 
must must must must TRUE TRUE TRUE   must TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
_= BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
met met met met TRUE TRUE TRUE   met TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
cud end and end FALSE TRUE FALSE   and FALSE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
close close close close TRUE TRUE TRUE   close TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
then then then then TRUE TRUE TRUE   then TRUE 
regulefly regularly regularly regularly FALSE TRUE TRUE   regularly TRUE 
established established established established TRUE TRUE TRUE   established TRUE 
public public public public TRUE TRUE TRUE   public TRUE 
businc_ business businm business FALSE TRUE FALSE   businm FALSE 
hours hours hours hours TRUE TRUE TRUE   hours TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
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Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK BLANK TRUE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
day. day, day, day, FALSE TRUE TRUE   day, TRUE 
provided, provided, provided, provided, TRUE TRUE TRUE   provided, TRUE 
hewers, however, however, however, FALSE TRUE TRUE   however, TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
should should should should TRUE TRUE TRUE   should TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Agent Agent Agent Agent TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agent TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
closed closed closed closed TRUE TRUE TRUE   closed TRUE 
for for for for TRUE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
mzy any any any FALSE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
portion portion portion portion TRUE TRUE TRUE   portion TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
....... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
  BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
:_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
day, day. day, day, TRUE FALSE TRUE   day, TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
requirement requirement requirement requirement TRUE TRUE TRUE   requirement TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
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be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
met met met met TRUE TRUE TRUE   met TRUE 
at at at at TRUE TRUE TRUE   at TRUE 
any any any any TRUE TRUE TRUE   any TRUE 
time time time time TRUE TRUE TRUE   time TRUE 
during during (luring during TRUE TRUE FALSE   during TRUE 
nonnsl normal nonnal normal FALSE TRUE FALSE   nonnal FALSE 
business business business business TRUE TRUE TRUE   business TRUE 
hours hours hours hours TRUE TRUE TRUE   hours TRUE 
an on on on FALSE TRUE TRUE   on TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
v_ext next next next FALSE TRUE TRUE   next TRUE 
succeeding succeeding succeeding succeeding TRUE TRUE TRUE   succeeding TRUE 
businets business business business FALSE TRUE TRUE   business TRUE 
day. day. day. day. TRUE TRUE TRUE   day. TRUE 
,_ 11 11 11 FALSE TRUE TRUE   11 TRUE 
I BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
L BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
IN IN IN IN TRUE TRUE TRUE   IN TRUE 
THE THE THE THE TRUE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
EVENT EVENT EVENT EVENT TRUE TRUE TRUE   EVENT TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
conflict conflict conflict conflict TRUE TRUE TRUE   conflict TRUE 
between between between between TRUE TRUE TRUE   between TRUE 
these these these these TRUE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
Escrow Escrow Escrow Escrow TRUE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
Instructions Instructions Instructions Instructions TRUE TRUE TRUE   Instructions TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Buy-Sell Buy-Sell Buy-Sell Buy-Sell TRUE TRUE TRUE   Buy-Sell TRUE 
Provisions. Provisions* Provisions. Provisions, FALSE FALSE FALSE   Provisions. FALSE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
Buy-Sell Buy-Sell Buy-Sell Buy-Sell TRUE TRUE TRUE   Buy-Sell TRUE 
Provisions Provisions Provisions Provisions TRUE TRUE TRUE   Provisions TRUE 
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shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
prevail. prevail. prevail. prevail. TRUE TRUE TRUE   prevail. TRUE 
- BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
|2. 12 12 12 FALSE TRUE TRUE   12 TRUE 
AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE TRUE TRUE TRUE   AGREE TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
,here these these these FALSE TRUE TRUE   these TRUE 
Eat,Tow Escrow Escrow Escrow FALSE TRUE TRUE   Escrow TRUE 
b_tru_tlons Instructions Instructions Instructions FALSE TRUE TRUE   Instructions TRUE 
may may may may TRUE TRUE TRUE   may TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
signed signed signed signed TRUE TRUE TRUE   signed TRUE 
i_ in in in FALSE TRUE TRUE   in TRUE 
cotu_terpa_'ts counterparts counterparts counterparts FALSE TRUE TRUE   counterparts TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
executim_ execution execution execution FALSE TRUE TRUE   execution TRUE 
_, BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
;_-/ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
:i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
hereof hereof horcof hereof TRUE TRUE FALSE   hereof TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
facsimile facsimile facsimile facsimile TRUE TRUE TRUE   facsimile TRUE 
signature signature signature signature TRUE TRUE TRUE   signature TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
he be be be FALSE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
deemed deemed deemed deemed TRUE TRUE TRUE   deemed TRUE 
effective, effective, effective, effective, TRUE TRUE TRUE   effective, TRUE 
each each each each TRUE TRUE TRUE   each TRUE 
ofwhich of of of FALSE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
BLANK which which which FALSE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
cotmtcrpart counterpart counterpart counterpart FALSE TRUE TRUE   counterpart TRUE 
signature signature signature signature TRUE TRUE TRUE   signature TRUE 
whether whether whether whether TRUE TRUE TRUE   whether TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
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original original original original TRUE TRUE TRUE   original TRUE 
or or or or TRUE TRUE TRUE   or TRUE 
facsimile facsimile facsimile facsimile TRUE TRUE TRUE   facsimile TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
be be be be TRUE TRUE TRUE   be TRUE 
deemed deemed deemed deemed TRUE TRUE TRUE   deemed TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
original, original, original, original, TRUE TRUE TRUE   original, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
all all all all TRUE TRUE TRUE   all TRUE 
such such such such TRUE TRUE TRUE   such TRUE 
¢mmterp_-_ counterparts counterparts counterparts FALSE TRUE TRUE   counterparts TRUE 
shall shall shall shall TRUE TRUE TRUE   shall TRUE 
he he be be FALSE FALSE TRUE   he FALSE 
__ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
......- BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
deemed deemed deemed deemed TRUE TRUE TRUE   deemed TRUE 
one one ono one TRUE TRUE FALSE   one TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
_,ame same same same FALSE TRUE TRUE   same TRUE 
instrument. instrument. instrument. instrument. TRUE TRUE TRUE   instrument. TRUE 
_' BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Palate Pointc Pointe Pointe FALSE FALSE TRUE   Pointe TRUE 
Tapatio Tapatio Tapatio Tapatio TRUE TRUE TRUE   Tapatio TRUE 
Resort Resort Resort Resort TRUE TRUE TRUE   Resort TRUE 
Properties Properties Properties Properties TRUE TRUE TRUE   Properties TRUE 
No. No. No. No. TRUE TRUE TRUE   No. TRUE 
1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1 TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Pan'nmhip Partnership Partnership Partnership FALSE TRUE TRUE   Partnership TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
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limited limited lintinxl limited TRUE TRUE FALSE   limited TRUE 
partnership partnership partnership partnership TRUE TRUE TRUE   partnership TRUE 
; BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
• BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
By: By: By: By: TRUE TRUE TRUE   By: TRUE 
Pointc Pointc Pointe Pointe FALSE FALSE TRUE   Pointc FALSE 
TC TC TC TC TRUE TRUE TRUE   TC TRUE 
Limited Limited Limited Limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   Limited TRUE 
Partnership Partnership Partnurship Partnership TRUE TRUE FALSE   Partnership TRUE 
,/ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Its Us Its Its TRUE FALSE TRUE   Its TRUE 
General General General General TRUE TRUE TRUE   General TRUE 
Partner Partner Partner Partner TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partner TRUE 
By: By:_ BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
BLANK By: By: By: FALSE TRUE TRUE   By: TRUE 
BLANK Its: BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Points Pointc Pointe Pointe FALSE FALSE TRUE   Pointe TRUE 
PTC PTC PT(: PTC TRUE TRUE FALSE   PTC TRUE 
Corporation Corporation Corporation Corporation TRUE TRUE TRUE   Corporation TRUE 
| BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Its Its Its Its TRUE TRUE TRUE   Its TRUE 
General General General General TRUE TRUE TRUE   General TRUE 
Partner Partner Partner Partner TRUE TRUE TRUE   Partner TRUE 
By: BLANK By:___ By: TRUE FALSE FALSE   By:___ FALSE 
t BLANK __ BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   __ FALSE 
: BLANK Its: Its: FALSE FALSE TRUE   Its: TRUE 
|Is; BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
I¢ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_- BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
. BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
The The The The TRUE TRUE TRUE   The TRUE 
Mutual Mutual Mutual Mutual TRUE TRUE TRUE   Mutual TRUE 
Life Life Life Life TRUE TRUE TRUE   Life TRUE 
]nsuranc.e Insurance Insurance Insurance FALSE TRUE TRUE   Insurance TRUE 
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Company Company Company Company TRUE TRUE TRUE   Company TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
New New Newr New TRUE TRUE FALSE   New TRUE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
_: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
New New Now New TRUE TRUE FALSE   New TRUE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
cerpomtion corporation corporation corporation FALSE TRUE TRUE   corporation TRUE 
..... f BLANK By: FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
_t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
._ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
By: BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
.... BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
:_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Its: lit*: BLANK Its: TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
Lawyer's Lawyer's Lawycr's'l'itte Lawyer's TRUE TRUE FALSE   Lawyer's TRUE 
Title Title BLANK Title TRUE TRUE FALSE   Title TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Arizona, Arizona, Arizonu, Arizona, TRUE TRUE FALSE   Arizona, TRUE 
Inc. Inc. [tic. Inc. TRUE TRUE FALSE   Inc. TRUE 
By;_ By;. By: By: FALSE FALSE TRUE   By: TRUE 
m Its: Its: Its: FALSE TRUE TRUE   Its: TRUE 
: G G G FALSE TRUE TRUE   G TRUE 
y 8353 8353 8353 FALSE TRUE TRUE   8353 TRUE 
t BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
r BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
i BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
      CORRECT 149 222 216     226 




TEST SIXTEEN DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp ABBY cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
= u BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
) BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
T BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
" BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
EXHIBIT EXHIBIT EXHIBIT EXHIBIT TRUE TRUE TRUE   EXHIBIT TRUE 
2 2 2 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE   2 TRUE 
BLANK i BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
This This This This TRUE TRUE TRUE   This TRUE 
Johlt Joint Joint Joint FALSE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement Agreement Agreement Agreement TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement TRUE 
bctw_n between between between FALSE TRUE TRUE   between TRUE 
THE THE THE THE TRUE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
MUTUAL MUTUAL MUTUAL MUTUAL TRUE TRUE TRUE   MUTUAL TRUE 
LIFE LIFE LIFE LIFE TRUE TRUE TRUE   LIFE TRUE 
INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE TRUE TRUE TRUE   INSURANCE TRUE 
:2 i BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY TRUE TRUE TRUE   COMPANY TRUE 
OF OF OF OF TRUE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
NEW NEW NEW NEW TRUE TRUE TRUE   NEW TRUE 
YORK, YORK, YORK, YORK, TRUE TRUE TRUE   YORK, TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
New New New New TRUE TRUE TRUE   New TRUE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
corporation, corporation, corporation, corporation, TRUE TRUE TRUE   corporation, TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
POINTE POINTB POINTE POINTE TRUE FALSE TRUE   POINTE TRUE 
TAPATIO TAPATIO TAPATIO TAPATIO TRUE TRUE TRUE   TAPATIO TRUE 
RESORT RESORT RESORT RESORT TRUE TRUE TRUE   RESORT TRUE 
BLANK I BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
PROPERTIES PROPERTIES PROPERTIES PROPERTIES TRUE TRUE TRUE   PROPERTIES TRUE 
NO. NO. NO. NO. TRUE TRUE TRUE   NO. TRUE 
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1 1 1 1 TRUE TRUE TRUE   1 TRUE 
LIMITED LIMITED LIMITED LIMITED TRUE TRUE TRUE   LIMITED TRUE 
PARTNERSHIP, PARTNERSHIP, PARTNERSHIP, PARTNERSHIP, TRUE TRUE TRUE   PARTNERSHIP, TRUE 
an an an an TRUE TRUE TRUE   an TRUE 
Arizona Arizona Arizona Arizona TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona TRUE 
limited limited limited limited TRUE TRUE TRUE   limited TRUE 
partnership, partnership, partnership, partnership, TRUE TRUE TRUE   partnership, TRUE 
datcd dated dated dated FALSE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
June June June June TRUE TRUE TRUE   June TRUE 
27, 27, 27, 27, TRUE TRUE TRUE   27, TRUE 
= " BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
1986, 1986, 1986, 1986, TRUE TRUE TRUE   1986, TRUE 
M as as as FALSE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
amended amended amended amended TRUE TRUE TRUE   amended TRUE 
by by by by TRUE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
certa_ certain certain certain FALSE TRUE TRUE   certain TRUE 
First First First First TRUE TRUE TRUE   First TRUE 
Amondment Amendment Amendment Amendment FALSE TRUE TRUE   Amendment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agrecmcat, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
datcd dated dated dated FALSE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
J.Une June June June FALSE TRUE TRUE   June TRUE 
12, 12, 12, 12, TRUE TRUE TRUE   12, TRUE 
BLANK | BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
1990, 1990, 1990, 1990, TRUE TRUE TRUE   1990, TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
c_rtaln certain certain certain FALSE TRUE TRUE   certain TRUE 
Second Second Second Second TRUE TRUE TRUE   Second TRUE 
Ammuimcnt Amendment Amendment Amendment FALSE TRUE TRUE   Amendment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
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Agreement, Agreement, Agremmnt, Agreement, TRUE TRUE FALSE   Agreement, TRUE 
datM dated dated dated FALSE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
Novcmb_ November November November FALSE TRUE TRUE   November TRUE 
26 26,1991, 26,1991, 26, FALSE FALSE FALSE   26,1991, FALSE 
1991, I BLANK 1991, TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
ccrtain certain certain certain FALSE TRUE TRUE   certain TRUE 
Third Third Third Third TRUE TRUE TRUE   Third TRUE 
Amendment Amendment Amendment Amendment TRUE TRUE TRUE   Amendment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agrcomcnt, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, FALSE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
dated dated dated dated TRUE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
Novmnber November November November FALSE TRUE TRUE   November TRUE 
24, 24,1992, 24,1992, 24, TRUE FALSE FALSE   24,1992, FALSE 
1992, BLANK BLANK 1992, TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
that that that that TRUE TRUE TRUE   that TRUE 
BLANK f BLANK BLANK TRUE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
certain certain certain certain TRUE TRUE TRUE   certain TRUE 
Fourth Fourth Fourth Fourth TRUE TRUE TRUE   Fourth TRUE 
Amendment Amendment Amendment Amendment TRUE TRUE TRUE   Amendment TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
Joint Joint Joint Joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   Joint TRUE 
Venture Venture Venture Venture TRUE TRUE TRUE   Venture TRUE 
Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, Agreement, TRUE TRUE TRUE   Agreement, TRUE 
dated dated dated dated TRUE TRUE TRUE   dated TRUE 
November November November November TRUE TRUE TRUE   November TRUE 
20, 201,995 201,995 20, TRUE FALSE FALSE   201995 FALSE 
1995 BLANK BLANK 1995 TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
pursuant pursuant pursuant pursuant TRUE TRUE TRUE   pursuant TRUE 
to to to to TRUE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
_ | . BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE   . FALSE 
which which which which TRUE TRUE TRUE   which TRUE 
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a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
joint joint joint joint TRUE TRUE TRUE   joint TRUE 
vcntwe venture venture venture FALSE TRUE TRUE   venture TRUE 
known known known known TRUE TRUE TRUE   known TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
MONY/PTC MON MONYIPTC MONY/PTC TRUE FALSE FALSE   MONYIPTC FALSE 
  Y/PTC BLANK BLANK FALSE FALSE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
Propcrtlcs Properties Properties Properties FALSE TRUE TRUE   Properties TRUE 
(the (the (the (the TRUE TRUE TRUE   (the TRUE 
"_') "Joint "Joint "Joint FALSE TRUE TRUE   "Joint TRUE 
BLANK Venture1^ Venture") Venture") FALSE FALSE TRUE   Venture") TRUE 
wu was was was FALSE TRUE TRUE   was TRUE 
fanned formed formed formed FALSE TRUE TRUE   formed TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
-_ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
organized organized organized organized TRUE TRUE TRUE   organized TRUE 
as as as as TRUE TRUE TRUE   as TRUE 
a a a a TRUE TRUE TRUE   a TRUE 
general general general general TRUE TRUE TRUE   general TRUE 
partnership partnership partnership partnership TRUE TRUE TRUE   partnership TRUE 
under under under under TRUE TRUE TRUE   under TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
bsws laws laws laws FALSE TRUE TRUE   laws TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
the the the the TRUE TRUE TRUE   the TRUE 
State State State State TRUE TRUE TRUE   State TRUE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Arizona. Arizona. Arizona. Arizona. TRUE TRUE TRUE   Arizona. TRUE 
_fO4JO|.OJ 904101.91 "4101.41 904101.81 FALSE FALSE FALSE   "4101.41 FALSE 
! BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
G G G G TRUE TRUE TRUE   G TRUE 
835 8357 8357 8357 FALSE TRUE TRUE   8357 TRUE 
/ BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
      CORRECT 98 116 125     126 
      % Correct 72.59% 85.93% 92.59%     93.33% 
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TEST SEVENTEEN DATA 
Expervision Abby Omni Original EXP cmp 
ABBY 
cmp OMNI cmp   VOTER Voter cmp 
NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE TRUE TRUE TRUE   NOTICE TRUE 
AND AND AND AND TRUE TRUE TRUE   AND TRUE 
DISCbOSURE DISCLOSURE DISCLOSURE DISCLOSURE FALSE TRUE TRUE   DISCLOSURE TRUE 
FORM FORM FORM FORM TRUE TRUE TRUE   FORM TRUE 
NOTICE NOTICK NOTICE NOTICE TRUE FALSE TRUE   NOTICE TRUE 
OF OF OF OF TRUE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
RIGHT RIGHT RIGHT RIGHT TRUE TRUE TRUE   RIGHT TRUE 
TO TO TO TO TRUE TRUE TRUE   TO TRUE 
gARN EARN EARN EARN FALSE TRUE TRUE   EARN TRUE 
INTeRESt. INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST FALSE TRUE TRUE   INTEREST TRUE 
ON ON ON ON TRUE TRUE TRUE   ON TRUE 
DEFOmTKD DEPOSITED DEPOSITED DEPOSITED FALSE TRUE TRUE   DEPOSITED TRUE 
FIJNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FALSE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
INTE.qBb"T INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST FALSE TRUE TRUE   INTEREST TRUE 
MAY MAY MAY MAY TRUE TRUE TRUE   MAY TRUE 
BE BB BB BE TRUE FALSE FALSE   BB FALSE 
J_AKNED EARNED EARNED EARNED FALSE TRUE TRUE   EARNED TRUE 
ON ON ON ON TRUE TRUE TRUE   ON TRUE 
ALL ALL ALL ALL TRUE TRUE TRUE   ALL TRUE 
DEPOSITED DBPOSITfiD DEPOSITED DEPOSITED TRUE FALSE TRUE   DEPOSITED TRUE 
_ FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FALSE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
BY BY BY BY TRUE TRUE TRUE   BY TRUE 
1_ REQUESTING REQUESTM REQUESTING FALSE TRUE FALSE   REQUESTM FALSE 
M THB THE THE FALSE FALSE TRUE   THE TRUE 
BmCI_OW BSCROW ESCROW ESCROW FALSE FALSE TRUE   ESCROW TRUE 
OFPICBIR OPFtCBR OFFICER OFFICER FALSE FALSE TRUE   OFFICER TRUE 
WHO WHO WHO WHO TRUE TRUE TRUE   WHO TRUE 
IS 15 IS IS TRUE FALSE TRUE   IS TRUE 
_Lnqo HANDUNO HANDLING HANDLING FALSE FALSE TRUE   HANDLING TRUE 
YOUR. YOUR YOUR YOUR FALSE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
TRANSACTION TRANSACTION TRANSACTION TRANSACTION TRUE TRUE TRUE   TRANSACTION TRUE 
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_O TO TO TO FALSE TRUE TRUE   TO TRUE 
PLACE PLACE PLACE PLACE TRUE TRUE TRUE   PLACE TRUE 
T]ffE THB THE THE FALSE FALSE TRUE   THE TRUE 
MCKOWBD ESCROWED ESCROWED ESCROWED FALSE TRUE TRUE   ESCROWED TRUE 
Iq.INDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FALSE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
INTO INTO INTO INTO TRUE TRUE TRUE   INTO TRUE 
06_4 AN AN AN FALSE TRUE TRUE   AN TRUE 
M_T- 
INTEREST-
BSARINQ vrIERESTSBARINO INTEREST- FALSE FALSE FALSE   vrIERESTSBARINO FALSE 
BEARING BLANK BLANK BEARING TRUE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
ACCOUNT. ACCOUNT, ACCOUNT, ACCOUNT, FALSE TRUE TRUE   ACCOUNT, TRUE 
M THE THE THE FALSE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
ESCROW BSCROW ESCROW ESCROW TRUE FALSE TRUE   ESCROW TRUE 
AGENT'S AGENTS AGENT`S AGENT'S TRUE FALSE FALSE   AGENT`S FALSE 
CHARGE CHARGE CHARGE CHARGE TRUE TRUE TRUE   CHARGE TRUE 
TO TO TO TO TRUE TRUE TRUE   TO TRUE 
F,_ST SET SET SET FALSE TRUE TRUE   SET TRUE 
UP UP UP UP TRUE TRUE TRUE   UP TRUE 
SUCH SUCH SUCH SUCH TRUE TRUE TRUE   SUCH TRUE 
AN AN AN AN TRUE TRUE TRUE   AN TRUE 
ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT TRUE TRUE TRUE   ACCOUNT TRUE 
IS 18 16 IS TRUE FALSE FALSE   16 FALSE 
_O.O0. $30.00, $30.00. $50.00. FALSE FALSE FALSE   $30.00. FALSE 
YOUR YOUR YOUR YOUR TRUE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS TRUE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
WLUI, WILL WILL WILL FALSE TRUE TRUE   WILL TRUE 
_ EARN EARN EARN FALSE TRUE TRUE   EARN TRUE 
INTBKRST INTBOfiST INTEREST INTEREST FALSE FALSE TRUE   INTEREST TRUE 
AT AT AT AT TRUE TRUE TRUE   AT TRUE 
TI-IB THB TI-19 THE FALSE FALSE FALSE   TI-19 FALSE 
PREVAILINO PREVAILING PREVAILING PREVAILING FALSE TRUE TRUE   PREVAILING TRUE 
RATE RATE RATE RATE TRUE TRUE TRUE   RATE TRUE 
OP OF OF OF FALSE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
llqTE1UEST INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST FALSE TRUE TRUE   INTEREST TRUE 
PAIl) PAID PAID PAID FALSE TRUE TRUE   PAID TRUE 
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mY BY BY BY FALSE TRUE TRUE   BY TRUE 
M THB THIS THE FALSE FALSE FALSE   THIS FALSE 
FKDEL_LI,Y FEDERALLY FEDERALLY FEDERALLY FALSE TRUE TRUE   FEDERALLY TRUE 
_lSUILBD INSURED INSURED INSURED FALSE TRUE TRUE   INSURED TRUE 
MNAJqCIAL FINANCIAL FINANCIAL FINANCIAL FALSE TRUE TRUE   FINANCIAL TRUE 
MTITUTION INSTITUTION INSTITUTION INSTITUTION FALSE TRUE TRUE   INSTITUTION TRUE 
WHEItR WHERE WHERE WHERE FALSE TRUE TRUE   WHERE TRUE 
YOUR YOUR YOUR YOUR TRUE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS TRUE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
WOULD WOULD WOULD WOULD TRUE TRUE TRUE   WOULD TRUE 
BB BE BE BE FALSE TRUE TRUE   BE TRUE 
DBPOSlM DBPOSITBD DEPOSITED DEPOSITED FALSE FALSE TRUE   DEPOSITED TRUE 
FOR FOR FOR FOR TRUE TRUE TRUE   FOR TRUE 
• BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
BXAIVIJ?L_ EXAMPLE* EXAMPLE, EXAMPLE, FALSE FALSE TRUE   EXAMPLE, TRUE 
IN IN 1N IN TRUE TRUE FALSE   IN TRUE 
A A A A TRUE TRUE TRUE   A TRUE 
TYPICAL, TYPICAL TYPICAL TYPICAL FALSE TRUE TRUE   TYPICAL TRUE 
_LANSACTION. TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION, FALSE TRUE TRUE   TRANSACTION, TRUE 
A A A A TRUE TRUE TRUE   A TRUE 
St.000.00 $1,000.00  $1,000.00 $1,000.00 FALSE TRUE TRUE   1000 TRUE 
D£POS1T DEPOSIT DEPOSIT DEPOSIT FALSE TRUE TRUE   DEPOSIT TRUE 
FOR FOR FOR FOR TRUE TRUE TRUE   FOR TRUE 
A A A A TRUE TRUE TRUE   A TRUE 
MTY THIRTY THIRTY THIRTY FALSE TRUE TRUE   THIRTY TRUE 
-30 -30 -30 -30 TRUE TRUE TRUE   -30 TRUE 
DAY DAY DAY DAY TRUE TRUE TRUE   DAY TRUE 
Pi_IOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD FALSE TRUE TRUE   PERIOD TRUE 
WITH WITH WITH WITH TRUE TRUE TRUE   WITH TRUE 
PKI_YAILENG PREVAILING PREVAILING PREVAILING FALSE TRUE TRUE   PREVAILING TRUE 
i_T_RgST INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST FALSE TRUE TRUE   INTEREST TRUE 
FATE RATE RATE RATE FALSE TRUE TRUE   RATE TRUE 
OF OP OF OF TRUE FALSE TRUE   OF TRUE 
2.80% %.*% 2.816 2.80% TRUE FALSE FALSE   2.816 FALSE 
PBK PER PER PER FALSE TRUE TRUE   PER TRUE 
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ANHUM ANNUM ANNUM ANNUM FALSE TRUE TRUE   ANNUM TRUE 
WOULO WOULD WOULD WOULD FALSE TRUE TRUE   WOULD TRUE 
RAiN BARN BARN EARN FALSE FALSE FALSE   BARN FALSE 
S_,IO, S2.10. 52.10. $2.10. FALSE FALSE FALSE   52.10. FALSE 
FOR FOR FOR FOR TRUE TRUE TRUE   FOR TRUE 
MOR_ MORE MORE MORE FALSE TRUE TRUE   MORE TRUE 
INFORMAtiON INFORMATION TNPORMAI'ION INFORMATION FALSE TRUE FALSE   INFORMAtiON FALSE 
ON ON ON ON TRUE TRUE TRUE   ON TRUE 
O_OSlTINQ DEPOSITtNO DEPOSITING DEPOSITING FALSE FALSE TRUE   DEPOSITING TRUE 
FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS TRUE TRUE TRUE   FUNDS TRUE 
IN IN IN IN TRUE TRUE TRUE   IN TRUE 





BEARING FALSE FALSE FALSE   INTEREST•BEARINO FALSE 
ACCOUINT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT FALSE TRUE TRUE   ACCOUNT TRUE 
CONTACi" CONTACT CONTACT CONTACT FALSE TRUE TRUE   CONTACT TRUE 
YOUR YOUR YOUR YOUR TRUE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
_.,_(_J_OW ESCROW Eii,CKOW ESCROW FALSE TRUE FALSE   Eii,CKOW FALSE 
O_P|CER, OFFICER OFFICER OFFICER FALSE TRUE TRUE   OFFICER TRUE 
OK OR OR OR FALSE TRUE TRUE   OR TRUE 
|J_ IF IF IF FALSE TRUE TRUE   IF TRUE 
YOU YOU YOU YOU TRUE TRUE TRUE   YOU TRUE 
AP.E ARE ARE ARE FALSE TRUE TRUE   ARE TRUE 
UNABLE UNABLE UNABLE UNABLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   UNABLE TRUE 
TO TO TO TO TRUE TRUE TRUE   TO TRUE 
P.EACH REACH REACH REACH FALSE TRUE TRUE   REACH TRUE 
YOUP. YOUR YOUR YOUR FALSE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
[;SCP.OW ESCROW ESCROW ESCROW FALSE TRUE TRUE   ESCROW TRUE 
OFI_CF.._ OFFICER, OFFICER, OFFICER, FALSE TRUE TRUE   OFFICER, TRUE 
YOU YOU YOU YOU TRUE TRUE TRUE   YOU TRUE 
MAY MAY MAY MAY TRUE TRUE TRUE   MAY TRUE 
CONTACT CONTACT CONTACT CONTACT TRUE TRUE TRUE   CONTACT TRUE 
TH_ THE THC THC FALSE FALSE TRUE   THC TRUE 
ESCROW ESCROW ESCROW ESCROW TRUE TRUE TRUE   ESCROW TRUE 
D_PAKTMP.NT DEPARTMENT 09PARTMENT DEPARTMENT FALSE TRUE FALSE   09PARTMENT FALSE 
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OF OF OF OF TRUE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
LAWYEItS LAWYERS LAWYERS LAWYERS FALSE TRUE TRUE   LAWYERS TRUE 
TITL5 TITLE TITLE TITLE FALSE TRUE TRUE   TITLE TRUE 
OF OF OF OF TRUE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
ARIZONA, ARIZONA, ARIZONA, ARIZONA, TRUE TRUE TRUE   ARIZONA, TRUE 
nqC, INC. INC. INC. FALSE TRUE TRUE   INC. TRUE 
AT AT AT AT TRUE TRUE TRUE   AT TRUE 
"rJ-m THE THE THE FALSE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
M_ur_.oPA MAIUCOPA MARICOPA MARICOPA FALSE FALSE TRUE   MARICOPA TRUE 
COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY COUNTY TRUE TRUE TRUE   COUNTY TRUE 
OFFICE. OFFICE, OFFICE, OFFICE, FALSE TRUE TRUE   OFFICE, TRUE 
AS AS AS AS TRUE TRUE TRUE   AS TRUE 
FOi_OWS: FOLLOWS: FOLLOWS: FOLLOWS: FALSE TRUE TRUE   FOLLOWS: TRUE 
LAWYE;U; LAWYERS LAWYERS LAWYERS FALSE TRUE TRUE   LAWYERS TRUE 
TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   TITLE TRUE 
OF OF OF OF TRUE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
ARIZONA, ARIZONA, ARIZONA, ARIZONA, TRUE TRUE TRUE   ARIZONA, TRUE 
INC. INC. INC. INC. TRUE TRUE TRUE   INC. TRUE 
40 40 40 40 TRUE TRUE TRUE   40 TRUE 
B, B. E. E. FALSE FALSE TRUE   E. TRUE 
MITCtWLL MITCHELL MTCHELL MITCHELL FALSE TRUE FALSE   MTCHELL FALSE 
DI_ DR. DR DR. FALSE TRUE FALSE   DR FALSE 
01S012) -83012 -83012 -85012 FALSE FALSE FALSE   -83012 FALSE 
FEET POST POST POST FALSE TRUE TRUE   POST TRUE 
OFFICE OFPICB OFFICE OFFICE TRUE FALSE TRUE   OFFICE TRUE 
BOX BOX BOX BOX TRUE TRUE TRUE   BOX TRUE 
7538 7»8 7338 7338 FALSE FALSE TRUE   7338 TRUE 
P}IOBNIX. PHOENIX. PHOENIX, PHOENIX, FALSE FALSE TRUE   PHOENIX, TRUE 
A,_I. ARIZONA ARIZONA ARIZONA FALSE TRUE TRUE   ARIZONA TRUE 
ZONA 13011 85011 85011 FALSE FALSE TRUE   85011 TRUE 
8501 (602)148 (602)248 -602 FALSE FALSE FALSE   (602)248 FALSE 
t 182 182 248 FALSE FALSE FALSE   182 FALSE 
(6o2)     882 FALSE FALSE FALSE   0 FALSE 
:m BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
0m BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
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NOT[CI_ NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE FALSE TRUE TRUE   NOTICE TRUE 
OF OP OF OF TRUE FALSE TRUE   OF TRUE 
UNINSURED UNINSURED UNINSURED UNINSURED TRUE TRUE TRUE   UNINSURED TRUE 
MONWS MONIES MONIES MONIES FALSE TRUE TRUE   MONIES TRUE 
PURSUANT PURSUANT PURSUANT PURSUANT TRUE TRUE TRUE   PURSUANT TRUE 
TO TO TO TO TRUE TRUE TRUE   TO TRUE 
_R8 ARS ARS ARS FALSE TRUE TRUE   ARS TRUE 
6-841.05 6-841.03 6-541.03 6-841.03 FALSE TRUE FALSE   6-541.03 FALSE 
MONIRS MONIBS MONIES MONIES FALSE FALSE TRUE   MONIES TRUE 
DEPOSrrED DEPOSITED DEPOSITED DEPOSITED FALSE TRUE TRUE   DEPOSITED TRUE 
IN IN IN IN TRUE TRUE TRUE   IN TRUE 
AN AN AN AN TRUE TRUE TRUE   AN TRUE 
F.SCKOW ESCROW ESCROW ESCROW FALSE TRUE TRUE   ESCROW TRUE 
ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT ACCOUNT TRUE TRUE TRUE   ACCOUNT TRUE 
A.qJ_ ARfi ARE ARE FALSE FALSE TRUE   ARE TRUE 
NOT NOT NOT NOT TRUE TRUE TRUE   NOT TRUE 
INSU1EED INSURED INSURED INSURED FALSE TRUE TRUE   INSURED TRUE 
AOAINfJT AGAINST AGAINST AGAINST FALSE TRUE TRUE   AGAINST TRUE 
L(W_ LOSS LOSS LOSS FALSE TRUE TRUE   LOSS TRUE 
FROM FROM FROM FROM TRUE TRUE TRUE   FROM TRUE 
_LIJ'O PRAUO WUl) FRAUD FALSE FALSE FALSE   WUl) FALSE 
OK Oil OR OR FALSE FALSE TRUE   OR TRUE 
TItEFT TltfiFT TIidf THEFT FALSE FALSE FALSE   TIidf FALSE 
BY BY BY BY TRUE TRUE TRUE   BY TRUE 
"('HB THE THE THE FALSE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
81'AT STATE STATE STATE FALSE TRUE TRUE   STATE TRUE 
m BLANK BLANK BLANK FALSE TRUE TRUE   BLANK TRUE 
OF' OF OF OF FALSE TRUE TRUE   OF TRUE 
AP._ONA ARIZONA ARIZONA ARIZONA FALSE TRUE TRUE   ARIZONA TRUE 
OR OR OR OR TRUE TRUE TRUE   OR TRUE 
THE THE THE THE TRUE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
UNITBD UNITED UNITED UNITED FALSE TRUE TRUE   UNITED TRUE 
STATILS STATES STATES STATES FALSE TRUE TRUE   STATES TRUE 
GOVISIU_MNT. GOVERNMENT. GOVERNMENT. GOVERNMENT. FALSE TRUE TRUE   GOVERNMENT. TRUE 
ThlJ TWl Tide This FALSE FALSE FALSE   Tide FALSE 
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dlJc_Jure dUctoiuro disclosure disclosure FALSE FALSE TRUE   disclosure TRUE 
r_lulrem_mt rttqulremtnt regoirmreet requirement FALSE FALSE FALSE   regoirmreet FALSE 
sPFI|H ipplles sppile5 applies FALSE FALSE FALSE   sppile5 FALSE 
BLANK to to to FALSE TRUE TRUE   to TRUE 
much eich each each FALSE FALSE TRUE   each TRUE 
Buy=' Buyer Buyer Buyer FALSE TRUE TRUE   Buyer TRUE 
and and and and TRUE TRUE TRUE   and TRUE 
Sd_e StHar See& Seller FALSE FALSE FALSE   See& FALSE 
Or' of of of FALSE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
Kelidendld KMttfontitl Nwldondel Residential FALSE FALSE FALSE   Nwldondel FALSE 
Dwef[J_j. Dyratflng, DwvN% Dwelling. FALSE FALSE FALSE   DwvN% FALSE 
Stadoa Stetlon Section Section FALSE FALSE TRUE   Section TRUE 
64M1,0_ tf-841.01 6841.02 6-841.02 FALSE FALSE FALSE   6841.02 FALSE 
ck_ d*fliu> dellrw defines FALSE FALSE FALSE   dellrw FALSE 
• • a a FALSE FALSE TRUE   • FALSE 
"Jl_dd_l_d MRu)4MttaI "Ratdasilei "Residential  FALSE FALSE FALSE   "Ratdasilei FALSE 
D_dII,s" Dlg" DwdIlar Dwelling" FALSE FALSE FALSE   DwdIlar FALSE 
&em m as as FALSE FALSE TRUE   as TRUE 
BLANK in an an FALSE FALSE TRUE   an TRUE 
owner own« owner owner TRUE FALSE TRUE   owner TRUE 
or.copied occwplad occupied occupied FALSE FALSE TRUE   occupied TRUE 
_=m vtmoturo a BLANK FALSE FALSE FALSE   a FALSE 
or or ructure structure FALSE FALSE FALSE   or FALSE 
mim,eotme_ «n or or FALSE FALSE TRUE   or TRUE 
prepe BLANK an an FALSE FALSE TRUE   an TRUE 
W InvftiimWH latroeuneot investment FALSE FALSE FALSE   latroeuneot FALSE 
dmb property property property FALSE TRUE TRUE   property TRUE 
dldEnlted that due that FALSE TRUE FALSE   due FALSE 
f_ to is is FALSE FALSE TRUE   is TRUE 
Ke_dentle] d«il$ntted deeipatad designated FALSE FALSE FALSE   deeipatad FALSE 
= for for for FALSE TRUE TRUE   for TRUE 
b_ Raldentlt] Solder Residential FALSE FALSE FALSE   Solder FALSE 
_ BLANK id BLANK FALSE TRUE FALSE   id FALSE 
or use use use FALSE TRUE TRUE   use TRUE 
r,,ml,, by by by FALSE TRUE TRUE   by TRUE 
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fbndlJel. fbur law four FALSE FALSE FALSE   law FALSE 
BLANK or at or FALSE TRUE FALSE   at FALSE 
BLANK lti rower fewer FALSE FALSE FALSE   rower FALSE 
BLANK BLANK 6unlliae. families. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
YOUK YOUR YOUR YOUR FALSE TRUE TRUE   YOUR TRUE 
TI_.ANSACTION. TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION, TRANSACTION, FALSE TRUE TRUE   TRANSACTION, TRUE 
J3OTH OOTH BOTH BOTH FALSE FALSE TRUE   BOTH TRUE 
TI'J'L£ TITLE TITLE TITLE FALSE TRUE TRUE   TITLE TRUE 
AND AND AND AND TRUE TRUE TRUE   AND TRUE 
ESCROW, ESCROW, ESCROW, ESCROW, TRUE TRUE TRUE   ESCROW, TRUE 
iS. IS IS IS FALSE TRUE TRUE   IS TRUE 
BACKIED BACKED BACKEO BACKED FALSE TRUE FALSE   BACKEO FALSE 
BY BY BY BY TRUE TRUE TRUE   BY TRUE 
TH_ THE THE THE FALSE TRUE TRUE   THE TRUE 
PI'HA,_CIk_L, FINANCIAL FINANCIAL FINANCIAL FALSE TRUE TRUE   FINANCIAL TRUE 
8"rit_NOTH STRENQTH STR13P10TH STRENGTH FALSE FALSE FALSE   STR13P10TH FALSE 
OF OF Or OF TRUE TRUE FALSE   OF TRUE 
OUR OUR OUR OUR TRUE TRUE TRUE   OUR TRUE 
PAXRNT PARENT PARENT PARENT FALSE TRUE TRUE   PARENT TRUE 
COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY TRUE TRUE TRUE   COMPANY TRUE 
(I,AWY_Kg (LAWYERS (LAWYERS (LAWYERS FALSE TRUE TRUE   (LAWYERS TRUE 
TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TRUE TRUE TRUE   TITLE TRUE 
INSUF_NCE INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE FALSE TRUE TRUE   INSURANCE TRUE 
COIUq)P,ATION). CORPORATION). CORPORATION), CORPORATION), FALSE FALSE TRUE   CORPORATION), TRUE 
gNSUlt_qO ENSURINO ENSURING ENSURING FALSE FALSE TRUE   ENSURING TRUE 
A A A A TRUE TRUE TRUE   A TRUE 
-q_FE SAFE SAFE SAFE FALSE TRUE TRUE   SAFE TRUE 
AND AND AND AND TRUE TRUE TRUE   AND TRUE 
PKOTr;CTED PROTECTED PROTECTED PROTECTED FALSE TRUE TRUE   PROTECTED TRUE 
(3,0SIN0, CLOS1NO. (.LOSING. CLOSING. FALSE FALSE FALSE   (.LOSING. FALSE 
ALSO+ ALSO, ALSO, ALSO, FALSE TRUE TRUE   ALSO, TRUE 
LAWYEIUi LAWYERS LAWYERS LAWYERS FALSE TRUE TRUE   LAWYERS TRUE 
TITL5 TITLE TITLE TITLE FALSE TRUE TRUE   TITLE TRUE 
INSUF,.ANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE INSURANCE FALSE TRUE TRUE   INSURANCE TRUE 
COP.POP_.TION CORPORATION CORPORATION CORPORATION FALSE TRUE TRUE   CORPORATION TRUE 
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OMU OFFERS OFFERS OFFERS FALSE TRUE TRUE   OFFERS TRUE 
CL,QSD,IO CLOSIW CLOSING CLOSING FALSE FALSE TRUE   CLOSING TRUE 
PROTfiCT1ON PROTECTION PROTECTION PROTECTION FALSE TRUE TRUE   PROTECTION TRUE 
USTTI_RS. UTTERS, LETTERS. LETTERS. FALSE FALSE TRUE   LETTERS. TRUE 
-TI_. BLANK Sdlsr: Seller: FALSE FALSE FALSE   Sdlsr: FALSE 
t_Lu_t BLANK Fwekxrr. Purchaser: FALSE FALSE FALSE   Fwekxrr. FALSE 
Ltfe BLANK "11G The FALSE FALSE FALSE   "11G FALSE 
lpzur=_e Mutunl Mutual Mutual FALSE FALSE TRUE   Mutual TRUE 
Cct_p_._ Ufa Life Life FALSE FALSE TRUE   Life TRUE 
BLANK Insurance lnsuronce Insurance FALSE TRUE FALSE   lnsuronce FALSE 
BLANK Cc^patiir Cc-We" Company FALSE FALSE FALSE   Cc-We" FALSE 
of of of of TRUE TRUE TRUE   of TRUE 
I_w Uew Saw New FALSE FALSE FALSE   Saw FALSE 
York York York York TRUE TRUE TRUE   York TRUE 
Potnte Poinu Pointe Pointe FALSE FALSE TRUE   Pointe TRUE 
T|pttlo tftpatlo Tapatto Tapatio FALSE FALSE FALSE   Tapatto FALSE 
Rolort Resprt Resort Resort FALSE FALSE TRUE   Resort TRUE 
Proptrt|o! Proptrtio* Properties Properties FALSE FALSE TRUE   Properties TRUE 
k. Ho. 8o. No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   8o. FALSE 
| l I 1 FALSE FALSE FALSE   I FALSE 
_p., B6-D4U4W Terrwtarr Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   Terrwtarr FALSE 
Ib_)_ Tixptyn Linitrd Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   Linitrd FALSE 
q, ID. Part4erabip I.D. FALSE FALSE FALSE   Part4erabip FALSE 
ll'7 BLANK Tw~mela No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   Tw~mela FALSE 
e6-o+xma BLANK a-. Limited FALSE FALSE FALSE   a-. FALSE 
T=. BLANK J Partnership FALSE FALSE FALSE   J FALSE 
I_ BLANK (s Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   (s FALSE 
l.O. BLANK 9,1 Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   9,1 FALSE 
14,. BLANK BLANK I.D. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
TmqF_ BLANK q(:? No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   q(:? FALSE 
LD. BLANK 86-0412413 86-0412413 FALSE FALSE TRUE   86-0412413 TRUE 
t4G. BLANK Tw Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   Tw FALSE 
! BLANK Mw Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   Mw FALSE 
+ BLANK I.D. I.D. FALSE FALSE TRUE   I.D. TRUE 
I:; BLANK NW No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   NW FALSE 
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! BLANK 700yWto"a Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   700yWto"a FALSE 
BLANK BLANK Tom Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK 1" I.D. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK I.D. No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK W. Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK Tv"a+ Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK 1.D. I.D. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK Me. No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK Tax FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK Payer FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK I.D. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
BLANK BLANK BLANK No. FALSE FALSE FALSE   BLANK FALSE 
G BLANK G G TRUE FALSE TRUE   G TRUE 
8358 8358 8358 8358 TRUE TRUE TRUE   8358 TRUE 
      CORRECT 100 203 238     239 
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